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Abstract

Wind energy will be one of the most important energy sources in the carbon-neutral energy
system of the future. A small but rapidly growing share of the installed wind capacity con-
sists of offshore wind farms, which benefit from the high wind speeds and small turbulence
intensities that prevail offshore. However, with the increasing expansion of offshore wind
energy, these beneficial conditions are being affected by the wind farms themselves. Offshore
wind farms can produce long wakes in which the wind speed is reduced and the turbulence
intensity is enhanced. Additionally, the power output of the wind farm is reduced due to wake
losses inside the wind farm. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the power output and
wake effects of large (multi-gigawatt) wind farms with large-eddy simulations. Wind farms
of this size have never been investigated before.

The results show that the flow in large wind farms is more complex than in small (sub-
gigawatt) wind farms. Large wind farms cause a counterclockwise flow deflection in the order
of 10◦ due to a reduced Coriolis force inside the wind farm. The wind farm induced speed
deficit spreads into the entire boundary layer and causes the flow to diverge in the vertical
direction. This results in a vertical displacement of the inversion layer, which excites statio-
nary gravity waves in the free atmosphere. The gravity waves affect the pressure distribution
near the surface and cause a significant flow blockage resulting in speed deficits of approxi-
mately 10% upstream of the wind farm. Smaller wind farms can also excite gravity waves,
but their amplitude and blockage effect is much weaker. Simulations with wind farms that
have a finite size in both lateral directions show that large wind farms cause a significant
flow divergence in the crosswise direction. Large wind farms generate wakes with a length
in the order of 100 km. Longer wakes (in terms of wind speed deficit) occur for shallower
boundary layers and smaller turbine spacings. The effect of the atmospheric stability on the
wake length could not clearly be stated because this parameter can not be changed without
affecting others. The wake length in terms of turbulence intensity was found to be in the
order of 10 km and to be independent of the wind farm size.

In the simulated cases, large wind farms achieved wind farm efficiencies of only 41%−64%
in contrast to 66%−88% for small wind farms. The boundary layer height significantly affects
the efficiency of large wind farms but not the efficiency of small wind farms. Energy budget
analyses have shown that the advection of kinetic energy by the mean flow is the largest
energy source for small wind farms. However, for large wind farms the largest energy source
is the vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy. For large wind farms the energy input by the
geostrophic forcing becomes more dominant. This source is also enhanced by an increase in
the ageostrophic wind speed component resulting from the counterclockwise flow deflection.
A comparison with analytical wake models shows that their power output prediction deviates
from the large-eddy simulation results by up to 40% and that they can not reproduce the
flow complexity of large wind farms. The reason is that the wake models neglect relevant
physical processes and energy sources and sinks. Further large-eddy simulation case studies
with a systematic variation of the relevant parameters are needed to learn more about the
flow behavior in large wind farms and to improve existing wake models.
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1 Introduction

Wind energy will be one of the most important energy sources in the carbon-neutral energy
system of the future (IEA, 2022). Already today, wind energy makes up more than 10 %
of the globally installed electricity generation capacity (IRENA, 2023). A small but rapidly
growing share of the installed wind capacity consists of offshore wind farms. Despite the
higher installation costs of offshore wind farms, they can compete with the low cost of onshore
wind energy due to the high wind speeds and small turbulence intensities present offshore.
However, with the increasing expansion of offshore wind energy, these beneficial conditions
are being affected by the wind farms themselves. Offshore wind farms can produce long wakes
in which the wind speed is reduced and the turbulence intensity is enhanced. Additionally,
the power output of the wind farm is reduced due to wake losses inside the wind farm. The
term wind farm efficiency is often used to quantify these farm-internal wake losses. The wind
farm efficiency is the ratio of the actual wind farm power to the power that the wind farm
would produce if all wind turbines would be located in free-stream conditions.

The wind farm efficiency and the length of the wake depends on the meteorological con-
ditions and the wind farm properties. Smaller wind farm efficiencies and longer wakes occur
for stable stratifications, shallow boundary layers and small turbine spacings (Dörenkämper
et al., 2015; Ghaisas et al., 2017; Hansen et al., 2012; Nilsson et al., 2015; Platis et al., 2018;
Witha et al., 2014). More recent research results show that large wind farms can trigger grav-
ity waves in the overlying free atmosphere, which induce pressure gradients in the boundary
layer. These pressure gradients cause significant flow blockage in front of the wind farm,
resulting in a wind speed and power reduction already in the first turbine row (Bleeg et al.,
2018; Allaerts and Meyers, 2019; Wu and Porté-Agel, 2017).

The above described knowledge about wind farm flows is based on measurements and
simulations for wind farms that have a size of currently existing wind farms. These wind
farms have a length of approximately 10 km and a rated power below 1 GW. Future wind
farm clusters will have a length of up to 100 km and a rated power of more than 10 GW.
Thus it is questionable whether the above described results are still valid for wind farm
clusters of this scale. These wind farm clusters do not exist yet and can therefore only be
studied by simulations. Because the wind turbine power is proportional to the third power
of the wind speed, these simulations must be very accurate. The most accurate simulation
technique that is still computationally feasible is large-eddy simulation (LES). LES models
resolve the largest, most energetic turbulent eddies in the atmospheric boundary layer and
can thus capture relevant processes like the turbulent transport of energy and momentum.

The aim of this thesis is to study the power output and flow effects of multi-gigawatt wind
farms with LES and to answer these questions:

• How to design an LES setup that is suitable for simulating the flow in large wind farms?

• What are the fundamental differences between the flow in small (sub-gigawatt) and
large (multi-gigawatt) wind farms and why do they occur?

• How does the wind farm wake of a large wind farm depend on the stability and the
boundary layer height?

• Which wind farm efficiencies can be achieved in large wind farms and how do they
depend on the stability, boundary layer height and turbine spacing?
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1.1 Current knowledge about wind farm flows and wind farm power output

• What are the most important energy sources and sinks in a large wind farm?

• How do analytical wake models perform for large wind farms and how can they be
improved?

These questions are answered in three research articles that can be found in Sects. 3, 4
and 5.

The first article is an LES case study of potential wind farms in the German Bight. The
wind farms have a total capacity of up to 20 GW, which corresponds to the planned offshore
wind capacity for the selected areas (BSH, 2022). Different stabilities, boundary layer heights
and turbine spacings are investigated to determine their effect on the wind farm flow and
power output.

The aim of the second article is to compare small wind farms with large wind farms more
systematically than it was possible in the first article. The comparison is made between two
wind farms that have a length of 13 km and 90 km. The wind farms are effectively infinitely
wide due to cyclic boundary conditions in the crosswise direction. The more idealized setup
allows for a more quantitative evaluation of the results. An energy budget analysis is made
to identify the most relevant energy sources and sinks inside small and large wind farms.

The aim of the third article is to simulate a 15 GW wind farm with a finite width and
to compare the results with analytical wake models. Discrepancies between the models are
explained by investigating the energy budgets inside the wind farm. In this study the wind
farm has a finite width to include effects that may arise due to the wind farm boundaries
that are not present in the second study.

1.1 Current knowledge about wind farm flows and wind farm
power output

This section shall give a short overview of the current knowledge about wind farm flows. The
focus will be on LES studies, but references to Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) sim-
ulations and measurements are also made. LES studies of wind farm flows can be categorized
into three different types of wind farm setups:

1. Infinite wind farm setup: The wind farm is effectively infinitely large in both lateral
directions due to cyclic boundary conditions in both lateral directions.

2. Semi-infinite wind farm setup: The wind farm is effectively infinitely wide in the
crosswise direction due to cyclic boundary conditions in that direction, but has a finite
length in the streamwise direction.

3. Finite wind farm setup: The wind farm has a finite length and width.

The infinite wind farm setup may contain only one wind turbine, representing an infinite
array of wind turbines due to the cyclic boundary conditions along the two lateral directions.
The turbine spacing is equal to the domain length in the respective direction. This setup
was used in the first LES studies of wind farm flows due to its simple implementation and
low computational cost. Examples are Abkar and Porté-Agel (2013), Abkar and Porté-Agel
(2014), Calaf et al. (2010), Calaf et al. (2011), Johnstone and Coleman (2012), Lu and Porté-
Agel (2011), Lu and Porté-Agel (2015), Meyers and Meneveau (2010), Meyers and Meneveau
(2013), Porté-Agel et al. (2014) and VerHulst and Meneveau (2014). Using this strategy
allows to study the flow in an infinitely large wind farm, also called fully-developed wind
farm flow. The results show that boundary layers that contain a wind farm are thicker and
have a greater ageostrophic wind speed component than boundary layers without a wind
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farm. The higher ageostrophic wind speed component increases the energy input by the
geostrophic forcing (synoptic-scale pressure gradient). This energy is transported down to
the wind farm level by the vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy and is, to a large extent,
extracted by the wind turbines. The drawback of the infinite wind farm setup is that it is
very unrealistic and does not allow to study the global blockage effect, the wind farm wake
or any other effect that may arise from the discontinuity at a wind farm leading and trailing
edge. These effects can be studied with the semi-infinite wind farm setup.

In the semi-infinite wind farm setup, the wind farm has a finite length in the streamwise
direction. In the crosswise direction, the wind farm extends to the domain boundaries,
which are cyclic, so that the wind farm is still infinitely wide. This setup can not use cyclic
boundary conditions in the streamwise direction because then the wake flow would reenter
at the inflow. Designing a robust and realistic setup is thus more difficult than in the infinite
wind farm case. Details about how this problem can be solved are provided in the method
sections in all of the three research articles of this thesis. Examples for this kind of setup can
be found in Allaerts and Meyers (2016), Allaerts and Meyers (2017), Allaerts and Meyers
(2018), Andersen et al. (2015), Centurelli et al. (2021), Segalini and Chericoni (2021), Stevens
et al. (2016), Wu and Porté-Agel (2017) and Zhang et al. (2019). The results of these studies
are presented together with the finite wind farm studies.

The finite wind farm setup typically also uses cyclic boundary conditions in the crosswise
direction to allow for wind veer and turbulence at these boundaries. However, the domain
is wider than the wind farm, so that the wind farm has a finite width (in the crosswise
direction). Studies that use this kind of setup either use an idealized wind farm layout or a
layout of an existing, real wind farm. Examples can be found in Dörenkämper et al. (2015),
Ghaisas et al. (2017), Lanzilao and Meyers (2022), Nilsson et al. (2015), Porté-Agel et al.
(2013), Witha et al. (2014) and Wu and Porté-Agel (2015).

In the following, the results of the semi-infinite and finite wind farm studies as well as
results from measurements will be reviewed. The effect of the wind farm on the flow field
will be discussed first, and afterwards the focus will be on the wind farm power output. It
is important to note that all the presented results are based on relatively small wind farms.
Wind farm lengths range from 4.8 km (Lanzilao and Meyers, 2022) to 18.9 km (Andersen
et al., 2015) in the semi-infinite wind farm studies and from 2.38 km (Witha et al., 2014)
to 14.85 km (Lanzilao and Meyers, 2022) in the finite wind farm studies. However, future
wind farm clusters will have a length of up to 100 km so that the flow might behave very
differently than described below. Wind farms of this size have never been investigated before
and it is the aim of this thesis to fill this research gap.

1.1.1 Wind farm flow

According to Porté-Agel et al. (2020), the flow through a wind farm can be categorized into
five different regions:

• Induction region

• Entrance region

• Fully-developed region

• Exit region

The induction region is located upstream of the wind farm and is characterized by a wind
speed reduction that is related to the so-called global blockage effect. Field measurements
(Bleeg et al., 2018) as well as simulations (Allaerts and Meyers, 2019; Wu and Porté-Agel,
2017) have shown that the wind speed reduction 2.5 D upstream of the wind farm can be as
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large as 9 %, especially for shallow boundary layers and large wind farms. The speed deficit
is much greater than a linear superposition of the induction/blockage effect of the individual
turbines (Centurelli et al., 2021). The reason for the significant speed deficit is a positive
pressure gradient in the induction region. This pressure gradient is induced by stationary
gravity waves in the free atmosphere, which are excited by the upward displacement of the
inversion layer above the wind farm (Allaerts and Meyers, 2017). Since the wind turbine
power is proportional to the third power of the wind speed, this speed reduction causes a
significant reduction in the power of the wind turbines in the first row. However, inside the
wind farm, the pressure gradient is negative and tends to accelerate the flow and increase
the turbine power. Consequently, the gravity wave induced pressure gradients redistribute
energy from upstream parts of the wind farm to downstream parts of the wind farm (Allaerts
and Meyers, 2017; Lanzilao and Meyers, 2022).

The entrance region is located at the entrance of the wind farm. It is a transition region
between the undisturbed flow in the induction region and the fully-developed region further
downstream. In this region, the momentum extraction by the wind turbines is not balanced
by momentum-adding processes like the vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy or pressure
gradients so that the wind speed decreases in the streamwise direction and the turbine power
decreases accordingly. The wind speed deficit at turbine level spreads into the above lying
boundary layer by turbulent momentum exchange, so that an internal boundary layer forms
above the wind farm. For neutrally stratified boundary layers the internal boundary layer
grows according to Elliot’s x4/5 power law, where x is the distance from the wind farm
leading edge (Elliott, 1958; Stevens et al., 2016; Allaerts and Meyers, 2016, 2017). In the
entrance region most of the energy is provided by flow deceleration (streamwise divergence
of kinetic energy advection) and the vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy. Due to the flow
deceleration and the mass conservation constraint the flow diverges in the vertical direction
and a significant amount of kinetic energy is lost by vertical advection (Allaerts and Meyers,
2017; Segalini and Chericoni, 2021).

The fully-developed region is characterized by an approximately constant wind speed and
turbine power along the streamwise direction. The momentum extraction by the wind tur-
bines is balanced by the vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy from the overlying boundary
layer, the energy input by the geostrophic forcing and the pressure gradients. LES studies
have shown that the transition to the fully-developed region can take 100 times the boundary
layer height and that sometimes no fully-developed region exists (Wu and Porté-Agel, 2017;
Allaerts and Meyers, 2017). While the flow might be in balance in the streamwise direction,
it is not in balance in the crosswise direction due to the reduction in Coriolis force. This
imbalance results in a counterclockwise wind direction change (Allaerts and Meyers, 2016).

The exit region is located at the downstream part of the wind farm and is characterized by
an increase in wind speed and a potential increase in turbine power. This effect is caused by
a negative pressure gradient that is induced by stationary gravity waves above the wind farm
(Allaerts and Meyers, 2017; Wu and Porté-Agel, 2017). The strength of that effect depends
on the lapse rate in the free atmosphere (Smith, 2009). The exit region only exists for wind
farms that are large enough to excite gravity waves.

The wake region is the region downstream of the wind farm in which the wind speed and
the turbulence intensity have not yet recovered to the level present upstream of the induction
region. As aircraft measurements have shown, offshore wind farm wakes can be several tens
of kilometers long in case of stable boundary layers (Platis et al., 2018). Wind speed deficits
and wake lengths are larger in stable boundary layers and smaller in convective boundary
layers. This behavior is caused by higher turbulence intensities and thus a more effective
entrainment of momentum into the wake in convective boundary layers (Witha et al., 2014;
Dörenkämper et al., 2015; Ghaisas et al., 2017). Van Der Laan and Nørmark Sørensen (2017)
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have shown that the wake of a single wind turbine or a small wind farm is deflected clockwise
(on the northern hemisphere). This effect is explained by a vertical exchange of crosswise
momentum between the wind farm layer and the above lying boundary layer in which the
wind is veered to the right. Allaerts and Meyers (2016), however, have shown that for larger
wind farms the wake is deflected counterclockwise by 2 − 3◦ due to a reduction in Coriolis
force in the wind farm and that this effect is greater for shallower boundary layers.

1.1.2 Wind farm power output

A good relative measure for the wind farm performance is the wind farm efficiency. The
wind farm efficiency is the ratio of the actual wind farm power to the power that the wind
farm would produce if all wind turbines were located in free-stream conditions. In many
measurement and simulation studies it is assumed that the first turbine row of a wind farm
experiences free-stream conditions and that the power of these turbines can be used as a
reference to calculate the wind farm efficiency. However, this strategy neglects the global
blockage effect and can thus result in a significant overestimation of the wind farm efficiency
(Allaerts et al., 2018). Consequently, it is important to use an isolated wind turbine to define
the reference power. In field measurement campaigns such a turbine often does not exist but
in simulation studies the reference power can easily be obtained by performing a separate
simulation with only one turbine.

The wind farm efficiency depends on many meteorological parameters such as the turbu-
lence intensity, the surface layer stability, the boundary layer height and the free atmosphere
lapse rate. The wind farm efficiency also depends on wind farm parameters such as the
turbine spacing and the turbine configuration (aligned/staggered).

Higher wind farm efficiencies are achieved in convective boundary layers due to higher
turbulence intensities and thus shorter wakes compared to neutral and stable boundary layers
(Hansen et al., 2012; Nilsson et al., 2015; Ghaisas et al., 2017; Witha et al., 2014). Higher wind
farm efficiencies are achieved for thick boundary layers because they contain more kinetic
energy than shallow boundary layers (Allaerts and Meyers, 2016). The free atmosphere lapse
rate affects the wavelength of the stationary gravity waves that are triggered by a wind farm
and thus also affects the wind farm efficiency. Wu and Porté-Agel (2017) have shown that
a greater lapse rate in the free atmosphere results in a greater global blockage effect. The
annual effect of self-induced gravity waves on the power output of a 4 GW wind farm is
4− 6 % (Allaerts et al., 2018).

A smaller turbine spacing increases the wind farm power output because there are more
turbines per surface area but decreases the wind farm efficiency due to increased wake losses.
For staggered turbine configurations the power output primarily depends on the geometric
mean of the streamwise and crosswise turbine spacing. However, for aligned turbine con-
figurations the power output primarily depends on the streamwise spacing (Stevens et al.,
2016). A vertical staggering of the turbines, i.e. using different hub heights, is only effective
in the entrance region. In the fully-developed region there is no benefit because the power is
limited by the vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy (Zhang et al., 2019).
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2 Methods

Wind farm flows can be studied by field measurements, wind tunnel measurements or simula-
tions. Simulations can be performed with non-turbulence-resolving models that only describe
the mean flow (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes, RANS) or with turbulence-resolving meth-
ods. Simulations that resolve turbulence on all scales are called direct numerical simulations
(DNS). A DNS of atmospheric flows usually requires a grid spacing on the order of 1 mm
and is thus not computationally feasible for the simulation of wind farm flows that require
domain sizes on the order of 104 km3. The simulation method applied in this thesis is called
large-eddy simulation (LES). LES models resolve only the largest turbulent eddies and re-
quire grid spacings on the order of 10 m for turbine wake resolving simulations. For a typical
domain size of 100 km× 100 km× 1 km, this results in 10 billion grid points, which is a grid
size that is manageable on modern supercomputers. Compared with measurements, simu-
lations have the big advantage that the meteorological and wind farm parameters can be
freely chosen and are exactly known. Additionally, all variables of interest can be output at
every point in space and time without measurement error. Coriolis and buoyancy effects are
considered, which is usually impossible for wind tunnel experiments. In contrast to RANS
models, LES models resolve the largest, most energetic turbulent eddies, which is crucial
to accurately capture the turbulent energy exchange in wind farm flows. Parameterization
errors are usually small because only the small, less energetic eddies are parameterized. How-
ever, LES also has some disadvantages: The simulations are computationally expensive, so
only a few simulations can be performed. The domain layout and boundary conditions have
to be chosen with great care to avoid the introduction of artificial and unrealistic effects. For
example, the mean flow and the turbulence at the inflow must be in a steady state to avoid
horizontal gradients in the model domain. The grid spacing must be chosen small enough to
resolve the turbulence in the boundary layer and the wind turbine wakes.

2.1 The large-eddy simulation model PALM

2.1.1 Governing equations and subgrid-scale models

The large-eddy simulations in this thesis are carried out with the Parallelized Large-eddy
Simulation Model PALM. PALM is developed at the Institute of Meteorology and Clima-
tology of the Leibniz University Hannover, Germany. An extensive description of PALM can
be found in Maronga et al. (2015) and Maronga et al. (2020). In the following, only the parts
that are relevant for this study are described.

PALM solves the non-hydrostatic, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in Boussinesq-
approximated form. In this thesis the effects of humidity are neglected. The equations for
the conservation of mass, momentum and thermal energy then are:

∂uj
∂xj

= 0 , (2.1)

∂ui
∂t

= −∂uiuj
∂xj

− ϵijkfjuk + ϵi3jf3ug,j −
1

ρ0

∂π∗

∂xi
+ g

θ − ⟨θ⟩
⟨θ⟩ δi3 −

∂

∂xj
τij + di , (2.2)

∂θ

∂t
= −∂ujθ

∂xj
− ∂

∂xj
(ũ′′j θ

′′) , (2.3)
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where angular brackets indicate horizontal averaging, a double prime indicates subgrid-scale
(SGS) quantities, a tilde denotes filtering over a grid volume and is omitted for a better
readability except for the SGS temperature flux (ũ′′j θ

′′). The velocity components are ui
(u1 = u, u2 = v, u3 = w), the spatial coordinates are xi(x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z) with
i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, θ is potential temperature, t is time, fi = (0, 2Ω cos(ϕ), 2Ω sin(ϕ)) is the
Coriolis parameter with the Earth’s angular velocity Ω = 0.729 × 10−4 rad s−1 and the
geographical latitude ϕ. The geostrophic wind speed components are ug,j and the basic state
density of dry air is ρ0. The modified perturbation pressure is π∗ = p+ 2

3ρ0e, where p is the
perturbation pressure and e = 1

2 ũ
′′
i u

′′
i is the SGS turbulence kinetic energy. The gravitational

acceleration is g = 9.81 m s−2, δ is the Kronecker delta, τij = (ũ′′i u
′′
j − 2

3eδij) is the deviatoric
stress tensor and di are the forces of the wind turbine model, which is described in Sec. 2.1.2.

The turbulence closure, i.e. the parameterization of the SGS covariance terms ũ′′i u
′′
j and

ũ′′j θ
′′, is performed by a 1.5-order closure after Deardorff (1980). Two different modified

versions of this closure are used in this thesis:

• Deardorff model: SGS model proposed by Deardorff (1980), modified by Moeng and
Wyngaard (1988) and Saiki et al. (2000).

• Dai model: SGS model proposed by Dai et al. (2021), which is based on the Deardorff
model.

The turbulence closure of the Deardorff model assumes that the SGS flux is proportional
to the local gradient of the respective resolved-scale flow quantity:

ũ′′i u
′′
j −

2

3
eδij = −Km

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
,

ũ′′j θ
′′ = −Kh

∂θ

∂xj
,

(2.4)

where Km and Kh are the local SGS eddy diffusivities of momentum and heat, respectively:

Km = cml
√
e ,

Kh =

(
1 +

2l

∆

)
Km ,

(2.5)

where cm = 0.1 and ∆ is the geometric mean of the grid spacings in the three directions:

∆ = (∆x∆y∆z)1/3 . (2.6)

The mixing length l is calculated as

l =

min (1.8z,∆, Lb) for ∂θ
dz > 0

min (1.8z,∆) for ∂θ
dz ≤ 0

(2.7)

and depends on the height z, ∆ and, in case of a locally stable stratification, the buoyancy
length scale Lb:

Lb = 0.76

√
e

N
. (2.8)

Here, N is the Brunt-Väisäla frequency:

N =

√
g

θ

∂θ

dz
. (2.9)
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2.1 The large-eddy simulation model PALM

The SGS turbulence kinetic energy is calculated with the following prognostic equation:

∂e

∂t
= −uj

∂e

∂xj
−
(
ũ′′i u

′′
j

) ∂ui
∂xj

+
g

⟨θ⟩ ũ
′′
3θ

′′ − ∂

∂xj

˜[
u′′j

(
e+

p′′

ρ0

)]
− ϵ , (2.10)

where ϵ is the SGS dissipation rate within a grid volume, calculated as:

ϵ =

(
0.19 + 0.74

l

∆

)
e3/2

l
(2.11)

and the pressure term is calculated as follows:

−
˜[

u′′j

(
e+

p′′

ρ0

)]
= −2Km

∂e

∂xj
. (2.12)

The Dai model was developed to reduce the grid spacing sensitivity of the Deardorff model
for stable boundary layer simulations. As shown by Dai et al. (2021), the Dai model produces
much less grid spacing sensitive results than the Deardorff model. It also allows for coarser
grid spacings in stable boundary layers, making the simulation of very large wind farms
computationally feasible. For the Dai model the mixing length calculation changes to:

l =


(

1
κz + 1

Lb

)−1
for ∂θ

dz > 0

min (1.8z,∆) for ∂θ
dz ≤ 0 ,

(2.13)

where κ = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant. The eddy diffusivities are calculated as follows:

Kh =

Km for ∂θ
dz > 0

3Km for ∂θ
dz ≤ 0 .

(2.14)

2.1.2 Wind turbine model

The effect of wind turbines on the atmospheric flow is parameterized by the wind turbine
model, which is part of PALM. An advanced actuator disc model with rotation (ADM-R) is
used to model the effect of the rotor disc on the flow. The actuator disc is a permeable disc
that imposes axial and tangential forces on the flow. The axial forces represent the rotor
thrust and extract momentum from the flow. The tangential forces represent the rotor torque
and add angular momentum in the opposite direction of the rotational direction of the rotor,
so that the wake rotates. Including these rotational effects comes with nearly no additional
computational cost but results in a better representation of real wakes (Steinfeld et al.,
2015; Wu and Porté-Agel, 2015). The term advanced means that the disc is subdivided into
several rings and each ring is subdivided into several segments to account for a nonuniform
distribution of forces inside the disc that may arise from a turbulent and sheared inflow
velocity field (see Fig. 2.1).

The axial and tangential force fa and ft at each disc segment are calculated from the lift
and drag force fl and fd that the rotor blades would generate at this radial position:

fa = fl cosϕ+ fd sinϕ ,

ft = fl sinϕ− fd cosϕ ,
(2.15)

where ϕ is the angle between the velocity vector vrel and the rotor disc (see Fig. 2.2) and fl

9



2.1 The large-eddy simulation model PALM

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the actuator disc model with rotation. The actuator disc is
subdivided into several segments for which the axial and tangential forces are calculated.
Also shown are the drag forces of the tower (not used in this thesis). Figure taken from the
PALM documentation: https://palm.muk.uni-hannover.de/trac/wiki/doc/tec/wtm.

and fd are the lift and drag forces, calculated as follows:

fl =
1

2
ρv2relclsA ,

fd =
1

2
ρv2relcdsA .

(2.16)

Here, ρ is the air density, cl and cd are the lift and drag coefficient of the blade profile at
that radial position, A is the area of the disc segment and s is the solidity factor, describing
the percentage of the circumference that is covered with blades at that radial position r:

s =
Nblc
2πr

, (2.17)

where Nb = 3 is the number the rotor blades and lc is the chord length of the rotor blade
profile (see Fig. 2.2). The axial and tangential forces of all Ns disc segments are used to
calculate the thrust force Frot and the torque Mrot of the entire rotor disc:

Frot =

Ns∑
i=1

fa,i ,

Mrot =

Ns∑
i=1

ft,iri ,

(2.18)

where ri is the radial position of the respective segment center. The mechanical power
provided by the rotor is

Prot = Mrotωrot , (2.19)

where ωrot is the rotational speed of the rotor given in radians per second. A change in the
rotational speed of the rotor is determined by an imbalance between the rotor torque Mrot

10



2.1 The large-eddy simulation model PALM

Figure 2.2: Rotor blade section with chord length lc at radius r. Shown are the angle
of attack α, the inflow angle ϕ, the inflow velocity relative to the blade section vrel, the
aerodynamic force generated by the blade section fi, which can be decomposed into lift force
fl and drag force fd or into an axial force fa and tangential force ft.

and the generator torque Mgen:

∂ω

∂t
=

Mrot −Mgen

I
, (2.20)

where I is the moment of inertia of the entire drive train. In this thesis, the 15 MW reference
wind turbine of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is used, which has a
direct drive so that no gear ratio has to be taken into account (Gaertner et al., 2020). The
generator torque is determined by a torque controller with a characteristic speed-torque-
curve, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The torque controller is an adapted version of the controller
of the NREL 5 MW reference wind turbine (Jonkman et al., 2009) because implementing
the controller of the 15 MW turbine would add unnecessary complexity to the wind turbine
model. In this thesis, the wind turbines operate in region 2 (below rated power) in which
both controllers prescribe a torque curve that results in the optimal tip speed ratio and power
coefficient.

The axial and tangential forces in Eq. (2.15) do not only affect the wind turbine perfor-
mance but also affect the surrounding flow field. The segment forces are distributed onto the
surrounding grid points by a smearing kernel η to avoid numerical instabilities:

f(x, y, z) =

N∑
i=1

−fiη(d) , (2.21)

where f(x,y, z) is the force vector at a grid point, fi is the force vector at a disc segment
and d is the distance between the grid point and the center of the disc segment. Note the
negative sign that transforms the forces that act on the rotor disc into forces that act on the
flow (Newton’s third law of motion). Often a Gaussian smearing kernel is used, e.g. in Wu
and Porté-Agel (2011):

ηG(d) =
1

ϵ3π3/2
exp

(
−d2

ϵ2

)
, (2.22)

where ϵ is a parameter that defines the width of the Gaussian smearing kernel. However, this
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2.1 The large-eddy simulation model PALM

Figure 2.3: Torque-speed relationship of the torque controller. M is the generator torque set
by the controller and P is the resulting mechanical generator power (before electric losses).

equation can not be computed efficiently so that in PALM the Gaussian smearing kernel is
approximated by a smearing kernel that is based on a fourth order polynomial (see Fig. 2.4):

η(d) =


1

ϵ3π3/2

[(
1

ϵ40
d4 − 2

ϵ20
d2
)
+ 1

]
for d < ϵ0

0 for d ≥ ϵ0 .

(2.23)

Here, ϵ0 is the distance at which the polynomial becomes zero and thus defines the size of
the smearing kernel. It is chosen in such a way that the volume integrals of ηG and η have
the same value, so that the sum of the smeared forces is the same for both methods:

ϵ0 =

(
105

32

) 1
3

π
1
6 ϵ ≈ 1.798ϵ . (2.24)
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2.2 Energy budget analysis

Figure 2.4: Smearing kernel based on Gaussian distribution (ηG) and smearing kernel based
on a fourth-order polynomial (η) with distance to disc segment d and kernel width ϵ.

2.2 Energy budget analysis

The second and third research article in this thesis contain an energy budget analysis to
identify relevant energy sources and sinks inside wind farms. The methodology of this energy
budget analysis is described only briefly to keep the articles short. However, the details of
the methodology might be of great value to anybody who wants to perform a similar energy
budget analysis with PALM. The aim of this section is to derive the required equations and
to show which data output is required. To obtain an equation for the kinetic energy budget
of the resolved-scale flow inside a control volume three steps have to be taken:

1. Derive an equation for the conservation of kinetic energy (KE) from PALM’s equation
for the conservation of momentum (Multiply the momentum equation with ui).

2. Average in time and assume stationarity.

3. Integrate over the control volume.

2.2.1 Derivation of an equation for the conservation of kinetic energy

An equation for the conservation of KE can be obtained by multiplying PALM’s equation
for the conservation of momentum (Eq. 2.2) with ui:

ui
∂ui
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

= −ui
∂uiuj
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

−ϵijkfjuiuk︸ ︷︷ ︸
3

+uiϵi3jf3ug,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
4

− 1

ρ0

∂π∗

∂xi
ui︸ ︷︷ ︸

5

+g
θ − ⟨θ⟩
⟨θ⟩ δi3ui︸ ︷︷ ︸

6

+ui
∂

∂xj
τij︸ ︷︷ ︸

7

+uidi︸ ︷︷ ︸
8

.

(2.25)
The meaning of the individual terms is:

1. Rate of change of KE with KE = Ek = 1
2uiui.

2. Divergence of advection of KE.
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2.2 Energy budget analysis

3. Work done by the Coriolis force. This term is zero because the Coriolis force always
acts perpendicular to the velocity and thus does no work on the flow:

ϵijkfjuiuk = ϵi1kf1uiuk + ϵi2kf2uiuk + ϵi3kf3uiuk

= ϵ213f1u2u3 + ϵ312f1u3u2 + ϵ123f2u1u3 + ϵ321f2u3u1 + ϵ132f3u1u2 + ϵ231f3u2u1

= (−f1u2u3 + f1u3u2) + (+f2u1u3 − f2u3u1) + (−f3u1u2 + f3u2u1)

= 0 .
(2.26)

4. Work done by the geostrophic forcing:

uiϵi3jf3ug,j = u2ϵ231f3ug,1 + u1ϵ132f3ug,2 = u2f3ug,1 − u1f3ug,2 . (2.27)

5. Work done by the perturbation pressure gradient.

6. Work done by buoyancy, which can only be done on the vertical velocity component
u3.

7. Work done by the SGS shear stress.

8. Work done by the wind turbines.

With the above made rearrangements the equation reads as follows:

1

2

∂uiui
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

= −1

2

∂uiuiuj
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

−0︸︷︷︸
3

+(u2f3ug,1 − u1f3ug,2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
4

− 1

ρ0

∂π∗

∂xi
ui︸ ︷︷ ︸

5

+g
θ − ⟨θ⟩
⟨θ⟩ u3︸ ︷︷ ︸
6

+ui
∂

∂xj
τij︸ ︷︷ ︸

7

+uidi︸ ︷︷ ︸
8

.

(2.28)

2.2.2 Averaging in time

Averaging equation 2.28 in time gives:

1

2

∂uiui
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

= −1

2

∂uiuiuj
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

−0︸︷︷︸
3

+(u2f3ug,1 − u1f3ug,2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
4

− 1

ρ0

∂π∗

∂xi
ui︸ ︷︷ ︸

5

+g
θ − ⟨θ⟩
⟨θ⟩ u3︸ ︷︷ ︸
6

+ui
∂τij
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
7

+uidi︸ ︷︷ ︸
8

.

(2.29)
The Reynolds decomposition is applied, which decomposes a variable v into a mean part v
and a fluctuating part v′:

v = v + v′ . (2.30)

The Reynolds averaging rules are applied during the averaging process:

• v′ = 0

• cv = c v, where c is a constant

• u+ v = u+ v

• (uv) = u v

• ∂v
∂x = ∂v

∂x .

The following assumptions and rearrangements can be made:
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2.2 Energy budget analysis

• Term 1: Assume stationarity:
1

2

∂uiui
∂t

= 0 (2.31)

• Term 2: Split the velocity components into a mean and a fluctuating part (ui = ui+u′i):

−1

2

∂uiuiuj
∂xj

= −1

2

∂

∂xj

(
(ui + u′i)(ui + u′i)(uj + u′j)

)
= − ∂

∂xj

(
1

2
(ui ui + u′iu

′
i)uj + ui u′i u

′
j +

1

2
u′iu

′
i u

′
j

)
= − ∂

∂xj

(
uj Ek + ui u′i u

′
j +

1

2
u′iu

′
i u

′
j

) (2.32)

• Term 5: Split the velocity components and the perturbation pressure into a mean and
a fluctuating part (ui = ui + u′i, π

∗ = π∗ + π∗′):

− 1

ρ0

∂π∗

∂xi
ui = − 1

ρ0

∂(π∗ + π∗′)
∂xi

(ui + u′i)

= − 1

ρ0

(
∂π∗

∂xi
ui +

∂π∗

∂xi
u′i +

∂π∗′

∂xi
ui +

∂π∗′

∂xi
u′i

)

= − 1

ρ0

(
∂π∗

∂xi
ui +

∂π∗

∂xi
u′i +

∂π∗′

∂xi
ui +

∂π∗′

∂xi
u′i

)
= − 1

ρ0

(
∂π∗

∂xi
ui +

∂π∗′

∂xi
u′i

)
(2.33)

• Term 7: Split term into two terms using the product rule:

ui
∂τij
∂xj

=
∂uiτij
∂xj

− τij
∂ui
∂xj

(2.34)

This results in:

0 = − ∂

∂xj

(
uj Ek + ui u′i u

′
j +

1

2
u′iu

′
i u

′
j

)
+ u2f3ug,1 − u1f3ug,2

− 1

ρ0

(
∂π∗

∂xi
ui +

∂π∗′

∂xi
u′i

)
+ g

θ − ⟨θ⟩
⟨θ⟩ u3 +

∂uiτij
∂xj

− τij
∂ui
∂xj

+ uidi .

(2.35)
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2.2.3 Integration over a control volume

Integrating Eq. (2.35) over the control volume Ω and regrouping the terms gives:

0 =−
∫
Ω

∂uj Ek

∂xj
dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

−
∫
Ω

∂

∂xj
ui u′i u

′
jdΩ+

∫
Ω

∂

∂xj
uiτijdΩ−

∫
Ω

∂

∂xj

1

2
u′j u

′
iu

′
idΩ−

∫
Ω

u′i
ρ0

∂π∗′

∂xi
dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸

F

+

∫
Ω
(u2f3ug,1 − u1f3ug,2)dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸

G

−
∫
Ω

ui
ρ0

∂π∗

∂xi
dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸

P

+

∫
Ω
g
θ − ⟨θ⟩
⟨θ⟩ u3dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

−
∫
Ω
τij

∂ui
∂xj

dΩ−R︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

+

∫
Ω
uididΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
W

,

(2.36)
The terms of Eq. (2.36) are categorized as follows:

A: Divergence of the advection of KE

F : Divergence of the turbulent fluxes of KE

G: Energy input by the geostrophic forcing

P: Energy input by mean perturbation pressure gradients

B: Energy input by buoyancy forces

D: Dissipation by SGS model less the residual R

W: Energy extraction by the wind turbines.

Equation (2.36) has a positive residual R because the magnitude of the calculated dissipation
is underestimated, which has two reasons: First, the local velocity gradients are underesti-
mated because they are calculated with central differences. Second, the 5th order upwind
advection scheme of Wicker and Skamarock (2002) has numerical dissipation, suppressing
the magnitude of the smallest eddies, for which the gradients and the dissipation are highest
(Maronga et al., 2013). The positive residual is subtracted from the negative dissipation
term D to compensate for the underestimated magnitude of the calculated dissipation.

The terms in A and F are volume integrals of a divergence of a quantity, which can be
converted to surface integrals of the quantity itself (Gauss’s theorem), allowing for a much
faster computation:

A =

[∫
Γx

(
−u1Ek

)
dΓx

]xr

xl︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ax

+

[∫
Γy

(
−u2Ek

)
dΓy

]yn
ys︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ay

+

[∫
Γz

(
−u3Ek

)
dΓz

]zt
zb

,︸ ︷︷ ︸
Az

(2.37)
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F =

[∫
Γx

(
−ui u′i u

′
1 + uiτi1 −

1

2
u′1 u

′
iu

′
i −

u′1π
∗′

ρ0

)
dΓx

]xr

xl︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fx

+

[∫
Γy

(
−ui u′i u

′
2 + uiτi2 −

1

2
u′2 u

′
iu

′
i −

u′2π
∗′

ρ0

)
dΓy

]yn
ys︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fy

+

[∫
Γz

(
−ui u′i u

′
3 + uiτi3 −

1

2
u′3 u

′
iu

′
i −

u′3π
∗′

ρ0

)
dΓz

]zt
zb

.︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fz

(2.38)

Here, Ax, Ay and Az are the advection of KE through the left/right boundaries (Γx),
south/north boundaries (Γy) and bottom/top boundaries (Γz), respectively (see Fig. 2.5).
The terms Fx, Fy and Fz are the turbulent fluxes through the left/right, south/north and
bottom/top boundaries, respectively.

Figure 2.5: Schematic of the control volume Ω and its boundaries Γx, Γy and Γz.

To show more clearly which data output is required, the summation convention in the first
three terms of F is broken up:

F1x = −
[∫

Γx

uiu′iu
′
1dΓx

]xr

xl

= −
[∫

Γx

(
uu′u′ + v v′u′ + ww′u′

)
dΓx

]xr

xl

,

F1y = −
[∫

Γy

uiu′iu
′
2dΓy

]yn
ys

= −
[∫

Γy

(
uu′v′ + v v′v′ + ww′v′

)
dΓy

]yn
ys

,

F1z = −
[∫

Γz

uiu′iu
′
3dΓz

]zt
zb

= −
[∫

Γz

(
uu′w′ + v v′w′ + ww′w′) dΓz

]zt
zb

,

(2.39)
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F2x =

[∫
Γx

uiτi1dΓx

]xr

xl

=

[∫
Γx

(u τ11 + v τ21 + w τ31) dΓx

]xr

xl

,

F2y =

[∫
Γy

uiτi2dΓy

]yn
ys

=

[∫
Γy

(u τ12 + v τ22 + w τ32) dΓy

]yn
ys

,

F2z =

[∫
Γz

uiτi3dΓz

]zt
zb

=

[∫
Γz

(u τ13 + v τ23 + w τ33) dΓz

]zt
zb

,

(2.40)

F3x = −
[∫

Γx

1

2
u′1u

′
iu

′
idΓx

]xr

xl

= −1

2

[∫
Γx

(
u′u′u′ + u′v′v′ + u′w′w′) dΓx

]xr

xl

,

F3y = −
[∫

Γy

1

2
u′2u

′
iu

′
idΓy

]yn
ys

= −1

2

[∫
Γy

(
v′u′u′ + v′v′v′ + v′w′w′) dΓy

]yn
ys

,

F3z = −
[∫

Γz

1

2
u′3u

′
iu

′
idΓz

]zt
zb

= −1

2

[∫
Γz

(
w′u′u′ + w′v′v′ + w′w′w′) dΓz

]zt
zb

.

(2.41)

The product of the fluctuations in the above equations (e.g. w′u′u′) can not be computed
directly because the mean value of the respective quantity is not known during the simulation.
However, these products can be calculated in the post-processing, if the product of the
absolute values (e.g. wuu, uu, wu) is computed and part of the output:

w′u′u′ = (w − w)(u− u)(u− u) = (w − w)(u2 − 2uu+ u2)

= wu2 − wu2 − 2wuu+ 2w uu+ wu2 − w u2

= wu2 − w u2 − 2wuu+ 2w u2 .

(2.42)

Table 2.1 lists the output quantities required for the calculation of all terms in Eq. (2.36).
All first-order moments and second-order moments of the velocity components are required.
Additionally, all third-order moments except for uvw are required. The calculation of the
buoyancy term (B) and the Dissipation term (D) is performed online during the simulation.
The user code that generates this output, as well as the post-processing script that calculates
the terms of Eq. 2.36 is available at the Research Data Repository of the Leibniz University
Hannover (Maas, 2022).
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Table 2.1: Required output quantities for the energy budget analysis.

Quantity Used in term Quantity Used in term

1 u A, F , G, P 19 www F3

2 v A, F , G, P 20 uτ11 F2

3 w A, F , P 21 uτ12 F2

4 uu A, F1, F3 22 uτ13 F2

5 uv F1, F3 23 vτ21 F2

6 uw F1, F3 24 vτ22 F2

7 vv A, F1, F3 25 vτ23 F2

8 vw F1, F3 26 wτ31 F2

9 ww A, F1, F3 27 wτ32 F2

10 uuu F3 28 wτ33 F2

11 uuv F3 29 π∗ P, F4

12 uuw F3 30 uπ∗ F4

13 uvv F3 31 vπ∗ F4

14 uvw - 32 wπ∗ F4

15 uww F3 33 g θ−⟨θ⟩
⟨θ⟩ u3 B

16 vvv F3 34 τij
∂ui
∂xj

D
17 vvw F3 35 uidi W
18 vww F3
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Abstract. Germany’s expansion target for offshore wind power capacity of 40 GW by the year 2040 can only
be reached if large portions of the Exclusive Economic Zone in the German Bight are equipped with wind
farms. Because these wind farm clusters will be much larger than existing wind farms, it is unknown how they
will affect the boundary layer flow and how much power they will produce. The objective of this large-eddy
simulation study is to investigate the wake properties and the power output of very large potential wind farms
in the German Bight for different turbine spacings, stabilities and boundary layer heights. The results show that
very large wind farms cause flow effects that small wind farms do not. These effects include, but are not limited
to, inversion layer displacement, counterclockwise flow deflection inside the boundary layer and clockwise flow
deflection above the boundary layer. Wakes of very large wind farms are longer for shallower boundary layers
and smaller turbine spacings, reaching values of more than 100 km. The wake in terms of turbulence intensity
is approximately 20 km long, in which longer wakes occur for convective boundary layers and shorter wakes
for stable boundary layers. Very large wind farms in a shallow, stable boundary layer can excite gravity waves
in the overlying free atmosphere, resulting in significant flow blockage. The power output of very large wind
farms is higher for thicker boundary layers because thick boundary layers contain more kinetic energy than thin
boundary layers. The power density of the energy input by the geostrophic pressure gradient limits the power
output of very large wind farms. Because this power density is very low (approximately 2 W m−2), the installed
power density of very large wind farms should be small to achieve a good wind farm efficiency.

1 Introduction

At present, the global installed wind power capacity from
offshore wind farms is increasing rapidly. According to the
expansion targets of the current leading offshore wind mar-
kets (the United Kingdom, Germany and China), the offshore
wind power capacity will be subject to significant growth
over the next decades. The German expansion target for off-
shore wind power capacity is 40 GW by the year 2040, which
is more than the global installed offshore wind power capac-
ity of 32.5 GW in the year 2020 (WindSeeG, 2020; Herzig,
2020). The otherwise undisturbed flow at offshore sites will

be increasingly modified by wind farms, affecting the wind
farm power output but also the meteorological conditions
in the wake. For wind farms with a state-of-the-art size of
approximately 100 turbines and a length of approximately
5 km, these effects have been extensively investigated exper-
imentally and numerically and are generally well understood.

However, the size of future wind farms or clusters of wind
farms will be 1 or 2 orders of magnitude larger than today’s
(see Fig. 1). Because no wind farms of this size exist cur-
rently, new insights into the behavior of the flow through
wind farms and the resulting power output can only be pro-
vided by simulations. The most accurate method that re-
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solves all the relevant processes such as the turbulent mo-
mentum and heat transport that is still computationally fea-
sible is large-eddy simulation. In recent years many large-
eddy simulations of wind farm flows have been carried out.
A comprehensive review can be found in Porté-Agel et al.
(2020). Some of the investigations consisted of an infinite
wind farm setup with cyclic boundary conditions in the
streamwise and crosswise directions (e.g., Lu and Porté-
Agel, 2011; Calaf et al., 2011; Johnstone and Coleman,
2012). With these methods, the limiting case of an infinite
wind farm can be investigated at relatively low computa-
tional cost due to the small domain size. Johnstone and Cole-
man (2012) used this method to compare a neutral boundary
layer flow with and without wind turbines. The wind turbines
increased the boundary layer height and the ageostrophic
wind component inside the boundary layer, which led to a
higher energy input by the pressure gradient. Simple one-
dimensional models for the wind speed profile inside and
above an infinite wind farm have been developed by, for ex-
ample, Frandsen (1992), Calaf et al. (2010), and Abkar and
Porté-Agel (2013).

Some authors used a semi-infinite wind farm setup with
cyclic boundary conditions only in the crosswise direction
(Stevens et al., 2016; Allaerts and Meyers, 2017; Wu and
Porté-Agel, 2017). Allaerts and Meyers (2017) simulated a
15 km long wind farm in a conventionally neutral boundary
layer (CNBL) with different heights. In the shallow boundary
layer cases, the wind-farm-induced flow deceleration led to
upward displacement of the inversion layer which triggered
stationary gravity waves in the free atmosphere. These grav-
ity waves can impose favorable and unfavorable streamwise
pressure gradients upstream, inside and downstream of the
wind farm, which can result in significant flow acceleration
or deceleration.

Large-eddy simulations of existing wind farms have been
carried out, e.g., the wind farms Horns Rev with eighty
2 MW turbines (Porté-Agel et al., 2013; Wu and Porté-Agel,
2015), Alpha Ventus with twelve 5 MW turbines, Lillgrund
with 48 2.3 MW turbines (Churchfield et al., 2012; Nilsson
et al., 2015) and EnBW Baltic 1 with twenty-one 2.3 MW
turbines (Witha et al., 2014).

To date, there have been no studies of wind farms of fi-
nite size with variable meteorological conditions, nor have
spatial and energy scales of future wind farms (on the order
of 100 km and 10 GW) been investigated. With this study we
want to fill this gap by performing large-eddy simulations of
very large, finite size wind farms for different stabilities, tur-
bine spacings and boundary layer heights. We provide new
insights into the wake properties and power output of very
large wind farms and how these depend on the varied param-
eters. Specifically we want to answer these questions.

1. How is the flow inside and above the boundary layer
affected by very large wind farms?

2. How long is the wake in terms of speed deficit and tur-
bulence intensity?

3. What physical processes drive the wake recovery?

4. How much power output or power density can be ex-
pected for very large wind farms?

5. What effect does the turbine spacing and the boundary
layer height have on questions 1–4?

Instead of using an idealized wind farm shape, we inves-
tigate a potential future wind farm scenario in the German
Bight, which is shown in Fig. 1. The scenario assumes that
all priority areas for future wind farms are equipped with
15 MW wind turbines. This results in a total number of up
to 2088 wind turbines with a total wind farm capacity of
up to 31 GW. More than 7 billion grid points are required
to fill the large domain with a turbine wake-resolving grid.
The simulations were carried out on 5120 cores on one of
the supercomputers of the North German Supercomputing
Alliance (HLRN). A simulation required a wall-clock time
of 25 to 50 h. To our knowledge, this large-eddy simulation
case study exceeds other studies in terms of wind farm area
and total wind turbine number by at least 1 order of magni-
tude.

The numerical model, setup and boundary conditions are
described in Sect. 2. The simulation results regarding the
wake properties and the power output are shown and dis-
cussed in Sect. 3. Section 4 concludes and discusses the re-
sults of the study.

2 Methods

2.1 Numerical model

The simulations were performed with the Parallelized Large-
eddy Simulation Model (PALM) (Maronga et al., 2020),
which is developed at the Institute of Meteorology and
Climatology of Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany.
Several wind farm flow investigations have been success-
fully conducted with this code in the past (e.g., Witha
et al., 2014; Dörenkämper et al., 2015). PALM solves the
non-hydrostatic, incompressible Navier–Stokes equations in
Boussinesq-approximated form. The equations for the con-
servation of mass, momentum and internal energy spatially
filtered over a grid volume then read as follows:

∂uj

∂xj
= 0 , (1)

∂ui
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=−

∂uiuj
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− εijkfjuk + εi3jf3ug,j

−
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+ g
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Figure 1. Existing wind farms and priority areas for future wind farms in the German Exclusive Economic Zone in the German Bight. The
map is based on data that are publicly available at https://www.geoseaportal.de (last access: 4 March 2021).

∂θ

∂t
=−

∂uj θ

∂xj
−

∂

∂xj
(u′′i θ

′′) , (3)

where angular brackets indicate horizontal averaging, and
a double prime indicates subgrid-scale (SGS) quantities,
i,j,k ∈ {1,2,3}, ui , uj , uk are the velocity components in
the respective directions (xi , xj , xk), θ is potential temper-
ature, t is time, fi = (0,2�cos(φ), 2�sin(φ)) is the Corio-
lis parameter with the Earth’s angular velocity �= 0.729×
10−4rad s−1 and the geographical latitude φ. The geostrophic
wind speed components are ug,j , and the basic state den-
sity of dry air is ρ0. The modified perturbation pressure is
π∗ = p∗+ 2

3ρ0e, where p∗ is the perturbation pressure, and
e = 1

2u
′′

i u
′′

i is the SGS turbulence kinetic energy. The gravita-
tional acceleration is g = 9.81 ms−2, and δ is the Kronecker
delta.

The SGS model uses a 1.5-order closure according to
Deardorff (1980), modified by Moeng and Wyngaard (1988)
and Saiki et al. (2000). Recently, the modified version of Dai
et al. (2021) has been implemented in PALM, which allows
for coarser grid spacings in stable boundary layers due to re-
duced grid spacing sensitivity. This modified version is used
for the simulation of wind farms in a stable boundary layer.

The following features of PALM are relevant for the per-
formed simulations. It is possible to prescribe a surface heat-
ing or cooling rate instead of prescribing a surface heat flux.
Stable boundary layers can also be generated by imitating
warm air advection by using a large-scale forcing. Convec-
tive boundary layer growth can be compensated for by ap-

plying a large-scale subsidence to the potential temperature
field. A Rayleigh damping layer can be used in order to avoid
gravity wave reflection at the top of the domain.

The wind turbines are represented by an advanced actua-
tor disc model with rotation (ADM-R) that acts as an axial
momentum sink and an angular momentum source (inducing
wake rotation). The ADM-R is described in detail by Stein-
feld et al. (2015) and Wu and Porté-Agel (2011). The actua-
tor disc is divided into several segments along the radial and
tangential directions to allow for a non-uniform thrust distri-
bution over the disc. The lift and thrust force of each segment
fl and fd is projected on the axial (fa) and tangential (ft) di-
rections:

fa =−fl cos8− fd sin8,ft =−fl sin8− fd cos8, (4)

where 8 is the angle between the local wind vector and the
disc. The rotor thrust F and torque M are then calculated as
the sum over all N segments at radius ri :

F =

N∑
i=1

fa,i , M =

N∑
i=1

ft,iri . (5)

The wind turbine power is calculated out of the rotational
speed of the rotor nrotor and the torque:

P = 2π nrotorM. (6)

To avoid numerical instabilities, the disc element forces
are distributed to the neighboring grid points by a three-
dimensional Gaussian smearing kernel, which is approxi-
mated by a computationally less expensive fourth-order poly-
nomial. The smearing kernel has a default radius of 21x,
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reaching approximately 78 grid points. The otherwise two-
dimensional actuator disc is enlarged in the axial and radial
directions by the smearing, resulting in a power overestima-
tion of 26.8 %. The power overestimation can be reduced
to 12.5 % by setting the kernel radius to 11x, reaching ap-
proximately 10 grid points, without any numerical instabili-
ties. The thrust coefficient is overestimated by 2 % for 21x
and underestimated by 4 % for 11x. As a compromise, the
smearing kernel radius is set to 11x for this study. The wind
turbine power output is corrected for the power overestima-
tion by a factor of 1/1.125 before entering the wind farm
power output analysis.

2.2 Case selection

To produce meaningful and relevant results, the simula-
tions should represent the most common meteorological
conditions in the German Bight. A climatology with fre-
quency distributions of wind speed, wind direction, boundary
layer (BL) height and stability information extracted from
the COSMO-REA6 reanalysis dataset can be found in Ap-
pendix A. The analysis was provided by Thomas Spangehl
(German Weather Service), and it is based on hourly data of
a 24-year period (1995–2018) at 54◦30′ N, 6◦00′ E, which is
located inside Zone 3 (see Fig. 1). Wind speed and direction
are evaluated at 178 m height, which is the closest COSMO
model level to the hub height of 150 m of the wind turbine
used in the simulations.

Due to the high computational cost per simulation, only a
limited number of simulations were carried out. This study
consists of five simulations with varying stability, turbine
spacing and BL height. An overview is given in Table 1. Two
cases with a neutral boundary layer (NBL), two cases with a
convective boundary layer (CBL) and one case with a stable
boundary layer (SBL) are simulated.

In the two NBL cases, NBL-700-5D and NBL-700-7D, the
turbine spacing is set to s = 5 D and s = 7 D, where D is
the rotor diameter of the turbine. The turbine spacing for all
other cases is s = 7 D. The NBL is capped by an inversion
layer with a lapse rate of 0 =+1 K km−1 to achieve a BL
height of approximately 700 m, which is a very common BL
height in the German Bight, according to the COSMO-REA6
climatology (see Figs. A3 and A4). The correct term for such
an inversion-capped NBL is conventionally neutral boundary
layer (CNBL). However, the cases are named NBL-700-7D
and NBL-700-5D to avoid confusion with the CBL cases.

Because CBLs are more frequent and are generally thicker
than SBLs in the German Bight, two CBL cases, CBL-700-
7D and CBL-1400-7D, with a BL height of h≈ 700 and
h≈ 1400 m, respectively, are simulated. This represents the
spread of CBL heights in the German Bight (see Fig. A3).
Note that a CBL is the only BL type for which the BL height
can be controlled freely by the initial temperature profile
without the need to change other parameters. The (steady-
state) BL height of CNBLs and SBLs can not be controlled

directly but is rather a function of friction velocity, Corio-
lis parameter, free atmosphere (FA) stratification and surface
buoyancy flux (Zilitinkevich et al., 2007).

The BL height of the SBL case SBL-300-7D is h≈ 300 m
so that the wind turbines with a rotor top height of 270 m are
still within the BL and do not penetrate into the FA; 300 m is
a small but still typical value for an SBL in the German Bight
(see Fig. A4).

The wind speed at hub height is set to 10 m s−1 for all
cases. This wind speed is less than the mean wind speed in
the German Bight (10.8 m s−1, see Fig. A1) to stay below the
rated wind speed of vrated = 10.59 ms−1 of the IEA 15 MW
reference wind turbine (Gaertner et al., 2020). Thus the tur-
bine operates at a high thrust coefficient, and the turbine
power is a function of the wind speed. The surface roughness
length in all cases is z0 = 1 mm. The wind direction at hub
height is set to 225◦ by tuning the geostrophic wind direc-
tion α appropriately (see Table 1). Southwest wind is one of
the most common wind directions in the German Bight. Be-
cause the main axis of the wind farm clusters in Zone 3 has a
southwest–northeast orientation, strong wake effects can be
expected for this wind direction.

2.3 Setup, boundary conditions, domain and wind farm
layout

The domain and wind farm layout are shown in Fig. 2.
The domain length and width are Lx = 204.8 km and Ly =
163.84 km, respectively. These lengths correspond to nx =
10240 and ny = 8192 grid points in the x and y directions
for isotropic grid spacings of 1x =1y =1z= 20 m for all
cases. These spacings yield a density of 12 grid points per ro-
tor diameter, which is enough to resolve the most relevant ed-
dies inside the wind turbine wakes. As Steinfeld et al. (2015)
showed, even eight grid points per rotor diameter are suffi-
cient to obtain a converged result for the mean wind speed
profiles 5 D behind the turbine. Above the BL, where no tur-
bulence must be resolved, the grid is stretched vertically to a
maximum of 1zmax = 50 m to save computational cost. The
stretch factor is fstretch =1z(k+ 1)/1z(k)= 1.08 and the
stretching starts at zs (see Table 1). To damp gravity waves
before they could be reflected at the domain top, Rayleigh
damping is applied above the Rayleigh damping level zrd
with a Rayleigh damping factor of frd = 0.01/1t , where 1t
is the time step. The domain height Lz, number of vertical
grid points nz, the stretch level and the Rayleigh damping
level are different for the five cases and are given in Table 1.
The simulated time in all five cases is 10 h. The first 6 h are
required to obtain a steady-state wind farm flow (6 h is ap-
proximately the time that the flow needs to pass the domain,
i.e., 204.8 km/10 m s−1

≈ 5.7 h). The last 4 h are used for the
evaluation, e.g., averaging and flux calculations.

At the crosswise lateral boundaries, cyclic boundary con-
ditions are applied, and at the outflow plane, radiation bound-
ary conditions are applied. Details about the radiation bound-
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Table 1. Overview of simulated cases with boundary layer height h, turbine spacing s, surface heating rate θ̇0 or large-scale forcing advection
tendency θ̇lsf in the case of SBL-300-7D, surface heat flux QH,0, Monin–Obukhov length L, subsidence velocity wsub, geostrophic wind
speed G and direction α, length and width of the precursor domain Lx,pre and Ly,pre, domain height Lz, number of vertical grid points nz,
stretch level zs, and Rayleigh damping level zrd.

Case unit h s θ̇0 / θ̇lsf QH,0 L wsub G α Lx,pre Ly,pre Lz nz zs zrd
m – K h−1 K m s−1 m mm s−1 m s−1 ◦ km km m – m m

NBL-700-7D 700 7 D 0 0 ±∞ 0 10.77 8.9 5.76 4.80 2042 88 1500 1600
NBL-700-5D 700 5 D 0 0 ±∞ 0 10.77 8.9 5.76 4.80 2042 88 1500 1600
CBL-700-7D 700 7 D 0.05 +0.007 −420 3.968 10.19 9.5 7.68 3.84 2042 88 1500 1600
CBL-1400-7D 1400 7 D 0.025 +0.008 −390 1.984 10.13 3.4 7.68 3.84 3595 128 2100 2500
SBL-300-7D 300 7 D 0.05 −0.004 +380 0 10.07 15.4 3.84 3.84 3624 96 700 2500

Figure 2. Domain and wind farm layout: inflow from left and turbulence recycling plane at x = 10 km. Priority areas for future wind farms
(see Fig. 1) are filled with a regular, staggered grid of wind turbines with a streamwise and crosswise turbine spacing of sx = sy = 7 D
(shown here) or 5 D.

ary condition can be found in Miller and Thorpe (1981) and
Orlanski (1976). At the domain top a Neumann boundary
condition is set for the perturbation pressure, and the vertical
potential temperature gradient is kept constant. At the inflow
plane, steady-state vertical profiles of a precursor simulation
are prescribed (details about the precursor simulations are
given in the next section). To have a turbulent and stationary
inflow from the beginning of the main simulation, the flow
field is initialized by the instantaneous flow field of the last
time step of the precursor simulation. Because the precur-
sor domain is much smaller than the main domain, the flow
field is filled cyclically into the main domain. It is important
to note that the width of the main domain is a non-integer
multiple of the width of the precursor domain to trigger the

break-up of the unnatural periodicity in the y direction of the
flow field that is introduced by the cyclic fill method.

The turbulent state of the inflow is maintained by a turbu-
lence recycling method that maps the turbulent fluctuations
from the recycling plane at x = xr onto the inflow plane at
x = 0 (Lund et al., 1998; Kataoka and Mizuno, 2002). The
turbulent fluctuation 9 ′(y,z, t) at each time step is defined
as the difference between the absolute value9(xr,y,z, t) and
the horizontal line average in the y direction 〈9(xr,z, t)〉y at
that height:

9 ′(y,z, t)=9(xr,y,z, t)−〈9(xr,z, t)〉y , (7)

where9 can be a velocity component, the potential tempera-
ture or the subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy. The turbu-
lent fluctuation is added to the mean inflow profile 9inflow(z)
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at the inflow plane. Instead of adding it at the same y loca-
tion, it can be added at y+ yshift:

9(0,y+ yshift,z, t)=9inflow(z)+9 ′(y,z, t) . (8)

The application of the y shift effectively reduces the
strength of streamwise elongated streaks in the mean wind
speed of NBLs (Munters et al., 2016).1 The otherwise inho-
mogeneous inflow with crosswise variations in wind speed
of up to 10 % would hamper the evaluation of the wind farm
power output and wake. A homogeneous inflow wind speed
is of the utmost importance in wind energy studies because
the wind turbine power is proportional to the third power of
the wind speed. The y shift is chosen in such a way that
the flow is recycled many times before reaching its initial
y position, which is achieved if the least common multiple
of the y shift and the domain width is a large number. The
y shift is also applied to the non-NBL cases because it re-
duces crosswise variations in wind speed that are caused by
wind-farm-induced flow blockage. The flow blockage leads
to a reduced mean wind speed at some y locations of the re-
cycling plane, which is “interpreted” as turbulent fluctuation
and thus mapped onto the inflow. Test simulations without y
shift showed that, due to the self-reinforcing behavior of this
process, the crosswise variations in wind speed can build up
to ±2 %.

The turbulence recycling is limited to a height just above
the BL height so that potential BL growth between inflow
and recycling plane will not affect the inflow BL height. The
recycling plane is located 10 km downstream of the inflow
plane, which gives the turbulent structures enough time to
interact and decorrelate before becoming recycled. For the
CBL cases, the absolute value of the potential temperature is
recycled instead of its turbulent fluctuation so that the inflow
temperature rises according to the increasing surface temper-
ature. This method is not needed in the SBL case because the
surface temperature is constant in time (details in the next
section).

The priority areas of Fig. 1 are rotated 45◦ clockwise so
that the inflow at hub height is parallel to the x axis for
a wind direction of 225◦. The priority areas are filled with
a regular array of the IEA 15 MW reference wind turbine
that has a rotor diameter of D = 240 m, a hub height of

1Elongated, streak-like structures in the instantaneous stream-
wise wind speed (also called superstructures or very large-scale mo-
tions) are a natural phenomenon of NBLs. However, these structures
can be as large as 20 times the BL height (Fang and Porté-Agel,
2015) so that they can not be captured between inflow and recy-
cling plane. Thus, the same structure is recycled repeatedly without
breaking up or moving in the y direction. As a result, streaks of high
and low wind speed appear in the averaged velocity field even for
very long averaging times. A y shift does not avoid the appearance
of streaks in the instantaneous velocity field, but due to the chang-
ing y location of the streaks, the strength of the streaks in the mean
velocity field is reduced effectively (Munters et al., 2016).

zhub = 150 m and a rated power of Prated = 15 MW (Gaert-
ner et al., 2020). The wind turbines are staggered, i.e., ev-
ery second column is shifted by half a turbine spacing in
the y direction (see Fig. 2). The staggered configuration
represents the real-world variation in wind directions bet-
ter than the very special case of an aligned configuration.
Additionally, power output and wake strength are less sen-
sitive to potential wind direction changes (that might oc-
cur further downstream inside the wind farm) for the stag-
gered configuration, as revealed by our own test simulations
with smaller wind farms. The turbine spacing in the x and
y directions is the same (sx = sy = s). The total number of
wind turbines is nwt = 1063 for s = 7 D and nwt = 2088 for
s = 5 D, resulting in a total installed wind farm capacity
of 15.9 and 31.3 GW, respectively. With a total wind farm
area of 3000 km2, the resulting installed power density is
P ′′7 D = 5.3 MW km−2 and P ′′5 D = 10.4 MW km−2. Note that
s = 7 D and P ′′ = 5 MW km−2 are typical values for cur-
rently existing wind farms in the German Bight but that even
with s = 5 D the total installed wind farm capacity stays be-
low the 2040 expansion target of 40 GW. Note also that, for
the sake of simplicity, all existing wind turbines in the prior-
ity areas are replaced by the much larger 15 MW wind tur-
bine.

2.4 Precursor simulations

Steady-state inflow profiles and a turbulent flow field for each
main simulation are obtained by a precursor simulation with
cyclic boundary conditions in both lateral directions. In or-
der to save computational time, the precursor domains are
much smaller than the main domain (see Table 1). The do-
main sizes are different for the different cases in order to
ensure that the largest structures of each BL type are cov-
ered several times. The number of vertical grid points, the
stretching and Rayleigh damping levels are the same as in
the corresponding main simulation. It is important that the
turbulence and the mean flow are stationary at the end of the
precursor simulation. If the mean flow that is prescribed at
the inflow plane is not in steady state, it will try to reach it
during its passage through the main domain, causing stream-
wise changes in mean quantities such as wind speed and di-
rection. While steady-state turbulence is reached after only a
few hours, achieving a steady-state mean flow can take sev-
eral days due to the slow decay of the inertial oscillation,
which has a period of 14.6 h at a latitude of 55◦ N. Here, we
declare the mean flow as steady if the oscillation amplitude
of the hub height mean wind speed is less than 0.5 % and
declare the turbulence as steady if the change in friction ve-
locity is less than 2 % in 4 h. The physical simulation times
of the precursor simulations are 96 h for the cases NBL-700-
7D, NBL-700-5D and CBL-1400-7D, 48 h for the case CBL-
700-7D, and 24 h for the case SBL-300-7D.

The initial velocity and potential temperature field is hor-
izontally homogeneous. Horizontal velocity components u
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and v are set to the geostrophic wind components ug and
vg at all heights. The geostrophic wind is adjusted so that the
final wind speed at hub height is 10.0 m s−1, and the wind di-
rection at hub height is parallel to the x axis (see Fig 3). The
onset of turbulence is triggered by small random perturba-
tions in the horizontal velocity field below a height of 150 m
for the case SBL-300-7D and below 250 m for all other cases.

The subgrid-scale model of Dai et al. (2021) is used for
the case SBL-300-7D. Test simulations with 10 and 20 m
grid spacing showed that a grid spacing of 20 m is sufficient
if this SGS model is used (less than 1 % difference in wind
speed maximum and less than 5 % difference in BL height),
whereas the results are more grid spacing sensitive (2 % dif-
ference in wind speed maximum and 20 % difference in BL
height) if the standard SGS model of PALM is used. For
the SBL precursor run the ratio of SGS-TKE (turbulence ki-
netic energy) to total TKE and SGS momentum flux to total
momentum flux is smaller than 10 %, except for the lowest
grid point. Further setup details vary significantly between
the different cases and hence are described separately in the
following sections.

2.4.1 NBL

The initial potential temperature profile of the NBL cases is
linear and has a vertical temperature gradient (lapse rate)
of 0 =+1Kkm−1 from the surface to the domain top
(see Fig. 3). At the surface, a Neumann condition for the po-
tential temperature is applied and the surface heat flux is set
to zero. Shear-driven turbulence production leads to the for-
mation of a neutrally stratified BL that grows until it reaches
a steady BL height of 780 m. The BL height is defined as
the height at which the shear stress reaches 5 % of its surface
value. The conventionally neutral boundary layer is separated
from the FA by a capping inversion that has a stronger strati-
fication than the FA.

2.4.2 CBL

The initial temperature profile of the CBL cases consists
of a constant potential temperature between the surface and
the desired BL height h= 700 or h= 1400 m for the cases
CBL-700-7D and CBL-1400-7D, respectively. Above that
height the potential temperature has a constant lapse rate
of 0 =+3.5 K km−1, which corresponds to the International
Standard Atmosphere. A Dirichlet condition is applied for
the surface temperature, and a constant surface heating rate
of θ̇0 =+0.050 and θ̇0 =+0.025 K h−1 is used to drive the
CBL of the cases CBL-700-7D and CBL-1400-7D, respec-
tively. The heating rates differ by a factor of 2 to achieve
approximately the same surface heat flux Q0 and Monin–
Obukhov length L (see Table 1) so that only the effect of a
changing BL height is seen in the results.

Boundary layer growth is avoided by applying a large-
scale subsidence that acts only on the potential temperature

field. The subsidence velocity is zero at the surface and in-
creases linearly to its maximum value wsub at the height h
and is constant above. The subsidence velocity is chosen in
such a way that the temperature increase in the FA exactly
matches the surface heating rate: θ̇0 = 0wsub. Thus the BL
height can be kept precisely constant even for very long pre-
cursor simulations. Final BL heights, according to the defini-
tion given in Sect. 2.4.1, are 690 and 1400 m.

Large-eddy simulations of CBLs are usually driven by a
constant heat flux, i.e., a Neumann condition for the surface
temperature. However, we decided to use a Dirichlet condi-
tion because of two reasons.

– It allows for spatial variations in the surface heat flux
which may be caused by enhanced mixing inside the
wind farms. In reality, the resulting change in sea sur-
face temperature (on the scale of hours) would be very
small due to the good turbulent mixing inside the ocean
mixed layer during strong winds and due to the high
heat capacity of water in contrast to that of air. Thus,
it is more realistic to prescribe a horizontal homoge-
neous surface temperature than a horizontal homoge-
neous heat flux.

– Driving the CBL with a constant surface heating rate
has the advantage that the temperature evolution inside
the BL is known in advance, and thus the subsidence
velocity required for obtaining a constant BL height is
also known in advance and does not have to be found
iteratively.

2.4.3 SBL

The initial potential temperature profile of the SBL case is
linear and has a vertical temperature gradient (lapse rate) of
0 =+3.5 K km−1 from the surface up to the domain top. A
Dirichlet condition is applied for the surface temperature be-
cause prescribing a surface heat flux can lead to unphysical
results (Basu et al., 2008). Generating a steady-state SBL is
not as simple as it is for the CBL. A straightforward method
would be to use a surface cooling rate. However, due to the
long simulation time required for the decay of the inertial os-
cillation, the elevated inversion at the top of the SBL would
become unrealistically strong (Kosović and Curry, 2000). We
developed a method to generate a steady-state SBL in which
the potential temperature profile is constant in time and the
strength of the elevated inversion can be freely adjusted.

The method uses the large-scale forcing functionality of
PALM. Instead of changing the surface temperature, a posi-
tive temperature tendency of +0.05 K h−1 is added at every
grid point and at every time step. This added tendency imi-
tates a large-scale advection of warm air and thus forms an
SBL with steady heat flux and momentum flux profiles. The
heat flux divergence results in a cooling tendency that exactly
balances the positive large-scale advection tendency so that
the temperature inside the BL stays constant. In the overlying
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of potential temperature (θ ), horizontal wind speed (vh), wind direction (φ, clockwise positive) and total (resolved
+ subgrid-scale) kinematic vertical momentum flux. The thin lines are initial profiles. The thick lines represent quantities that are horizontally
averaged (〈•〉) over the entire precursor domain and temporal averaged (•) over the last hour of the precursor simulation. 〈θ〉, 〈vh〉 and 〈φ〉
are used as inflow profiles for the main simulations. BL heights of 700 and 1400 m, as well as rotor top (z= 270 m), rotor bottom (z= 30 m)
and hub height (z= 150 m), are marked on the vertical axis with horizontal grey lines.

inversion, the heat flux divergence decreases approximately
linearly until it reaches zero at the transition to the FA. Con-
sequently, the temperature in the FA increases further, and
the overlying inversion becomes stronger. To prevent further
strengthening of the overlying inversion, the large-scale ad-
vection tendency is set to zero in the FA at t = 6 h . Inside the
overlying inversion, the large-scale advection tendency in-
creases linearly to its maximum value inside the BL so that it
approximately compensates for the cooling tendency caused
by the heat flux divergence. From that point on the potential
temperature profile is steady, and the simulation can run un-
til the inertial oscillation has decayed. Because the potential
temperature in the FA changes over time, it is excluded from
the Rayleigh damping. Despite the shallow BL, a large do-
main height of Lz = 3624 m is used to capture gravity waves
that are triggered by the wind farms. The final BL height,
according to the definition given in Sect. 2.4.1, is 270 m.

2.5 Data analysis

Statistical data that are presented in the results section are
obtained in the last 4 of the 10 h of the main simulations.
Temporal averages are denoted by an overbar (e.g., vh) and
horizontal averages by angled brackets (e.g., 〈θ〉). The tem-
poral averaged horizontal wind speed vh is calculated as the
average of the absolute values of the wind vector:

vh =
√
u2+ v2 . (9)

Resolved turbulent fluxes of momentum are calculated
with the eddy-correlation method. The correlation of two tur-
bulent quantities (e.g., u′ = u− u and w′ = w−w) can not
be calculated directly during the simulation because the re-
spective mean quantities are not known in advance. However,
the resolved turbulent flux can be calculated after the simula-

tion if the correlation of the absolute quantities is calculated
during the simulation:

w′u′ = (w−w)(u− u)= wu−wu− uw+wu

= wu−wu− uw+wu

w′u′ = wu−wu. (10)

3 Results

The presentation and discussion of the results are divided
into two sections: wake properties and power output. In the
first section, the wake properties of very large wind farms
and their effect on the BL flow is discussed. In the second
section it is discussed how the power output of very large
wind farms is affected by the variation in the turbine spacing
and the meteorological conditions. To highlight the charac-
teristics of very large wind farms some comparisons to small
wind farms are made. However, the focus of this work lies
on very large wind farms so that a systematic comparison
between large and small wind farms is not conducted here
but will be part of a follow-up study.

3.1 Wake properties

3.1.1 Wind speed and wind direction at hub height

The mean horizontal wind speed at hub height is shown in
Fig. 4 for all cases. Streamlines indicate the wind direction.

For the NBL cases, the wind speed is reduced from 10 to
7 m s−1 for a turbine spacing of s = 7 D and 5 m s−1 for s =
5 D inside the large wind farms in Zone 3. The wake length is
defined as the distance between the wind farm trailing edge
and the point at which the wind speed recovers to 90 % of its
initial value, i.e., 9 m s−1. For the small wind farms N-1, N-2
and N-3 (see Fig. 1), the wake length ranges from 1 to 20 km.
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Figure 4. Mean horizontal wind speed vh at hub height for all five cases (a–e) and perturbation pressure p∗ at hub height relative to its value
at the inflow for the case SBL-300-7D (f). Streamlines indicate the wind direction.

However, the wake length of the large wind farms in Zone 3
is approximately 100 km for s = 7 D, and the wake extends
beyond the model domain for s = 5 D.

The wake flow is deflected counterclockwise. The largest
deflection angle of approximately 10◦ is observed for the
smaller turbine spacing (s = 5 D). The counterclockwise
wake deflection is consistent with the findings of Allaerts
and Meyers (2016), who observed a counterclockwise de-
flection of 2–3◦ for a 15 km long wind farm. A counter-
clockwise wind direction change (higher ageostrophic wind
component) has also been observed by Abkar and Porté-Agel
(2014) and Johnstone and Coleman (2012), who investigated
infinitely large wind farms. The wake deflection is caused by
a reduced Coriolis force, as is shown in the next section. Be-
cause the Coriolis force is proportional to the wind speed, the
deflection angle is higher for the case with the greater speed
deficit (NBL-700-5D). The reasons for the slow speed recov-
ery and the wake deflection are discussed in detail in the next
section.

The inflow wind speed has slight variations in the
crosswise direction which are caused by the wind-farm-
induced flow deceleration reaching the recycling plane (see
Sect. 2.3). The variations have an amplitude of approxi-
mately 0.1 m s−1, which is 1 % of the inflow wind speed.

For the CBL cases, the wind speed is reduced to 6.5 m s−1

for h= 700 m and 8 m s−1 for h= 1400 m inside the large
wind farms in Zone 3. Also, the wake length of the large
wind farms is much longer for the shallow BL than for the
thick BL. This BL height dependency occurs because the tur-
bulent vertical kinetic energy flux is greater for the case with
the thicker BL (see Fig. 11c and d). The wind speed deficit
and the wake length of small wind farms (e.g., N-1, N-2 and
N-3) are relatively unaffected by the BL height because the
wind-farm-induced internal BL does not reach the inversion
layer (NBL cases) or only reaches it several tens of kilome-
ters downstream of the wind farm trailing edge (CBL cases)
(see Fig. 8). Consequently, the BL height only affects fur-
ther wind speed recovery (e.g., to 9.5 m s−1) in the far wake
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of small wind farms. For example, the wind speed recovery
from 9 to 9.5 m s−1 in the wake of N-2 takes longer for the
case CBL-700-7D (40 km) than for the case CBL-1400-7D
(15 km) (see Fig. 4c and d).

The wake is deflected counterclockwise in the CBL cases,
as well. The deflection angle is approximately 5◦ for the case
with the shallow BL and 1–2◦ for the case with the thick BL.
The higher deflection angle for the case with the shallow BL
is caused by a greater speed deficit compared to the case with
the thick BL.

A comparison between the cases NBL-700-7D and CBL-
700-7D shows that the speed deficit inside Zone 3 is greater
for the CBL case. Also, the wakes of the small wind farms
are longer for the CBL case. This is contradictory to the well-
known fact that wind turbine and wind farm wakes are gen-
erally shorter in CBLs than in NBLs and SBLs (Porté-Agel
et al., 2020, their Sects. 2.3 and 3.4.2). To achieve the same
hub height wind speed for both cases, the geostrophic wind
speed is 6 % greater for the NBL case (see Table 1) than for
the case CBL-700-7D. Additionally, the wind speed is super-
geostrophic in the upper half of the NBL, and thus the mean
BL wind speed is approximately 10 % greater in the NBL
case than in the CBL case. Stability likely has little-to-no ef-
fect because the stratification of the CBL case is only weakly
unstable (L=−420 m; see Table 1).

In the stable case SBL-300-7D, the wind speed is reduced
to below 7 m s−1 in the first 20 km of the large wind farms
in Zone 3. The wind speed deficit is greater, and the wake
is more than 20 km longer for the small wind farms com-
pared to the other cases with s = 7 D. The wake of the large
wind farms in Zone 3, however, is not longer than in the
cases NBL-700-7D and CBL-700-7D. This occurs because
the speed recovery in the wake of this large wind farm is not
driven by momentum flux divergence (which is stability de-
pendent) but rather by a favorable pressure gradient (details
are given in the next section). The case SBL-300-7D covers
several flow features that are not as significant in the other
cases. These features are namely flow blockage in front of
the wind farms, flow deflection around the wind farms and
flow acceleration beside the wind farms and/or wakes. These
features are related to the pressure field inside and around
the wind farms. The perturbation pressure p∗, relative to its
value at the inflow, is shown in Fig. 4f. A high-pressure re-
gion in the upstream part of the large wind farms in Zone 3
leads to an adverse pressure gradient and thus flow decel-
eration in front of the wind farms. This effect is known as
blockage effect or flow blockage (Wu and Porté-Agel, 2017).
At a distance of 2.5 D upstream of the first wind turbine row
of the wind farms in Zone 3, the wind speed is reduced by
approximately 10 % relative to the inflow wind speed. For
all other cases the speed reduction is approximately 2 %. Wu
and Porté-Agel (2017) reported 11 % speed reduction 2.5 D
upstream of the first turbine row of a 20 km long wind farm
in a CNBL with a FA stratification of 0 =+5 K km−1. How-
ever, for 0 =+1 K km−1 they reported a speed reduction of

only 1.2 % because the flow is supercritical (Froude num-
ber, Fr > 1). Using the same definition2 as in Wu and Porté-
Agel (2017), the Froude number in the case SBL-300-7D is
Fr = 1.47, indicating a supercritical flow. This should, ac-
cording to the reasoning of Wu and Porté-Agel (2017), result
in a weak flow blockage, which does not correspond to the
significant flow blockage observed in the case SBL-300-7D.
The only case that is subcritical (and should thus show sig-
nificant flow blockage) is CBL-1400-7D (Fr = 0.81), but in
this case the flow blockage is only very weak. Hence, for the
cases that are investigated in this study, the Froude number,
as defined by Wu and Porté-Agel (2017), is not an appropri-
ate parameter for predicting flow blockage.

In the downstream part of the large wind farms, a favorable
pressure gradient tends to accelerate the flow, counteracting
the wind-turbine-induced flow deceleration. Consequently,
the wind speed does not decrease further but remains nearly
constant at approximately 6 m s−1. In the wake, the pressure
is more than 5 Pa smaller than the undisturbed pressure up-
stream of the wind farms. This results in a relatively fast
speed recovery in the wake and in wind speeds well above
the inflow wind speed beside the wakes. Note that this ef-
fect might be overestimated because the wind farms block a
relatively large fraction of the domain width. The pressure
perturbations are induced by large-scale gravity waves that
are triggered by the wind farms. The observed pressure dis-
tribution in the streamwise direction is consistent with the
findings of Allaerts and Meyers (2017) and Wu and Porté-
Agel (2017), who investigated semi-infinite wind farms in
CNBLs. The effect can only be seen in the case SBL-300-7D
because it is most extreme if the BL height approaches the
total height of the wind turbines. More details about wind-
farm-induced gravity waves are provided in Sect. 3.1.4.

Because the wind farms in this study have a finite size also
in the crosswise direction, it can be seen that the pressure
perturbation also significantly affects the wind direction. Due
to the streamwise reduction in wind speed, the flow diverges
in the crosswise direction inside the wind farms. In the wake,
where the flow accelerates, horizontal convergence can be
observed.

3.1.2 Reasons for wake deflection and slow speed
recovery

What is the reason for the slow speed recovery and the wake
deflection inside and behind the large wind farms? In or-
der to answer that question, Fig. 5 shows streamwise (par-
allel to streamlines) and crosswise (perpendicular to stream-
lines) components of the pressure gradient force3, the Cori-
olis force Fc and the resolved vertical turbulent momentum

2For details about the calculation of the Froude number refer to
Wu and Porté-Agel (2017) and Vosper et al. (2009).

3The pressure gradient force and the Coriolis force are not con-
sidered explicitly in the model but are considered implicitly by the
geostrophic wind.
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flux divergence, also called frictional force Ff, at z= 150 m
and y = 120 km. The pressure gradient force can be divided
into the geostrophic pressure gradient force Fgp, which is
constant and is defined by the geostrophic wind, and the per-
turbation pressure gradient force Fpp, which can vary hor-
izontally due to wind-farm-induced pressure perturbations.
The forces are averaged over 1 turbine spacing along x and
y in order to eliminate peaks in Fpp that are caused by single
turbines. Thrust forces of the turbines are not included. The
analysis is made from a Lagrangian frame of reference, ex-
amining the forces on an air parcel during its passage through
the wind farms. From an Eulerian frame of reference, the sum
of all forces, including the advection tendencies, would sum
to zero because the flow is stationary.

Streamwise force components in Fig. 5a show that the ac-
celerating geostrophic pressure gradient force and the decel-
erating momentum flux divergence are in balance and sum to
zero at the inflow. The streamwise component of the Coriolis
force is zero because this force acts always perpendicular to
the flow. Inside the wind farms, the momentum flux diver-
gence is positive and thus is an accelerating component. It is
the dominant driving force because it is more than 7 times
greater than the geostrophic pressure gradient force.

An increasing perturbation pressure in front of the wind
farm leads to a negative perturbation pressure gradient force
and thus flow deceleration (often called blockage effect).
However, inside the wind farms the perturbation pressure
gradient force is positive due to a favorable pressure gradient
(decreasing pressure). In the near wake the momentum flux
divergence is high and leads to a fast speed recovery. The
momentum flux divergence decreases fast until it becomes
negative in the far wake so that the speed recovers slowly
in the far wake. The only force that remains for driving the
flow is the geostrophic pressure gradient force. At the inflow,
this force is in balance with the momentum flux divergence,
but in the wake this is not the case due to two reasons: first,
the negative momentum flux divergence is weaker than at the
inflow due to a lower wind speed and thus a reduced near-
surface momentum flux; second, the streamwise component
of the geostrophic pressure gradient force has increased by
80 % because the wake flow is deflected counterclockwise
(i.e., to lower pressure). These results show that the wake de-
flection is an elementary feature of the wake that supports the
wind speed recovery. They also show that mixing of momen-
tum from the BL to the wind turbine level is not the dominant
process that drives the speed recovery in the far wake of very
large wind farms.

The wake deflection can be explained by examining the
crosswise force components that are shown in Fig. 5b. Pos-
itive forces result in counterclockwise flow deflection, and
negative forces result in clockwise flow deflection. At the
inflow, the Coriolis force, the geostrophic pressure gradient
force and the momentum flux divergence are in balance. Be-
cause the Coriolis force is proportional to the wind speed, it
is reduced by approximately 30 % inside the wind farms and

the wake. Consequently, the sum of all forces becomes posi-
tive and the flow is deflected counterclockwise. The momen-
tum flux divergence and the perturbation pressure gradient
force are negative inside the wind farm and inside the wake
and are therefore opposing the wake deflection. The negative
perturbation pressure gradient force is a result of the pressure
distribution around the wind farms that is caused by the wind
farm shape (see Fig. 4d).

The reason for the negative momentum flux divergence is
the enhanced downward mixing of negative y momentum of
the overlying flow, which veers to the right (see Fig. 3). For
small wind farms this process can be dominant and may re-
sult in clockwise wake deflection (Van Der Laan and Nør-
mark Sørensen, 2017). However, for very large wind farms,
as in this study, the effect of the reduced Coriolis force is
dominant. An appropriate parameter for estimating the im-
portance of Coriolis effects is the Rossby number. Corio-
lis effects become dominant for Rossby numbers close to
or below 1. For the large wind farms in Zone 3 with a
length of Lwf ≈ 100 km at mid-latitudes (Coriolis parameter
f ≈ 10−4) and a wind speed of U ≈ 10 m s−1, the Rossby
number becomes

Ro=
U

Lwff
≈ 1 , (11)

indicating that Coriolis effects play an important role for
flows in wind farms of this size.

3.1.3 Turbulence intensity at hub height

The turbulence intensity TI is defined as in Porté-Agel et al.
(2013):

TI=

√
2
3 TKE

vh
, (12)

where TKE is the resolved turbulence kinetic energy defined
as follows:

TKE=
1
2

(u′2+ v′2+w′2) , (13)

where u′2, v′2 and w′2 are the resolved-scale variances of u,
v and w, respectively. The SGS-TKE is neglected because
it is smaller than 10 % of the resolved TKE inside the wind
turbine wakes at a distance of 3 D or more.

The TI at hub height is shown in Fig. 6. Inside the wind
farms, the TI reaches a fully developed state after approx-
imately four rows and is constant farther downstream. A
smaller turbine spacing leads to a greater TI inside the wind
farms. For the case NBL-700-7D, a TI of 10 % is reached
inside the wind farms, but more than 14 % is reached in the
case NBL-700-5D. In the CBL cases, the TI inside the wind
farms reaches 10 % in case CBL-700-7D and approximately
12 % in CBL-1400-7D. Although the ambient TI is only ap-
proximately 3 % for the case SBL-300-7D, the TI inside the
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Figure 5. Streamwise and crosswise force components F‖ (a) and F⊥ (b) along a line at y = 120 km and z= 150 m for the case NBL-
700-7D. Shown are the geostrophic pressure gradient force (Fgp), the perturbation pressure gradient force (Fpp), the Coriolis force (Fc),
the frictional force (Ff, momentum flux divergence) and the sum of all forces (6). The forces are normalized by the respective geostrophic
pressure gradient force component at the inflow and are horizontally averaged over one turbine spacing along x and y. The position of the
wind farms is marked by yellow areas.

Figure 6. Turbulence intensity (TI) at hub height for all five cases (a–e) and potential temperature at hub height relative to the inflow
temperature for the case SBL-300-7D (f).
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wind farms reaches values similar to NBL-700-7D (approxi-
mately 10 %).

The wake in terms of TI is generally shorter than the wake
in terms of wind speed (see Fig. 4). The shortest wakes occur
in the shallow SBL (SBL-300-7D), and the longest wakes
occur in the thick CBL (CBL-1400-7D). This is the opposite
behavior than that of the wake in terms of wind speed. The
wake length in terms of TI weakly depends on wind farm size
with slightly longer wakes for larger wind farms. However,
this effect is caused by the definition of the TI, in which the
wind speed variances are normalized by the mean horizontal
wind speed. The mean horizontal wind speed is smaller in
the wake of the large wind farms than in the wake of the
small wind farms, resulting in a higher TI in the wake of
the large wind farms. The wind farm size dependency of the
wake length vanishes if the TKE is used for measuring the
wake length instead of the TI (not shown).

In the NBL cases and especially in the SBL case, the TI in
the far wake drops below the ambient TI at the inflow. This
effect is caused by the reduced wind speed in the far wake
which leads to a reduction in the shear-driven turbulence
production. In the CBL cases, there is also buoyancy-driven
turbulence production, which is unaffected by the reduced
wind speed in the wake and thus maintains the TI level. That
buoyancy-driven turbulence production has a large impact on
hub height TI is also verified by the fact that the ambient TI
is greater in the CBL case with the thick BL (CBL-1400-7D)
than in the case with the shallow BL (CBL-700-7D): the con-
vective velocity scale w∗ = ( gzi

θ
(w′θ ′)0)1/3 is greater in the

case CBL-1400-7D than in the case CBL-700-7D, and hence
also the buoyancy-generated velocity variances are greater.
Because buoyancy acts as a TKE sink in the SBL case, it
can not compensate for the reduction in shear-driven turbu-
lence production, and thus the TI in the wake drops below
2 %. This effect is amplified by the entrainment of warm
air into the BL that leads to a stabilization (increased lapse
rate) at hub height and therefore stronger turbulence damp-
ing (see Figs. 6f and 9). The entrainment of warm air re-
sults in a temperature increase at hub height of approximately
0.3 K for the large wind farms and approximately 0.1 K for
the small wind farms.

3.1.4 Boundary layer development

Figure 7 shows vertical cross sections of the horizontal mean
wind speed for all cases. The cross sections are located at
y = 120 km and thus cross the large wind farms in Zone 3.
The inversion layer height zi is marked by lines at which the
maximum vertical potential temperature gradient occurs. The
wind-farm-induced internal boundary layer (IBL) is shown
by a line at which the horizontal wind speed corresponds to
97 % of the inflow wind speed at that height.

The IBL is not shown for the case SBL-300-7D because
the wind turbines are nearly as high as the BL. For all other
cases the IBL grows up to the inversion layer (IL) within

40 km (NBL-700-7D and NBL-700-5D), 10 km (CBL-700-
7D) and 20 km (CBL-1400-7D) behind the wind farm lead-
ing edge. The streamwise extent of the IBL goes beyond the
model domain, indicating that the wind speed inside the en-
tire BL does not recover to 97 % of the inflow wind speed.

The IL height is affected by the presence of the wind farms
in all five cases. In the NBL cases the IL is displaced upwards
by 200–300 m, whereas a larger displacement occurs for the
smaller turbine spacing. The IL displacement is a result of
the reduced wind speed in the bulk of the BL: to obtain a
divergence-free flow inside the BL, the wind speed reduc-
tion (streamwise convergence) is compensated for by verti-
cal divergence (IL displacement) and crosswise divergence
(flow around the wind farms). The increase in IL height is not
caused by entrainment of warm air into the BL (as can also be
seen in the profiles of potential temperature in Fig. 9). This
phenomenon has also been observed by Allaerts and Mey-
ers (2017), who also stated that the mass flux conservation
is the reason for the IL displacement. Abkar and Porté-Agel
(2014) stated that a smaller turbine spacing results in a larger
BL height for an infinite wind farm in a CNBL. The IL dis-
placement causes an acceleration of the flow in the FA for the
NBL and CBL cases. Details about this effect are described
in the next section.

In the CBL cases, the IL height increases above the wind
farms and decreases above the wake, reaching its initial value
at approximately 70 km downstream of the last wind farm
trailing edge. The IL displacement is larger for the shallower
BL, i.e., the case CBL-700-7D.

The IL displacement is most significant for the case SBL-
300-7D. The IL height increases from 300 to 500 m. Allaerts
and Meyers (2016) also reported that larger IL displacements
occur for shallower BLs (+60 % for h= 250 m). In the case
SBL-300-7D, the IL height increase is caused by vertical dis-
placement due to mass conservation and also by entrainment
of warm air into the BL (see Fig. 7f). The entrainment of
warm air into the BL leads to a warming of the lower part of
the BL. However, the temperature at the height of the origi-
nal IL is reduced because the warm air in the IL is replaced
by relatively cold air from the BL.

Because the laminar flow in the FA is adiabatic, the
isotherms in Fig. 7f can be interpreted as streamlines. They
show that gravity waves are excited by the wind farms. There
are small-scale gravity waves with a wavelength that cor-
responds to the turbine spacing and a large-scale gravity
wave with a wavelength that approximately corresponds to
the wind farm length. The negative and positive temperature
deviations in the wave crest and trough, respectively, cause a
positive and negative deviation in the perturbation pressure at
the surface, as is shown in Fig. 4f. A detailed analysis of the
wind-farm-induced gravity waves goes beyond the scope of
this study. However, it is noted that the qualitative pressure
and temperature distributions correspond to the findings of
Allaerts and Meyers (2017) and Wu and Porté-Agel (2017).
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Figure 7. Vertical cross sections at y = 120 km of wind speed vh for all cases (a–e) and potential temperature deviation relative to the inflow
temperature for the case SBL-300-7D (f). Also shown are the inversion layer height zi (maximum vertical temperature gradient), the internal
boundary layer IBL (97 % of inflow wind speed) and the extent of the wind farms in Zone 3.

Additional test simulations have shown that the strength of
the gravity waves is sensitive to the domain height. Allaerts
and Meyers (2017) achieved good results (low wave reflec-
tion at the domain top) if the domain height corresponds to at
least one vertical wavelength λz = 2πU/N , where U is the
BL bulk wind speed, and N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency
in the FA. In the case SBL-300-7D, the domain height is
set to 0.43λz (λz = 5.9 km, Lz = 3624 m) because larger do-
main heights lead to numerical instabilities at the inflow. Wu
and Porté-Agel (2017) used a domain height of Lz = 2.4 km
for a FA stratifications of 0 = 1 K km−1 (resulting in Lz =
0.22λz) and 0 = 5 K km−1 (resulting in Lz = 0.49λz). It is
not clear whether the vertical wavelength is the only rel-
evant parameter for choosing the correct domain height or
whether the wind farm length also has to be considered. Fur-
ther research is needed to find setup guidelines that ensure
that wind-farm-induced gravity waves are covered as realis-
tically as possible.

In order to compare the effects of small and large wind
farms on the boundary layer, Fig. 8 shows vertical cross sec-

tions at y = 50 km, crossing the small wind farm N-2. The
IL displacement is much smaller compared to the displace-
ment triggered by the large wind farms (i.e., 50–100 m for the
small wind farm in contrast to 200–300 m for the large wind
farms). For the NBL cases the IBL grows to approximately
700 m and thus does not reach the IL. For the case CBL-700-
7D the IBL reaches the IL but only 40 km behind the wind
farm trailing edge. The streamwise extent of the IBL shows
that the wind speed recovery at hub height to 97 % of the in-
flow wind speed is reached 20 km (NBL-700-7D and CBL-
1400-7D) and approx. 50 km (NBL-700-5D and CBL-700-
7D) behind the wind farm trailing edge. For all 7 D cases, the
IBL does not start at the wind farm leading edge but rather
inside the wind farms. The reason for this effect is that the
vertical cross section does not cross the rotor discs of the tur-
bines, and no averaging occurs in the y direction. As Fig. 8f
shows, the small wind farms also triggers gravity waves in
the FA, but they are much weaker than the ones triggered by
the large wind farms.
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Figure 8. Vertical cross sections at y = 50 km of wind speed vh for all cases (a–e) and potential temperature deviation relative to the inflow
temperature for the case SBL-300-7D (f). Also shown are the inversion layer height zi (maximum vertical temperature gradient), the internal
boundary layer IBL (97 % of inflow wind speed) and the extent of the wind farm N-2.

3.1.5 Profiles of wind speed, wind direction and
potential temperature in the wake

To examine the effect of the wind farms on the BL in more
detail, profiles of wind speed, wind direction and potential
temperature are shown in Fig. 9. The profiles are evaluated at
the inflow (x = 0 km), in the near wake (x = 120 km) and in
the far wake (x = 180 km) of the large wind farms in Zone 3
(y = 120 km).

The wind speed profiles show that the wind-farm-induced
wind speed deficit spreads over the entire height of the BL.
The effective vertical mixing in the CBL cases results in an
approximately height-constant wind speed at the inflow and
in the wake. In the case CBL-1400-7D, the wind speed in the
upper part of the BL is even lower than in the lower part of
the BL at x = 120 km. In the NBL cases, the vertical mixing
is not as effective, and thus a significant wind shear exists
over the entire BL in the wake. The wind speed profiles of
the case SBL-300-7D show that the BL has grown from 300
to 500 m and that the super-geostrophic maximum is elimi-

nated completely. The IL displacement causes an increase in
wind speed in the FA above the BL. The maximum increases
(approximately 1 m s−1) are observed for the cases with the
greatest IL displacements. That suggests that the wind speed
excess above the BL is also caused by the continuity con-
straint; i.e., the wind speed has to increase in order to main-
tain a constant mass flux between the IL and the domain top.
For the CBL cases, in which the IL height decreases again be-
hind the wind farms, the wind speed above the BL decreases
to below-geostrophic in the far wake (x = 180 km). Note that
these effects could be overestimated because of the artificial
boundary that is introduced by the Rayleigh damping layer
that starts several hundred meters above the BL. The sensi-
tivity of this effect on the Rayleigh damping height has not
been investigated because the scope of this study is on BL-
internal effects.

The wake deflection shown in the horizontal cross sec-
tions can also be seen in the wind direction profiles. The
wind-farm-induced wind direction change is approximately
constant over the entire height of the BL. The largest deflec-
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Figure 9. Vertical profiles of temporal averaged horizontal wind speed (vh), wind direction (φ, clockwise positive) and potential tempera-
ture (θ ) relative to surface temperature θ0 at the inflow (x = 0 km), in the near wake (x = 120 km) and in the far wake (x = 180 km) of the
large wind farms in Zone 3 (y = 120 km) for all five cases. The wind farm trailing edge is located at x = 108 km.

tion angles of up to −10◦ are observed for the cases with the
greatest speed deficit (SBL-300-7D and NBL-700-5D) be-
cause the Coriolis force reduction is greatest in these cases.
The smallest deflection angle is observed in the case CBL-
1400-7D with no deflection in the upper half of the BL. All
cases have in common that, in contrast to the counterclock-
wise deflection in the BL, the flow in the FA is deflected
clockwise. As a result, the wind veer in the inversion layer
increases to approximately 10◦. The flow deflection in the
FA is also a Coriolis effect. Because the wind speed in the
FA is supergeostrophic, the Coriolis force is greater than the
geostrophic pressure gradient force, and therefore the flow
is deflected clockwise. The largest deflection angle of more
than 10◦ is observed for the case NBL-700-5D. Note that
the highest wind speed excess occurs at x = 120 km, but the
highest deflection angle occurs at x = 180 km. This effect
can be interpreted as an inertia oscillation in space (along
x), with the deflection angle being phase shifted 90◦ rela-
tive to the wind speed excess. Note that this effect might also

be overestimated due to the potentially overestimated wind
speed excess. However, currently running investigations with
much higher Rayleigh damping heights show the same be-
havior. In the case SBL-300-7D, the combination of clock-
wise deflection in the FA and counterclockwise deflection in
the BL results in a total wind veer of approximately 40◦ be-
tween the surface and the FA.

The effect of the wind farms on the potential temperature
profiles is largest for shallow BLs (SBL-300-7D) and neg-
ligibly small for thick BLs (CBL-1400-7D). The potential
temperature profiles inside the well-mixed BLs of the NBL
and CBL cases are nearly unaffected by the wind farms. The
greatest changes take place in the inversion layer, which is
displaced upwards in order to maintain a constant mass flux
in the BL, as already described in the previous section. The
profiles show that the potential temperature inside the BL
is unchanged, and thus BL warming due to entrainment of
warm air from the FA is not the reason for the increased IL
height. On the contrary, the temperature at the height of the
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original IL decreases by approximately 0.5 K because it is
replaced by colder air from the underlying BL. The potential
temperature profile of the SBL case is heavily modified by
the wind farms. The temperature in the BL increases by ap-
proximately 0.5 K due to entrainment of warm air from the
FA into the BL. The IL rises from 300 to 500 m due to the
combined effect of BL warming and IL displacement. Be-
cause the surface temperature is constant, a new SBL forms
in the far wake. This new SBL is shallower and more stably
stratified than the original SBL at the inflow.

3.2 Power output

3.2.1 Wind turbine and wind farm efficiencies

The effect of different turbine spacings, BL heights and sta-
bilities on the power output of very large wind farms is in-
vestigated here. This is done by comparing wind farm effi-
ciencies of small and large wind farms for the five simulated
cases. Here, the turbines in the area N-1 are defined as a small
wind farm because this area has the size of a typical, cur-
rently existing wind farm in the German Bight. The turbines
in Zone 3 are defined as a large wind farm because this area
will be equipped with wind farms in the future (see Fig. 10f).
The small wind farm consists of 27 wind turbines for s = 7 D
and 54 wind turbines for s = 5 D, resulting in an installed
wind farm capacity of 0.405 GW for s = 7 D and 0.810 GW
for s = 5 D. The large wind farm consists of 636 wind tur-
bines for s = 7 D and 1260 wind turbines for s = 5 D, result-
ing in an installed wind farm capacity of 9.54 GW for s = 7 D
and 18.90 GW for s = 5 D.

The wind farm efficiency ηwf is defined as the total wind
farm power Pwf normalized by the wind farm power that
would be achieved if all wind turbines nwt were operating in
free-stream conditions, generating the reference power Pref
(all quantities are averaged over the last 4 h of the simula-
tion):

ηwf =
Pwf

nwtPref
. (14)

For each of the five cases the reference power is obtained
by an additional simulation of a single turbine using the same
inflow profiles as for the respective main simulation. The ref-
erence powers for each case are given in Table 2. The wind
farm efficiency can also be interpreted as the wind turbine
efficiency averaged over all wind turbines of the wind farm.
The wind turbine efficiency of a wind turbine generating Pwt
is defined as follows:

ηwt =
Pwt

Pref
. (15)

The wind farm efficiencies of the small and the large wind
farm are listed in Table 2, and the wind turbine efficiencies
are shown in Fig. 10.

In general, the wind farm efficiency is significantly lower
for large wind farms than for small wind farms. All 7D cases,

Table 2. Reference power of a single turbine in free-stream condi-
tions and wind farm efficiencies for a small wind farm (N-1) and a
large wind farm (Zone 3) for all five cases.

Case Pref Wind farm efficiency

N-1 Zone 3

NBL-700-7D 12.56 MW 0.87 0.58
NBL-700-5D 12.56 MW 0.77 0.41
CBL-700-7D 12.51 MW 0.86 0.54
CBL-1400-7D 12.53 MW 0.88 0.64
SBL-300-7D 11.45 MW 0.66 0.46

except for the SBL case, show efficiencies of 0.86–0.88 for
the small wind farm and efficiencies of 0.54–0.64 for the
large wind farm. In the SBL case, the efficiency of the small
wind farm is 0.66 because the wind farm is affected by the
blockage effect of the sum of all wind farms. This is visi-
ble in Fig 10e, which shows that the efficiency of the wind
turbines in the first row of N-1 is already below 0.8. The ef-
ficiency of the large wind farm is 30 % lower than that of
the small wind farm for the SBL case. The blockage effect
redistributes energy from upstream parts of the wind farm
to downstream parts of the wind farm by a favorable pres-
sure gradient, which has already been shown by Allaerts and
Meyers (2017) for wind farms in shallow CNBLs. This effect
can also be seen in the power distribution inside the farm:
the turbine power is constant from approximately row 10 up
to the trailing edge of the large wind farm in Zone 3 (see
Figs. 10e and 11e). In all other cases the wind turbine power
does not reach a steady state until the end of the wind farms.

A reduction of turbine spacing from s = 7 D to s = 5 D
results in an efficiency reduction of 12 % (0.87 to 0.77) for
the small wind farm but results in an efficiency reduction of
29 % (0.58 to 0.41) for the large wind farm. The low wind
farm efficiency for the case NBL-700-5D can be explained
by a fast drop in the turbine efficiencies to values below 0.4
only 20 km downstream of the leading edge. The low wind
turbine efficiencies are caused by a reduction in the vertical
kinetic energy flux, as shown in the next section.

A doubling of the BL height results in an efficiency in-
crease of +2 % (from 0.86 to 0.88) for the small wind farm
but in an efficiency increase of 19 % (from 0.54 to 0.64)
for the large wind farm. The dependency of wind farm ef-
ficiency on the BL height has also been observed by Allaerts
and Meyers (2016), who reported a 17.6 % increase in power
deficit for a BL height reduction from 1000 to 250 m.

A comparison between the cases NBL-700-7D and CBL-
700-7D shows that greater wind farm efficiencies are ob-
tained for the NBL, although better efficiencies are expected
for the CBL due to the better vertical mixing. Comparing the
wind speed profiles of these cases (see Fig. 3) shows that the
inflow wind speed in the bulk of the BL is higher for the NBL
than for the CBL, which is probably the reason for the higher
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Figure 10. Wind turbine efficiencies ηwt for all five cases (a–e) and overview of wind farm names (f).

wind farm efficiencies. This result shows that it is important
to consider not only the wind speed at hub height but also the
wind profile inside the entire BL to make accurate wind farm
performance predictions.

3.2.2 Energy source analysis

To examine the dependency of the wind farm efficiency on
the turbine spacing and the BL height in more detail, an en-
ergy source analysis is made in this section. Here, an energy
source is defined as an energy input to the flow, i.e., a pro-
cess that drives the wake recovery. This can be one of the
following:

1. vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy at rotor top
level, Wvkef;

2. work done by the geostrophic pressure gradient on the
flow below rotor top level (bottom of the BL), Wgpg,wt;

3. work done by the perturbation pressure gradient on the
flow below rotor top level, Wppg,wt.

The analysis is a simplified version of the analyses made
by Abkar and Porté-Agel (2014) and Allaerts and Meyers
(2017) and does not claim to be a complete energy budget
analysis. The intention of this analysis is to show which pro-
cesses dominate the wake recovery and thus limit the achiev-
able power density of very large wind farms. Thus the advec-
tion of upstream kinetic energy is not considered here. The
above-named sources are calculated as follows.

The resolved downward turbulent flux of mean kinetic en-
ergy at rotor top level, averaged between y = 120km− sy
and y = 120km+ sy , is calculated by multiplying the shear
stress by the corresponding wind velocity component at that
height:

Wvkef(xi)= 〈−ρ(u w′u′+ v w′v′)|z=zt 〉y . (16)

The power density of the energy input by the geostrophic
pressure gradient on the flow below rotor top level zt =
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270 m is calculated as follows:

Wgpg,wt(xi)=

zt∫
z=0

ρfc(ugv(z)− vgu(z))dz|y=120 km . (17)

The work done by the geostrophic pressure gradient on the
rest of the BL (between zt and zi) is calculated as follows:

Wgpg,BL(xi)=

zi∫
z=zt

ρfc(ugv(z)− vgu(z))dz|y=120 km . (18)

The power density of the energy input by the perturbation
pressure gradient on the flow below rotor top level is calcu-
lated as follows:

Wppg,wt(xi)=−

zt∫
z=0

∂p∗(z)
∂x

u(z)+
∂p∗(z)
∂y

v(z)dz|y=120 km . (19)

The power densities of the wind turbines are defined as
follows:

Wwt =
Pwt

sxsy
. (20)

The power densities are shown in Fig. 11. For the case
NBL-700-7D it can be seen that the first-row wind turbines
operate at the reference power so that a high power density
of Wwt = 12.56MW/(7 D)2

= 4.45Wm−2 is achieved. The
dominant energy source for the first turbine rows is the ad-
vection of kinetic energy. The advection is not included in
Fig. 11 because it is larger than the other terms and would
make the quantification of the smaller terms difficult. The
power density of downstream wind turbines is determined
by the vertical kinetic energy flux. Because the vertical ki-
netic energy flux decays from 3 W m−2 at the beginning of
the first wind farm to 2 W m−2 at the end of the last wind
farm, the power density of the wind turbines also decays to
below 2 W m−2. The good correlation between the wind tur-
bine power density and the vertical kinetic energy flux has
also been found by Stevens et al. (2016) for the fully de-
veloped regime in a 9 km long wind farm. The work done
by the geostrophic pressure gradient on the flow below the
rotor top level achieves a power density of approximately
0.6 W m−2. It is thus not the dominating energy source inside
the wind farms, but it still contributes approximately 20 % to
the sum of all sourcesWtotal =Wvkef+Wgpg,wt+Wppg,wt. In
the downstream half of the wind farms the ratio between the
wind turbine power and Wtotal is approximately 70 %.

Although the vertical kinetic energy flux does not reach
a constant value until the end of the wind farms, it is likely
that it approaches the power density of the work done by the
pressure gradient on the BL flow above the wind turbine level
Wgpg,BL. Therefore, the flow approaches the fully developed
regime of an infinite wind farm flow, in which all the energy

extracted by the wind turbines is provided by the work done
by the geostrophic pressure gradient on the BL flow (John-
stone and Coleman, 2012; Abkar and Porté-Agel, 2014).

The energy input by the geostrophic pressure gradient into
the entire BL (Wgpg,wt+Wgpg,BL) achieves power densities
of only 1–2 W m−2, which is consistent with the geophysi-
cal limits to power densities of large wind farms found by
Antonini and Caldeira (2021), who reported approximately
1.5 W m−2 for a latitude of 46◦ and a geostrophic wind speed
of 12 m s−1. This power density is much smaller than the
power density achieved by the first-row wind turbines. As the
case NBL-700-5D shows (Fig. 11b), a reduction of the tur-
bine spacing from s = 7 D to s = 5 D approximately results
in a doubling of the power density of the first-row wind tur-
bines (from 4.5 to 8.5 W m−2), but the power density of the
last-row wind turbines is as low as for s = 7 D. This result
indicates that the turbine spacing for very large wind farms
should be chosen to be much larger than for small wind farms
to achieve a good wind farm efficiency. That the wind farm
power output is limited by the vertical kinetic energy flux
has also been found by Badger et al. (2020), who investi-
gated potential wind farm scenarios in the German Bight us-
ing a mesoscale weather forecast model (WRF) and a sim-
ple box model (KEBA, kinetic energy budget of the atmo-
sphere). Nishino (2013) used a simple, theoretical approach
to show that the power density of very large wind farms
is limited by the energy input of the pressure gradient and
that the power density is proportional to τ0Uh, where τ0 is
the shear stress near the surface, and Uh is the mean wind
speed at hub height for an undisturbed flow without wind
farms. However, Nishino (2013) neglects the effect of the
wind farm on the flow inside the BL. According to Abkar
and Porté-Agel (2014) and Eq. (18), the energy input by
the pressure gradient depends on the BL height and on the
ageostrophic wind speed component averaged over the BL.
The BL height increases due to the presence of the wind
farms, and the ageostrophic wind speed component increases
due to the counterclockwise wake deflection (see Fig. 11f).
Consequently, the wind-farm-induced flow effects result in a
significant increase in the energy input by the pressure gra-
dient, as can be seen in Fig. 11a and b. This effect occurs
only in the wake, although the BL height and wind direc-
tion already change inside the wind farms. The reason is
the decrease in the absolute wind speed that tends to reduce
the ageostrophic wind speed component and thus compen-
sates for the increasing ratio of ageostrophic to geostrophic
wind speed (counterclockwise wind direction change). In the
wake, the wind speed recovers, and thus the ageostrophic
wind speed component becomes larger than that upstream
of the wind farms. The described effect is largest for the case
with the small turbine spacing, NBL-700-5D, because the BL
growth and the wake deflection angle are largest for this case.

Figure 11c and d show that a doubling of the BL height
has approximately no effect on the energy input by the
geostrophic pressure gradient (Wgpg,wt+Wgpg,BL) on the
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Figure 11. Comparison of power density provided by the geostrophic pressure gradient below rotor top level Wgpg,wt and above rotor top
level Wgpg,BL, the perturbation pressure gradient below rotor top level Wppg,wt, the vertical kinetic energy flux at rotor top level Wvkef, and
Wtotal,wt as the sum ofWgpg,wt,Wppg,wt andWvkef. The power density of the wind turbines located between y = 120−sy and y = 120+sy
is shown for comparison. Wind farm locations are marked by yellow areas. Panel (f) shows the ageostrophic wind speed component (vh,a)
at hub height for the case NBL-700-7D at y = 120 km.

undisturbed inflow. The effect of the thicker BL is com-
pensated for by a smaller ageostrophic wind speed compo-
nent inside the BL. This is indicated by a much smaller an-
gle between hub height wind and the geostrophic wind of
α = 3.4◦ for the case CBL-1400-7D than α = 9.5◦ for the
case CBL-700-7D (see Table 1 and Fig. 3). Consequently, the
ageostrophic wind speed component inside the BL of the sta-
tionary inflow adjusts in such a way that the resulting energy
input by the pressure gradient balances the energy extraction
by TKE production near the surface. As stated earlier, the
power output of infinitely large wind farms is determined by
the energy input of the geostrophic pressure gradient, which
does not depend on the BL height. Hence, the power out-
put of infinitely large wind farms is expected not to depend
on the BL height, at least for this idealized setup with a sta-
tionary CBL inflow. However, for very large but finite-sized
wind farms, as in this study, the power output depends signif-
icantly on the BL height, as is shown in Fig. 11c and d. The

vertical kinetic energy flux is greater and decays slower for
the thicker BL (CBL-1400-7D), resulting in higher turbine
power densities.

The case SBL-300-7D is very special because the rotor top
level matches the BL height of the inflow. Thus, the energy
input by the pressure gradient above the rotor top level, as
well as the vertical kinetic energy flux at the rotor top level, is
zero upstream of the wind farms. Both components become
non-zero inside the wind farms due to the vertical displace-
ment of the inversion layer (BL growth). For the first 10 km
of the wind farms the vertical kinetic energy flux dominates,
but further downstream, the energy input by the geostrophic
pressure gradient below rotor top level is greater than or
equal to the vertical kinetic energy flux. As stated earlier,
the blockage effect redistributes energy from the wind farm
leading edge into the wind farm, which results in a smaller
power density of the first-row wind turbines compared to the
other 7 D cases and in a constant power density from approxi-
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mately row 10. This redistribution is done by a favorable per-
turbation pressure gradient inside the wind farms and reaches
power densities of approximately 1 W m−2. In the wake, the
vertical kinetic energy flux at rotor top level drops to zero
again, which is consistent with the very low TI in the wake
(see Fig. 6).

These results show that the power output and the wake of
very large wind farms behave very differently compared to
small wind farms. The main findings and their implications
are summarized in the next section.

4 Conclusions

This study investigates wake properties and power output
of very large wind farms with different turbine spacings in
boundary layers (BLs) of different stabilities and heights.
Very large wind farms do not only change wind speed and
turbulence intensity (TI) at wind turbine level but rather af-
fect several flow quantities inside the entire BL and even
above the BL. BL growth, counterclockwise flow deflection
inside the BL and clockwise flow deflection above the BL are
the main effects that distinguish large from small wind farm
flows. Wake lengths of very large wind farms are longer for
shallower BLs and smaller turbine spacings, reaching val-
ues of more than 100 km. Thus, very large wind farms in
the German Bight have the potential to affect the wind farm
performance of neighboring states such as Denmark or the
Netherlands. The wake length in terms of TI is relatively
independent of the wind farm size and is in general much
smaller (approximately 20 km) than the wake length in terms
of speed deficit. Longer TI wakes occur for convective BLs
and shorter wakes for stable BLs due to the buoyancy-driven
turbulence production or destruction.

For shallow, stable BLs very large wind farms trigger
large-scale gravity waves in the free atmosphere that cause
significant flow blockage, affecting also smaller wind farms
that are nearby. Some tuning of the domain height and the
boundary conditions was necessary to obtain stable simula-
tion results. Because shallow BLs occur quite frequently in
the German Bight, it is an important task to find best practice
rules for simulation setups that capture this phenomenon as
realistically as possible.

The wind speed recovery inside the wind farms is mainly
driven by the turbulent vertical momentum flux, but the wind
speed recovery in the wake of very large wind farms is
mainly driven by the geostrophic pressure gradient force.
Thus, it is expected that the wake recovery of very large wind
farms depends rather on the ageostrophic wind speed compo-
nent than on parameters that affect the turbulent momentum
flux such as stability or TI. Further investigations are needed
to prove this hypothesis.

The power output of very large wind farms is limited by
the available kinetic energy inside the BL and the energy in-
put by the geostrophic pressure gradient. The achieved power

density of turbines in the upstream part of the wind farms is
significantly affected by the BL height, whereas the power
density of the downstream turbines approaches the power
density given by the energy input of the geostrophic pres-
sure gradient. Because this power density is only as small as
2 W m−2, high wind farm efficiencies can only be achieved
by large turbine spacings. BL growth and wake deflection to-
wards lower pressure tend to increase the power input by the
geostrophic pressure gradient, which could have a positive
effect on the power output of downstream wind farms.

Overall, the results show that very large wind farms trig-
ger much more complex flow effects than small wind farms
do. It will be necessary to consider at least some of these ef-
fects in simple wake models in order to accurately predict the
power output of very large wind farms. One of the next re-
search tasks could be to derive empirical rules for predicting
the power output of very large wind farms by performing a
more systematic and idealized set of simulations.

Appendix A: COSMO-REA6 climatology

This Appendix includes histograms of wind speed (Fig. A1),
wind direction (Fig. A2) and boundary layer height for con-
vective boundary layers (Fig. A3) and stable boundary layers
(Fig. A4) for a point at 178 m height at 54◦30′ N, 6◦00′ E,
which is located inside Zone 3 in the German Bight. The
histograms are obtained from the COSMO-REA6 dataset
that contains hourly data from the years 1995 to 2018. The
boundary layer height in COSMO-REA6 is defined as the
height at which the bulk Richardson number reaches the crit-
ical Richardson number, which is 0.22 under convective con-
ditions and 0.33 under stable conditions (personal commu-
nication with Eckhard Kadasch, German Weather Service,
Offenbach, on 23 May 2019). The histograms were pro-
vided by Thomas Spangehl from the German Weather Ser-
vice. Note that convective boundary layers occur 59.5 % of
the time (n= 12 5088, Fig. A3) and stable boundary layers
occur 40.5 % of the time (n= 85 247, Fig. A4).
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Figure A1. Wind speed histogram with total number of samples (n), mean wind speed, median wind speed, 1 % and 99 % percentiles, and
Weibull shape and scale parameters.

Figure A2. Wind direction histogram. Wind speed bins are indicated by different colors.

Figure A3. Boundary layer height histogram for convective boundary layers (surface temperature greater than 2 m temperature).
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Figure A4. Boundary layer height histogram for stable boundary layers (surface temperature smaller than 2 m temperature).
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Abstract. The size of newly installed offshore wind farms increases rapidly. Planned offshore wind farm clus-
ters have a rated capacity of several gigawatts and a length of up to 100 km. The flow through and around wind
farms of this scale can be significantly different than the flow through and around smaller wind farms on the
sub-gigawatt scale. A good understanding of the involved flow physics is vital for accurately predicting the wind
farm power output as well as predicting the meteorological conditions in the wind farm wake. To date there is no
study that directly compares small wind farms (sub-gigawatt) with large wind farms (super-gigawatt) in terms
of flow effects or power output. The aim of this study is to fill this gap by providing this direct comparison by
performing large-eddy simulations of a small wind farm (13 km length) and a large wind farm (90 km length) in
a convective boundary layer, which is the most common boundary layer type in the North Sea.

The results show that there are significant differences in the flow field and the energy budgets of the small and
large wind farm. The large wind farm triggers an inertial wave with a wind direction amplitude of approximately
10◦ and a wind speed amplitude of more than 1 ms−1. In a certain region in the far wake of a large wind farm
the wind speed is greater than far upstream of the wind farm, which can be beneficial for a downstream located
wind farm. The inertial wave also exists for the small wind farm, but the amplitudes are approximately 4 times
weaker and thus may be hardly observable in real wind farm flows that are more heterogeneous. Regarding
turbulence intensity, the wake of the large wind farm has the same length as the wake of the small wind farm and
is only a few kilometers long. Both wind farms trigger inertial gravity waves in the free atmosphere, whereas the
amplitude is approximately twice as large for the large wind farm. The inertial gravity waves induce streamwise
pressure gradients inside the boundary layer, affecting the energy budgets of the wind farms. The most dominant
energy source of the small wind farm is the horizontal advection of kinetic energy, but for the large wind farm
the vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy is 5 times greater than the horizontal advection of kinetic energy.
The energy input by the gravity-wave-induced pressure gradient is greater for the small wind farm because the
pressure gradient is greater. For the large wind farm, the energy input by the geostrophic forcing (synoptic-scale
pressure gradient) is significantly enhanced by the wind direction change that is related to the inertial oscillation.
For both wind farms approximately 75 % of the total available energy is extracted by the wind turbines and 25 %
is dissipated.
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1 Introduction

The size of newly installed offshore wind farms increases
rapidly. The largest wind farm in operation Moray East
(United Kingdom) has a rated capacity of 950 MW and con-
sists of 100 wind turbines (Herzig, 2022). The largest wind
farm under construction is Hollandse Kust Zuid (Nether-
lands), with a rated capacity of 1540 MW. It consists of
140 wind turbines and has a length of approximately 15 km
(Herzig, 2022). Offshore wind farms are often arranged in
clusters, so that the cluster capacity can already be in the
multi-gigawatt scale. One example is the planned wind farm
cluster in Zone 3 in the German Bight with a planned capac-
ity of 20GW and a length of approximately 100 km (BSH,
2021).

The flow through and around wind farms of this scale can
be significantly different than the flow through and around
smaller wind farms on the sub-gigawatt scale, as recently
published results show. For example, large wind farms can
cause a significant counterclockwise wind direction change
in the wake and a vertical displacement of the inversion layer
above the wind farm (Allaerts and Meyers, 2016; Lanzilao
and Meyers, 2022; Maas and Raasch, 2022). A good under-
standing of the involved flow physics is vital for accurately
predicting the wind farm power output as well as predicting
the meteorological conditions in the wind farm wake. The
“improved understanding of atmospheric and wind power
plant flow physics” is stated as one of the grand challenges
in the science of wind energy by Veers et al. (2019) because
the involved scales range from microscale to mesoscale and
interactions can be complex. The best numerical method for
the investigation of these interactions that considers all rele-
vant physical processes but is still computationally feasible
is large-eddy simulation (LES).

In recent years many LES studies investigated wind farm
flows. The studies can be subdivided into three categories.
The first category investigates infinitely large wind farms by
using cyclic boundary conditions in both lateral directions,
e.g., Abkar and Porté-Agel (2013), Abkar and Porté-Agel
(2014), Calaf et al. (2010), Calaf et al. (2011), Johnstone and
Coleman (2012), Lu and Porté-Agel (2011), Lu and Porté-
Agel (2015), Meyers and Meneveau (2013), Porté-Agel et al.
(2014) and VerHulst and Meneveau (2014). The second cat-
egory investigates semi-infinite wind farms by using cyclic
boundary conditions only in the crosswise direction, e.g., Al-
laerts and Meyers (2016), Allaerts and Meyers (2017), Al-
laerts and Meyers (2018), Andersen et al. (2015), Centurelli
et al. (2021), Segalini and Chericoni (2021), Stevens et al.
(2016), Wu and Porté-Agel (2017) and Zhang et al. (2019).
The third category investigates wind farms that have a finite
size in both lateral directions which also include real wind
farms, e.g., Dörenkämper et al. (2015), Ghaisas et al. (2017),
Lanzilao and Meyers (2022), Maas and Raasch (2022), Nils-
son et al. (2015), Porté-Agel et al. (2013), Witha et al. (2014)
and Wu and Porté-Agel (2015).

Typical wind farm lengths in the semi-infinite wind farm
studies range from 5 km (Centurelli et al., 2021) over 15 km
(Allaerts and Meyers, 2017) to 24 km (Andersen et al., 2015).
Typical wind farm lengths in the finite-size wind farm stud-
ies range from 2 km (Witha et al., 2014) over 15 km (Lanzi-
lao and Meyers, 2022) to approximately 100 km (Maas and
Raasch, 2022). Thus, most of the studies are representative
for existing, state-of-the-art wind farms and do not represent
the spatial scales that future wind farm clusters will have.
Specifically, there is no study that directly compares small
wind farms (10 km scale) with large wind farms (100 km
scale) in terms of flow effects or power output, neither with
LESs nor with simpler models.

The aim of this study is to provide this direct, system-
atic comparison by performing LESs of a small wind farm
(13 km length) and a large wind farm (90 km length) with a
semi-infinite wind farm setup. The comparison focuses on
the boundary layer flow inside the wind farm but also in the
far wake and the overlying free atmosphere. A detailed en-
ergy budget analysis is made to identify the dominant energy
sources and sinks for small and large wind farms. The do-
main is more than 400 km long to cover the far wake and has
a height of 14 km to cover wind-farm-induced gravity waves.
The boundary layer is filled with a turbine-wake-resolving
grid resulting in more than 2 billion grid points in total.

The paper is structured as follows. The numerical model
and the main and precursor simulations are described in
Sect. 2. The simulation results are presented in Sect. 3, and
Sect. 4 concludes and discusses the results of the study.

2 Methods

2.1 Numerical model

The simulations are carried out with the Parallelized Large-
eddy Simulation Model (PALM; Maronga et al., 2020).
PALM is developed at the Institute of Meteorology and Cli-
matology of Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany. Several
wind farm flow investigations have been successfully con-
ducted with this code in the past (e.g., Witha et al., 2014;
Dörenkämper et al., 2015; Maas and Raasch, 2022). PALM
solves the non-hydrostatic, incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations in Boussinesq-approximated form. The equations
for the conservation of mass, momentum and internal energy
then read as

∂ũj

∂xj
= 0 , (1)

∂ũi

∂t
=−

∂ũi ũj

∂xj
− εijkfj ũk + εi3jf3ug,j −

1
ρ0

∂π∗

∂xi

+ g
θ̃ −〈θ̃〉

〈θ̃〉
δi3−

∂

∂xj
(ũ′′i u

′′

j −
2
3
eδij )+ di , (2)

∂θ̃

∂t
=−

∂ũj θ̃

∂xj
−

∂

∂xj
(ũ′′j θ

′′) , (3)
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where angular brackets indicate horizontal averaging and a
double prime indicates subgrid-scale (SGS) quantities; a tilde
denotes filtering over a grid volume; i,j,k ∈ {1,2,3}, ui ,
uj , uk are the velocity components in the respective direc-
tions (xi , xj , xk); θ is potential temperature; t is time; and
fi = (0,2�cos(φ),2�sin(φ)) is the Coriolis parameter with
the Earth’s angular velocity�= 0.729×10−4 rad s−1 and the
geographical latitude φ. The geostrophic wind speed compo-
nents are ug,j , and the basic state density of dry air is ρ0.
The modified perturbation pressure is π∗ = p+ 2

3ρ0e, where

p is the perturbation pressure and e = 1
2 ũ
′′

i u
′′

i is the SGS
turbulence kinetic energy. The gravitational acceleration is
g = 9.81 ms−2, δ is the Kronecker delta and di represents
the forces of the wind turbine actuator discs.

The SGS model uses a 1.5-order closure according to
Deardorff (1980), modified by Moeng and Wyngaard (1988)
and Saiki et al. (2000). The wind turbines are represented by
an advanced actuator disc model with rotation (ADM-R) that
acts as an axial momentum sink and an angular momentum
source (inducing wake rotation). The ADM-R is described in
detail by Wu and Porté-Agel (2011) and was implemented
in PALM by Steinfeld et al. (2015). Additional information
is also given by Maas and Raasch (2022). The wind turbines
have a yaw controller that aligns the rotor axis with the wind
direction.

2.2 Main simulations

The study consists of two simulations. The first simulation
contains a small wind farm with Nx×Ny = 8×8= 64 wind
turbines resulting in a length of 13.44 km. The second simu-
lation contains a large wind farm with Nx ×Ny = 48× 8=
384 wind turbines resulting in a length of 90.24 km (see
Fig. 1). The wind farms extend over the entire domain width,
and cyclic boundary conditions are applied in the y direction,
so that the wind farms are effectively infinitely large in this
direction. This idealized setup has been used in many other
LES wind farm studies, e.g., Stevens et al. (2016), Allaerts
and Meyers (2017) and Wu and Porté-Agel (2017). It simpli-
fies the data analysis and allows us to focus only on stream-
wise variations in the wind farm and the wake. The validity
of the results for finite-size, real wind farms is discussed in
Sect. 4.

The IEA 15 MW wind turbine with a rotor diameter of
D = 240 m and a rated power of 15 MW is used (Gaertner
et al., 2020). The hub height is set to 180 m instead of 150 m,
so that the turbulent fluxes at the rotor bottom are better
resolved by the numerical grid. The wind turbines are ar-
ranged in a staggered configuration and have a streamwise
and crosswise spacing of s = 8D, resulting in an installed
capacity density of 4.07 W m−2. The small wind farm has
a length of 13.44 km, which corresponds approximately to
the length of the currently largest wind farm under construc-
tion, Hollandse Kust Zuid. The large wind farm has a length

of 90.24 km, which corresponds approximately to the length
of the planned wind farm cluster in Zone 3 in the German
Bight. Note that the small wind farm is already as long as the
largest wind farms of most other LES studies, e.g., Wu and
Porté-Agel (2017) (19.6 km) and Allaerts and Meyers (2017)
(15 km).

The domain has a length of Lx = 409.6 km to cover the
far wake of the wind farms. The wind farms have a dis-
tance of 100 km to the inflow boundary, so that the wind-
farm-induced flow blockage is covered. The domain width
is Ly = 15.36 km for the small and large wind farm case. A
domain height of Lz = 14.0 km is required to cover wind-
farm-induced gravity waves. That the Boussinesq approxi-
mation is still valid for such a large domain height is shown
in Appendix A. To avoid reflection of the waves at the do-
main top, there is a Rayleigh damping layer above zrd =

5 km. The Rayleigh damping factor increases from zero at
the bottom of the damping layer to its maximum value of
frdm = 0.025(1t)−1

≈ 0.017 s−1 at the domain top accord-
ing to this function (see Fig. 1):

frd(z)= frdmsin2
(

0.5π
z− zrd

Lz− zrd

)
. (4)

This sine wave profile leads to fewer reflections compared
to a linear profile (Klemp and Lilly, 1978). The choice of
these parameters is based on a set of test simulations with
a larger grid spacing that are performed to find parameters
that result in a low reflectivity. The reflectivity is obtained by
the method described by Allaerts and Meyers (2017), which
is a modified version of the method described by Taylor and
Sarkar (2007). With the chosen parameters, less than 6 % of
the upwards propagating wave energy is reflected.

The domain is filled with an equidistant regular grid with
a grid spacing of 20 m, yielding a density of 12 grid points
per rotor diameter. This is enough to resolve the most rel-
evant eddies inside the wind turbine wakes. Steinfeld et al.
(2015) showed that even eight grid points per rotor diameter
are sufficient to obtain a converged result for the mean wind
speed profiles at a downstream distance of 5D. Above 900 m
the grid is vertically stretched by 8 % per grid point up to a
maximum vertical grid spacing of 200 m, which is enough
for resolving the gravity waves with a vertical wavelength of
approximately 5 km (see Table 1 in Sect. 3.4). The numer-
ical grid has the same structure in both cases and contains
nx×ny×nz = 20480×768×128≈ 2.01×109 grid points.

The flow field is initialized by the instantaneous flow field
of the last time step of a precursor simulation. Details about
the precursor simulation and the meteorological parameters
are given in the next section. The flow field is filled cycli-
cally into the main domain because it is larger than the
precursor domain. At the inflow, vertical velocity and tem-
perature profiles averaged over the last 2 h of the precur-
sor simulation are prescribed. The turbulent state of the in-
flow is maintained by a turbulence recycling method that
maps the turbulent fluctuations from the recycling plane at
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Figure 1. Side view and plan view of the domain and wind farm layout for the large wind farm case. Dimensions in kilometers.

x = 25 km onto the inflow plane at x = 0. Details of the re-
cycling method are given in Maas and Raasch (2022). The
large distance between inflow and recycling plane is chosen
to cover elongated convection rolls that appear in the con-
vective boundary layer (CBL) and to cover at least twice the
advection distance of the convective timescale Ugzi/w∗ =

9.011 ms−1 600 m /0.49 m s−1
≈ 11 km, with the convective

velocity scale w∗ =
[
gzi
θ
〈w′θ ′〉s

]1/3
, where θ = 280 K and

〈w′θ ′〉s is the horizontally averaged kinematic surface heat
flux averaged over the last 4 h of the precursor simulation.
For the potential temperature, the absolute value is recycled
instead of the turbulent fluctuation, so that the inflow tem-
perature increases according to the surface temperature. The
otherwise constant inflow temperature profile would cause a
streamwise temperature gradient that triggers a thermal cir-
culation inside the entire domain. The turbulent fluctuations
are shifted in the y direction by +6.4 km to avoid stream-
wise streaks in the averaged velocity fields; for further de-
tails please refer to Maas and Raasch (2022) and Munters
et al. (2016). Radiation boundary conditions as described by
Miller and Thorpe (1981) and Orlanski (1976) are used at
the outflow plane. Hereby, the flow quantity q at the outflow
boundary b is determined with the phase velocity ĉ and the
upstream derivative of the flow quantity:

q t+1tb = q tb− (ĉ1t/1x)(qnb − q
n
b−1) . (5)

The phase velocity ĉ is set to the maximum possible phase
velocity of 1x/1t . The surface boundary conditions and
other parameters are the same as in the precursor simulation
and are thus described in the next section. The physical simu-
lation time of the main simulations is 20 h, and the presented
data are averaged over the last 4 h.

2.3 Precursor simulation

Initial and inflow profiles of both simulations are obtained
by a precursor simulation without a wind farm. It has cyclic
boundary conditions in both lateral directions and a do-
main size ofLx,pre×Ly,pre×Lz,pre = 15.36×9.6×14.0 km3.

The number of vertical grid points, the vertical grid stretch-
ing and Rayleigh damping levels are the same as in the
main simulation. The initial horizontal velocity is set to
the geostrophic wind (Ug,Vg)= (9.011,−1.527) ms−1, re-
sulting in a steady-state hub height wind speed of 9.0 ±
0.02 ms−1 that is aligned with the x axis (±0.01◦). The
values for the geostrophic wind are obtained by iterative
adjustments between preliminary precursor simulations, of
which two are needed to obtain the given accuracy. The
latitude is φ = 55◦ N. The initial potential temperature is
set to 280 K up to a height of 600 m and has a lapse rate
of 0 =+3.5 Kkm−1 above. This lapse rate corresponds to
the international standard atmosphere. The onset of turbu-
lence is triggered by small random perturbations in the hor-
izontal velocity field below a height of 300 m. A Dirichlet
boundary condition is set for the surface temperature. Why a
Dirichlet boundary condition is a good choice is explained in
Maas and Raasch (2022). A constant surface heating rate of
θ̇0 =+0.05 Kh−1 is applied, resulting in a Monin–Obukhov
length of L≈−400 m, which is common value for convec-
tive boundary layers in the North Sea (Muñoz-Esparza et al.,
2012). The resulting boundary layer height (height of max-
imum vertical potential temperature gradient) of zi = 600 m
is a small but still typical value for convective boundary lay-
ers over the North Sea (Maas and Raasch, 2022). Boundary
layer growth is avoided by applying a large-scale subsidence
that acts only on the potential temperature field. The subsi-
dence velocity is zero at the surface and increases linearly to
its maximum value at z= 600 m and is constant above. The
maximum subsidence velocity is chosen in such a way that
the temperature increase in the free atmosphere (FA) exactly
matches the surface heating rate:wsub = θ̇0/0 ≈ 14.3 mh−1.
The roughness length for momentum and heat is z0 = z0,h =

1 mm, and a constant flux layer is assumed between the sur-
face and the lowest atmospheric grid level. At the domain
top and bottom, a Neumann boundary condition for the per-
turbation pressure and Dirichlet boundary conditions for the
velocity components are used. For the potential temperature,
a constant lapse rate is assumed at the domain top.
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The physical simulation time of the precursor simulation
is 48 h, to obtain a steady-state mean flow; i.e., the hourly-
averaged hub height wind speed changes less than 0.05 ms−1

within 8 h. This long simulation time is needed for the decay
of an inertial oscillation in time that has a period of 14.6 h.
The inertial oscillation occurs because there is no equilibrium
of forces in the boundary layer (BL) at the beginning of the
simulation.

3 Results

3.1 Mean flow at hub height

To make a first qualitative comparison between the small and
the large wind farm case, the mean horizontal wind speed
and streamlines of the mean flow at hub height are shown
in Fig. 2 for both cases. The most striking difference is the
large modification of the wind direction that occurs for the
large wind farm case. Inside the large wind farm the flow is
deflected counterclockwise, but in the wake the flow is de-
flected clockwise so that the wind direction reaches the in-
flow wind direction and even turns further clockwise. But
also for the wind speed both cases show significant differ-
ences. The wind speed reduction inside the large wind farm is
significantly greater than inside the small wind farm, which
is an expected result. Remarkable, however, is the fact that
the wind speed in the far wake of the large wind farm is sig-
nificantly greater than the inflow wind speed.

To make a more quantitative comparison between the two
cases, Fig. 3 shows the mean horizontal wind speed, wind
direction and perturbation pressure at hub height along x for
the small and large wind farm. The quantities are averaged
along y and a moving average with a window size of one tur-
bine spacing is applied along x to smooth out turbine-related
sharp gradients. It can be seen that upstream of the wind
farms the wind speed is reduced due to the blockage effect.
The speed reduction 2.5D upstream of the first turbine row
is 4.8 % for the small wind farm and 7.9 % for the large wind
farm. These values lie in the range of 1 %–11 %, reported by
Wu and Porté-Agel (2017) for a 20 km long wind farm under
different FA stratifications. The blockage effect is caused by
an increase in the perturbation pressure of 4.8 and 8.5 Pa rela-
tive to the pressure at the inflow for the small and large wind
farm, respectively (see Fig. 3c). The perturbation pressure
distribution is related to gravity waves that form in the free
atmosphere, as will be shown in Sect. 3.4. Inside the wind
farm, the wind speed is further reduced due to momentum
extraction by the wind turbines. For the small wind farm, the
wind speed decreases to 7.6 ms−1 at the wind farm trailing
edge (TE). For the large wind farm, however, the wind speed
reaches a minimum of 6.8 ms−1 approximately 40 km down-
stream of the leading edge (LE) and then increases again to
7.4 ms−1 at the wind farm TE. This acceleration is mainly
caused by the large drop in the perturbation pressure of 30 Pa
from the wind farm LE to TE. For the small wind farm this

pressure drop is only approximately 7 Pa. The acceleration is
also caused by the wind direction change and thus a greater
ageostrophic wind speed component that results in a larger
energy input by the geostrophic pressure gradient (Abkar and
Porté-Agel, 2014). This will be shown in Sect. 3.5. In the
wake of the large wind farm the wind speed increases further
and reaches a maximum of 10.1 ms−1, which is 12 % more
than the free-stream wind speed at the inflow. The maximum
wind speed in the wake of the small wind farm exceeds the
inflow wind speed by only 2 %. Further downstream the wind
speed decreases again, indicating that it oscillates.

As shown in Fig. 3b, the wind direction is also signifi-
cantly affected by the wind farms. Inside the wind farms the
wind direction turns counterclockwise, reaching +2.3 and
+10.1◦ at the TE of the small and large wind farm, respec-
tively. Note that the wind direction already changes upstream
of the wind farms, reaching +0.7 and +1.4◦ at the LE of
the small and large wind farm, respectively. This wind direc-
tion change is caused by a reduction of the Coriolis force,
which is a result of the reduced wind speed in and around
the wind farms. For the large wind farm, the maximum de-
flection angle of 10.4◦ is reached inside the wind farm, at
x ≈ 180 km. Further downstream the wind turns clockwise,
reaches 9 = 0◦ at x ≈ 330 km and turns further clockwise
afterwards. For the small wind farm the maximum deflec-
tion angle of 2.8◦ is reached in the wake, at x ≈ 140 km. The
wind direction is zero at x ≈ 290 km and reaches a minimum
at x ≈ 400 km. Similar maximum deflection values of 2–3◦

have been reported in an LES study of Allaerts and Meyers
(2016) for a 15 km long wind farm in conventionally neutral
boundary layers.

The sinusoidal shape of the wind speed and wind direction
evolution suggests that it is related to an inertial oscillation
or an inertial wave along x. The wind direction has a +90◦

phase shift relative to the wind speed; i.e., the wind direction
is zero where the wind speed has a maximum. The inertial
wave has a wavelength of

λI ≈GT = 9.14ms−114.6h≈ 480km, (6)

where G is the geostrophic wind speed and T =

12h/sin(φ)= 2π/f3 is the inertial period (Stull, 1988,
p. 639). Consequently, the distance between wind direc-
tion maximum and minimum should be half a wavelength
(λI /2= 240 km), which corresponds well to the distance of
260 km that can be measured in the wake of the small wind
farm. To add further confidence to this result, an additional
simulation with a latitude of 80◦ N instead of 55◦ N is per-
formed. The results are given in Appendix B and show that
the wavelength decreases to λI = 400 km due to the shorter
inertial period at that latitude (T = 12h/sin(80◦)= 12.1 h).

The inertial wave can also be seen in the hodograph of
the hub height wind velocity components u and v along x,
which is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows that the oscilla-
tion is triggered by a reduction in u, followed by an increase
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Figure 2. Mean horizontal wind speed at hub height for the small wind farm (a) and large wind farm (b). Wind direction is indicated by
streamlines.

Figure 3. Horizontal wind speed (a), wind direction (b) and perturbation pressure (c) along x. All quantities are averaged along y and one
turbine spacing along x. Vertical black lines indicate LE and TE of the small and large wind farm.

in v. After the large perturbation by the wind farms, the hodo-
graph approaches a circular path with clockwise direction.
The center of these circular paths is the steady-state veloc-
ity of the inflow and not the geostrophic wind velocity. This
is consistent with the findings of Baas et al. (2012), who in-
vestigated inertial oscillations in the nocturnal BL using the
analytical model of van de Wiel et al. (2010) that accounts
for frictional effects within the BL. The amplitude of the os-
cillations is 0.3 ms−1 for the small wind farm and 1.1 ms−1

for the large wind farm at λI /4 downstream of the respective
wind farm trailing edge.

To investigate this effect in more detail, Fig. 5 shows the
crosswise (perpendicular to streamlines) force components
that act on the flow at hub height along x, averaged along y.
Shown are the vertical turbulent momentum flux divergence,
the perturbation pressure gradient force and the geostrophic

forcing (difference between geostrophic pressure gradient
force and Coriolis force). Positive values indicate a counter-
clockwise deflection, and negative values indicate a clock-
wise deflection. The analysis is made from a Lagrangian
frame of reference; thus, advection terms are not included.
At the inflow all forces sum to zero and the mean flow is
in a steady state. Due to the wind speed reduction upstream
and inside the wind farms, the Coriolis force is reduced, so
that the geostrophic pressure gradient force predominates
and tends to deflect the flow counterclockwise. The verti-
cal momentum flux divergence, however, tends to deflect the
flow clockwise, but this force is weaker, so that the sum of
these forces is still positive. Because the wind farms are in-
finite in the y direction, the gravity waves are uniform in the
y direction, and thus the perturbation pressure gradient force
is parallel to the x axis and has no effect on the wind direc-
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Figure 4. Hodographs of wind speed components u and v along x at
hub height. Special streamwise positions are marked: inflow, wind
farm leading edge (LE), wind farm trailing edge (TE), one-quarter
inertial wavelength downstream of the TE and the geostrophic wind
velocity.

Figure 5. Crosswise forces (perpendicular to streamlines) at hub
height along x, averaged along y for the small wind farm (a) and
large wind farm (b). Shown are the divergence of the vertical turbu-
lent momentum flux (resolved+SGS) F , the geostrophic forcingG
(difference between geostrophic pressure gradient force and Corio-
lis force) and the perturbation pressure gradient force P .

tion at first. However, due to the change in wind direction
further downstream inside the large wind farm, the perturba-
tion pressure gradient force has a component perpendicular
to the streamlines that tends to deflect the flow clockwise.
At the end of the large wind farm the sum of all forces be-
comes negative, so that the flow begins to turn clockwise.
Because the wind speed increases to super-geostrophic val-
ues in the wake, the Coriolis force becomes greater than the
geostrophic pressure gradient force so that the flow is de-
flected clockwise. The most significant difference between

the small and the large wind farm is that the speed deficit in
the large wind farm is greater and lasts longer. This results
in a greater wind direction change and thus a greater inertial
wave amplitude compared to the small wind farm. Whether a
wind farm can trigger a significant inertial wave can be pre-
dicted by the Rossby number that relates inertia to Coriolis
forces:

Ro=
G

Lwff3
, (7)

where Lwf is the length of the wind farm. An inertial wave
occurs if the Rossby number has the order of magnitude
of 1 or smaller. Coriolis effects become more dominant for
smaller Rossby numbers so that the amplitude of the iner-
tial wave is larger for the large wind farm (Ro= 0.8) than
for the small wind farm (Ro= 5.0). That wind farms can
trigger an inertial wave has not been reported by any other
study, although there are studies that investigate wind farms
with a similar size compared to the small wind farm in this
study, e.g., Allaerts and Meyers (2016) or Wu and Porté-Agel
(2017). The reason is that the inertial wave is more than 20
times longer than the small wind farm and is thus usually not
covered by the numerical domain of other studies.

3.2 Turbulence at hub height

Figure 6 shows the total turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) and
the turbulence intensity (TI) at hub height along x for the
small and large wind farm case. Both quantities are averaged
along y and piecewise averaged along x, where the averaging
windows have a size of one turbine spacing and are centered
between the turbine rows. The TKE and TI are calculated as
follows:

TKE=
1
2

(u′2+ v′2+w′2)+ e , (8)

TI=

√
2
3 TKE

vh
, (9)

where an overbar indicates a temporal average; a prime in-
dicates the deviation from this average; u′2, v′2 and w′2 are
resolved-scale variances; and e is the SGS TKE. Upstream of
the wind farms the ambient TKE is 0.22 m2 s−2. Within four
turbine rows the TKE reaches a plateau value of 0.85 m2 s−2

for the small wind farm and 0.80 m2 s−2 for the large wind
farm. The TKE is greater in the small wind farm because the
wind speed is greater, and thus the turbines generate more
TKE (see Fig. 3a). In the large wind farm the TKE decreases
slightly to 0.76 m2 s−2 at the point where the minimum wind
speed occurs. Further downstream the TKE increases to its
maximum value of 0.85 m2 s−2 at the TE.

The TI shows a slightly different behavior than the TKE.
Due to the normalization by the wind speed, which decreases
upstream of the wind farms, the TI increases upstream of
the wind farms. It increases from the ambient TI of 4.4 %
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Figure 6. (a) Turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) and (b, c) turbulence intensity (TI) for the small and large wind farm case. The quantities are
averaged along y and piecewise along x, with averaging windows centered between the turbine rows. Vertical black lines indicate the wind
farm LE and TE of the small and large wind farm. In panel (c) the graphs are shifted by x0 so that the TE of the small and the large wind
farm coincide, where x0 = xTE+ 0.5 s. Parameters of the fitted curve are a = 5.8 %, b = 0.28km−c, c = 0.68 and d = 4.2 %.

to 4.6 % half a turbine spacing upstream of the LE. In the
small wind farm, the TI reaches a plateau value of 9.9 %. In
the large wind farm the TI is greater due to the smaller wind
speed and reaches a maximum value of 10.5 % at the point
where the minimum wind speed occurs. Further downstream,
the TI decreases and reaches 10.1 % at the TE.

To compare the decay of the TI in the wake of the wind
farms, the graphs in Fig. 6c are shifted so that the TEs of both
wind farms coincide. It is remarkable that the decay of the
TI in the wake of the small and the large wind farm follows
exactly the same curve. This curve can be approximated by
the following exponential function:

TI(x)= a exp(−b(x− x0)c)+ d, (10)

with coefficients a = 5.8 %, b = 0.28 km−c, c = 0.68 and
d = 4.2 %. Consequently, the wind farm size has no effect
on the decay of the TI in wind farm wakes.

Further downstream, the TKE and the TI also show a slight
oscillation as the wind speed and direction show (see Fig. 6a
and b). However, the amplitude is much smaller than the TKE
and TI levels that occur inside the wind farms, and thus the
oscillations are hardly visible.

3.3 Boundary layer modification

The previous two sections focused on the flow at hub height.
In this section it is shown how the wind farms modify the
height and the internal structure of the BL.

The CBL is capped by an inversion layer (IL), which is
displaced upwards due to the presence of the wind farms.
The IL displacement δ is defined as the IL height zi relative
to the IL height at the inflow:

δ(x)= zi(x)− zi(x = 0), (11)

where zi is defined as the height where the maximum ver-
tical potential temperature gradient occurs. The IL displace-
ment along x is shown in Fig. 7 for the small and large wind
farm case. The IL displacement begins already upstream of
the wind farms and reaches +30 and +50 m at the LE of
the small and large wind farm, respectively. Note that these
changes in IL height (+5% and +8%) correspond well to
the change in hub height wind speed (−5% and −8%; see
Fig. 3) at the LE. This confirms that the IL displacement is a
reaction of the flow to the speed reduction inside the bound-
ary layer that ensures a constant mass flux inside the bound-
ary layer. This has also been stated by other studies (Allaerts
and Meyers, 2017; Maas and Raasch, 2022).

The maximum displacement is +55 m for the small wind
farm and occurs near its TE. For the large wind farm the max-
imum displacement is +110 m and occurs approximately
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Figure 7. Inversion layer displacement δ. Vertical black lines indicate LE and TE of the small and large wind farm.

Figure 8. Vertical profiles of the horizontal wind speed (a, c) and
the wind direction (b, d) for the small wind farm (a, b) and the
large wind farm (c, d). The profiles are averaged in time, along y
and over one turbine spacing along x. Horizontal lines are shown at
z= 60 m (rotor bottom), z= 180 m (hub height), z= 300 m (rotor
top) and z= zi = 600 m (BL height at the inflow). Dots mark the
BL height at the respective x location.

40 km downstream of the LE. Thus, the maximum displace-
ments occur at the location of the minimum wind speed (see
Fig. 3). In the wake of the wind farms the IL displacement
becomes negative, due to the increasing wind speed inside
the boundary layer. For the small wind farm, the minimum
displacement is δ ≈−20 m and occurs at x ≈ 290 km, corre-
sponding to the location at which the hub height wind speed
has a maximum and the wind direction is zero. The same
holds for the large wind farm, except that the minimum dis-
placement is δ ≈−55 m and occurs at x ≈ 330 km.

Besides the top of the BL, the internal structure of the BL
is also significantly modified by the wind farms. Figure 8
shows vertical profiles of the wind speed and direction at sev-
eral streamwise positions to demonstrate the development of
the BL. As a reference, the inflow profiles are also shown.
The second profile is located 2.5D upstream of the wind
farm LEs. It shows that the speed deficit, caused by the block-

age effect, does not only occur at hub height but is rather con-
stant over the entire BL. This is plausible because the speed
reduction is caused by a positive streamwise pressure gradi-
ent, which is approximately constant over the entire height of
the BL. At the wind farm TE, the wind speed at hub height is
significantly reduced. At the BL top, however, the wind speed
has increased from 9.0 to 9.6 ms−1 for the small wind farm
and from 8.6 to 11.0 ms−1 for the large wind farm. Because
turbulent momentum exchange is negligible at that height,
these speed differences are solely caused by a drop in the per-
turbation pressure. The drop in the perturbation pressure be-
tween these points is 7 Pa for the small wind farm and 28 Pa
for the large wind farm (see Fig. 3). Based on these pressure
differences, Bernoulli’s equation predicts these wind speed
changes:

v2 =

√
2
ρ

(p1−p2)+ u2
1

=

√
2

1.17kgm−3 7Pa+ (9.0ms−1)2
= 9.6ms−1

(small wind farm)

=

√
2

1.17kgm−3 28Pa+ (8.6m s−1)2
= 11.0ms−1

(large wind farm) , (12)

which correspond to the observed wind speed changes. The
pressure distribution in the BL is determined by gravity
waves in the free atmosphere that are described in the next
section. In the far wake, one-quarter of the inertial wave-
length (λI /4= 120 km) downstream of the wind farm TEs,
the wind speed in the bulk of the BL is supergeostrophic.
At 300 m height the wind speed has increased to 9.2 and
10.1 ms−1 for the small and large wind farm, respectively.

The wind direction profiles of the small wind farm case
show only small deviations of maximum ±3◦ relative to the
inflow profile. For the large wind farm case, however, the de-
viations can be as large as ±10◦. Because the profiles of the
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small and large wind farm case are qualitatively the same,
only the large wind farm case is described in the following.
At a distance of 2.5D upstream of the large wind farm, the
wind direction has turned to the left by 1.4◦ at hub height and
by 3.2◦ near the BL top. At the TE the wind direction has
turned to the left by 10.0◦ up to a height of ≈ 600 m. At the
BL top the wind direction change is zero. One-quarter iner-
tial wavelength downstream of the TE, the shape of the wind
direction profile is nearly unchanged, but the wind direction
has turned back to the right by approximately 8◦ relative to
the profile at the TE. This also holds for the wind direction
above the BL, indicating that there is also an inertial wave
in the free atmosphere. This effect will be investigated in the
next section.

3.4 Gravity waves

The displacement of the IL represents an obstacle for the
flow in the overlying stably stratified free atmosphere and
thus triggers atmospheric gravity waves. The gravity waves
are investigated in more detail in this section because they
induce streamwise pressure gradients at the surface and thus
also affect the flow inside the BL and the energy budgets in
the wind farms. Due to the large horizontal scales involved,
Coriolis effects also affect the flow, so that the triggered grav-
ity waves are not pure gravity waves but rather inertial grav-
ity waves.

Figure 9 shows vertical cross sections of the horizontal
wind speed and direction, the vertical wind speed, the pertur-
bation pressure, and the potential temperature. The respec-
tive inflow profile is subtracted from each quantity, so that
only the deviations from the steady-state mean flow remain.
All quantities are averaged in time and along y. The differ-
ent quantities show the expected pattern for stationary in-
ertial gravity waves with upwards propagating energy; i.e.,
the phase lines are inclined upstream relative to the vertical.
The phase relations between the quantities also correspond
to the expected relations for gravity waves; e.g., p and w are
in phase and w and θ are 90◦ out of phase (Durran, 1990,
Fig. 4.1).

The shown wave fields are a superposition of waves with
three different inclination angles α (see Table 1). The first
type of waves occurs above the wind farm LE and TE and
is only visible in the vertical velocity field (see Fig. 9e and
f). The phase lines are inclined by α1 = 60◦ relative to the
vertical. They are only visible in the vertical velocity field be-
cause the oscillation direction is much more vertical than that
of the other wave types. The second type of waves appears
above the wind farm with phase lines inclined by α2s = 83.7
and α2l = 88.3◦ for the small and large wind farm, respec-
tively. The third type of waves occurs above the wake and
has phase lines that are inclined by α3 = 89.3◦ (see dashed
lines in Fig. 9a and b). The occurrence of these three dif-
ferent wave types can be explained by the shape of the to-
pography, which is in this case the inversion layer. The wave

type one is triggered by the sharp increase and decrease in IL
height at the wind farm LE and TE (see Fig. 7). Wave types
two and three, however, are triggered by the entire hill-like-
shaped IL above the wind farm and the valley-like-shaped IL
above the wake. The phase lines of wave type two are not
perfectly straight but have a slightly positive curvature. The
reason might be that the shape of the IL above the wind farm
is not sinusoidal but is rather flat. The curved phase lines may
also explain why the pressure distribution in the wind farm is
not sinusoidal (as one could expect) but nearly linear (which
is also true in the FA above the wind farm).

The amplitude of wave type one is approximately the same
for the small and large wind farm case, while the ampli-
tudes of wave types two and three are approximately 2 times
greater for the large wind farm case relative to the small
wind farm case (see Fig. 9 and note the different color scale
ranges). The reason is that the IL displacement is twice as
large for the large wind farm than for the small wind farm
(see Fig. 7).

The wavelengths of the three different wave types are
significantly different. For stationary waves, the horizontal
wavelength can be calculated as the distance that an air par-
cel moves with the background velocity U = Ug during one
oscillation period with oscillation frequency ω:

λx =
2π
ω
U. (13)

The oscillation frequency ω of an inertial gravity wave is
given by the dispersion relation (Pedlosky, 2003, Eq. 11.33):

ω =

√
f 2sin2α+N2cos2α, (14)

where N =
√

g
θ0
0 = 10.7× 10−3 s−1 is the Brunt–Väisälä

frequency. Note that the oscillation frequency is higher than
for pure gravity waves because the Coriolis force acts as an
additional restoring force. Equation (14) reduces to ω =N
for pure vertical oscillating gravity waves (vertical phase
lines) and to ω = f for pure horizontal oscillating inertial
waves (horizontal phase lines). The absolute wavelength λ,
i.e., the wavelength in the direction of phase propagation, is
then given by

λ=
2πc
ω
=

2πU cosα√
f 2sin2α+N2cos2α

=
1√

1+ f 2sin2α

N2cos2α

2πU
N

,

(15)

so that the absolute wavelength becomes smaller for a larger
α. Note that for pure gravity waves, where the effect of f
can be neglected, the absolute wavelength is independent
of α and corresponds to the Scorer length Ls = 2πU/N =
5.3 km. The vertical wavelength is given by

λz =
λ

sinα
. (16)
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Figure 9. Vertical cross sections of the horizontal wind speed (a, b), wind direction (c, d), vertical wind speed (e, f), perturbation pressure (g,
h) and potential temperature (i, j). The quantities are averaged in time and along y and the respective mean inflow is subtracted. Vertical
lines mark the leading and trailing edge of the small (left) and large (right) wind farm. The bottom of the Rayleigh-damping layer is marked
by a dotted line. Dashed lines indicate the inclination angles of the phase lines. The gravity waves at the leading edges are shown in detail in
panels (e) and (f). Note that the range of the color scale is only half as large for the small wind farm than for the large wind farm except for
w.

Table 1. Inclination angle of phase lines α and corresponding wavelengths for the different wave types present in Fig. 9.

Wave type α λ λx λz λx/Lwf Lwf/Ls
◦ km km km − –

1 (LE+TE) 60 5.29 10.6 6.11 − –
2 (small wind farm) 83.7 5.27 48.0 5.30 3.6 2.5
2 (large wind farm) 88.3 4.96 167.1 4.96 1.85 17.0
3 (wake) 89.3 3.91 320.3 3.91 – –

The inclination angles of each wave type are measured in a
figure that is similar to Fig. 9 but uses equal scales for both
axes (not shown). The calculated oscillation frequencies and
wavelengths of the three wave types are listed in Table 1.

The waves of type one have the smallest wavelength
(10.6 km). Their effect on the pressure and horizontal veloc-
ity field is negligible. The horizontal wavelengths of wave
type two are 48 and 167 km for the small and large wind
farm, respectively. Why do these wavelengths occur? The ra-

tio of horizontal wavelength to the wind farm length is 3.6
for the small wind farm and 1.85 for the large wind farm, so
that the wind farm length is not a good measure to explain
the wavelength. But the wavelength can be explained by the
shape of the IL. The horizontal distance between the largest
slope of the IL (at the LE) and the location of the maximum
displacement is 12 and 42 km for the small and large wind
farm, respectively (see Fig. 7). These distances correspond
very well to λx,2/4 of the waves above the wind farm.
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Figure 10. Vertical profiles of the horizontal wind speed (a, c) and
the wind direction (b, d) for the small wind farm (a, b) and the large
wind farm (c, d). The profiles are averaged in time, along y and over
one turbine spacing along x. Horizontal dashed line indicates the
bottom of the Rayleigh damping layer.

The presented results generally correspond very well to
the results of Allaerts and Meyers (2017), who investigated
gravity waves above a 15 km long wind farm, which approx-
imately corresponds to the length of the small wind farm
in this study. One significant difference between the stud-
ies is the larger extent of the large wind farm in this study,
causing inertial gravity waves due to Coriolis effects that
become dominant at that scale. The second significant dif-
ference is the weaker stratification of +1.0 K km−1 in their
study compared to +3.5 Kkm−1 in this study. This leads
to a different Brunt–Väisälä frequency and thus a differ-
ent Scorer length (which corresponds to the absolute wave-
length of stationary pure gravity waves). Consequently, the
wind farm in Allaerts and Meyers (2017) has approximately
the length of the Scorer length (Lwf/Ls = 15 km/12.8 km≈
1.2), whereas the small wind farm and large wind farm
in this study are Lwf,s/Ls = 13.44 km/5.3 km≈ 2.5 and
Lwf,l/Ls = 90.24 km/5.3 km≈ 17.0 times longer than the
Scorer length, respectively. Due to the large ratio of Lwf/Ls
in the large wind farm case, the waves at the wind farm LE
and TE (type one) are separated by several wavelengths and
can thus be clearly distinguished from wave type two in this
study. However, the less orderly shape of the w field in Al-
laerts and Meyers (2017) (their Fig. 12b) suggests that wave
type one is also present there.

The vertical structure of the gravity waves is shown by pro-
files of the wind speed and wind direction at different stream-
wise positions in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the amplitude of
the waves is approximately twice as large in the large wind

Figure 11. Sketch of wind turbine control volumes �wt, BL con-
trol volumes �bl and the wind farm control volume �wf. In the x
direction the control volumes are bounded by the surfaces 0x at
x = xl and x = xr . In the vertical direction, the control volumes are
bounded by 0z at z= zb and z= zt. In the y direction the control
volumes are bounded by the cyclic domain boundaries. The control
volumes are centered on the respective turbine hub.

farm case than in the small wind farm case, as already men-
tioned above. There is a phase shift of approximately 90◦ be-
tween the wind speed and wind direction. Inside the Rayleigh
damping layer the wind speed variations decay within 3 km,
and the wind direction variations decay within 1 km.

3.5 Energy budget analysis

Wind turbines extract kinetic energy from the BL flow and
convert it into electrical energy. Consequently, there is less
energy available for wind turbines located in the wake of up-
stream wind turbines. The energy extraction is considered by
a velocity deficit zone in the wind turbine wake in classical
wake models such as Jensen (1983). However, there are also
sources of energy that add new kinetic energy into the BL.
As will be shown in this section, these sources depend on the
above-discussed flow effects and significantly affect the wind
turbine power, especially for the large wind farm.

To analyze the different energy sources and sinks in the
BL, an extensive energy budget analysis is presented in this
section. The analysis is very similar to the energy budget
analysis made by Allaerts and Meyers (2017) for a 15 km
long wind farm. The energy budgets are calculated for three
different control volumes. The control volume �wt envelops
the wind turbine rotor, the control volume �bl envelops the
rest of the BL above �wt and the entire wind farm is en-
veloped by control volume �wf, which is the sum of all
�wt (see Fig. 11). The control volumes have a streamwise
length of one turbine spacing and are centered at the re-
spective wind turbine hub. The bottom and top boundaries
of �wt are (zb,zt)= (50,310) m, which is 1dz larger than
the rotor diameter to cover the smeared forces of the wind
turbine model. The bottom and top boundaries of �bl are
(zb,zt)= (310m,zi(x)). In the y direction the control vol-
umes are bounded by the cyclic domain boundaries.

The equation for the conservation of the resolved-scale ki-
netic energy can be obtained by multiplying PALM’s mo-
mentum equation (Eq. 2) with ui , averaging in time, assum-
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ing stationarity and integrating over the control volume �:
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. (17)

Note that the mean kinetic energy (KE, Ek) contains the ki-
netic energy of the mean flow (KEM) and the turbulence ki-
netic energy (TKE) of the resolved flow:

Ek =
1
2
ũi ũi =

1
2
ũi ũi +

1
2
ũ′i ũ
′

i . (18)

The terms of Eq. (17) are categorized as follows:

– A is the divergence of KE advection;

– P is the energy input by mean perturbation pressure gra-
dients;

– F is the transport of KEM by resolved turbulent stresses
(term 1), transport of KEM and TKE by SGS stresses
(term 2), turbulent transport of resolved-scale TKE by
velocity fluctuations (term 3), and turbulent transport of
KE by perturbation pressure fluctuations (term 4);

– G is the energy input by geostrophic forcing;

– B is the energy input by buoyancy forces;

– D is the dissipation by SGS model and residual R; and

– W is the energy extraction by wind turbines.

Equation (17) has a positive residual R because the magni-
tude of the calculated dissipation is underestimated, which
has two reasons. First, the local velocity gradients are un-
derestimated because they are calculated with central dif-
ferences. Second, the fifth-order upwind advection scheme

of Wicker and Skamarock (2002) has numerical dissipation,
suppressing the magnitude of the smallest eddies, for which
the gradients and the dissipation are highest (Maronga et al.,
2013). The residual is subtracted from the (negative) dissipa-
tion term D to compensate for the underestimated magnitude
of the calculated dissipation.

Instead of calculating terms A and F as a volume inte-
gral, they can also be calculated as a surface integral over the
control volume surfaces (Gauss’s theorem):
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(20)

where Ax and Az are the advection of KE through the left-
/right and bottom/top surfaces, respectively, and Fx and Fz
are turbulent fluxes through the left/right and bottom/top sur-
faces, respectively.

3.5.1 Energy budgets for the entire small and large wind
farm

The energy budgets for a control volume that envelops the
entire small/large wind farm are shown in Fig. 12. The bud-
get terms of Eq. (17) are converted from Wρ−1 to MW per
turbine to make them more meaningful. The air density is
ρ = 1.17 kg m−3.

With 5.6 MW per turbine, the horizontal advection of ki-
netic energy (Ax) is the greatest energy source for the small
wind farm. For the large wind farm, however, this source is
only as large as 0.9 MW per turbine. This large difference
is mainly the result of the fact that the large wind farm is 6
times longer than the small one, so that the influx of KE at the
wind farm LE is distributed over 6 times more turbine rows.
Additionally, the wind speed at the TE of the large wind farm
is larger than at the TE of the small wind farm, so that more
KE leaves the wind farm control volume (see Figs. 3 and 13).

For both wind farms, approximately 40 % of Ax leaves the
wind farm control volume again through vertical advection
Az. KE is leaving the top of the control volume by a mean
positive w, which is the result of the turbine-induced flow
deceleration and the requirement for mass flow conservation.
This effect has also been described by Allaerts and Meyers
(2017).
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Figure 12. Energy budgets inside control volume�wf that envelops
the entire small/large wind farm. The budget terms are horizon-
tal advection of KE (Ax ), vertical advection of KE (Az), turbu-
lent fluxes through left/right (Fx ) and bottom/top (Fz) surfaces,
geostrophic forcing (G), perturbation pressure gradients (P), buoy-
ancy (B), dissipation (D), and wind turbines (W).

The horizontal turbulent fluxes Fx are a small energy sink
of−0.3 MW per turbine for the small wind farm. This sink is
mainly caused by a net outflow of TKE in the first three tur-
bine rows, where the incoming flow contains less TKE than
the outgoing flow (see Figs. 6a and 13). For the large wind
farm Fx is negligible because the described effect spreads
over 6 times more turbine rows.

The vertical turbulent flux of KE (Fz) is the greatest en-
ergy source for the large wind farm, contributing 4.4 MW per
turbine. For the small wind farm it is the third largest energy
source with 2.9 MW per turbine. These results show that for
large wind farms the vertical turbulent flux of KE is much
more important than the horizontal advection (Fz ≈ 5×Ax),
whereas for small wind farms the horizontal advection of KE
is more important (Ax ≈ 2×Fz).

The energy input by the geostrophic forcing (G) is the
fourth largest energy source for the small wind farm (1.9 MW
per turbine) but the second largest energy source for the large
wind farm (2.5 MW per turbine). The 32 % higher value for
the large wind farm is the result of the wind direction change
that is triggered by the wind farm itself (see Fig. 3). It causes
the ageostrophic wind velocity component to rise and thus
leads to a higher energy input (see also Figs. 13 and 14). This
effect has also been shown for infinitely large wind farms by
Abkar and Porté-Agel (2014) and finite, large wind farms by
Maas and Raasch (2022).

The energy input by the mean perturbation pressure gra-
dient (P) is the second largest energy source for the small
wind farm (3.5 MW per turbine) and the third largest energy
source for the large wind farm (2.1 MW per turbine). For the
large wind farm P is approximately 60 % of P for the small
wind farm, although the difference in perturbation pressure
between the LE and TE of the large wind farm is approx-

imately 4.3 times larger than that of the small wind farm
(30Pa/7 Pa; see Fig. 3). However, this difference spreads
over a 6 times longer wind farm, so that the resulting pres-
sure gradient is only 70 % as large. The term P also depends
on the mean wind speed, which is generally smaller in the
large wind farm, resulting in a further reduction of P .

The production of KE by buoyancy (B) is negligibly small
for the small and large wind farm case. This is an expected
result for the offshore-typical weakly unstable CBL withL≈
−400 m. However, this term might be much larger for strong
CBLs.

The total of all above named sources (A+F+G+P+B)
is 11.3 MW per turbine for the small wind farm and 9.6 MW
per turbine for the large wind farm. For the small wind farm
75 % of this available power is used by the wind turbines
(W =−8.5 MW per turbine), and for the large wind farm it
is 73 % (W =−7.0 MW per turbine). The rest of the avail-
able energy is lost by dissipation (D).

3.5.2 Energy budgets in the turbine control volumes

The energy budgets inside the wind turbine control volumes
�wt are shown in Fig. 13. In the first two turbine rows the
horizontal advection of KE (Ax) is the dominant energy
source. A large amount of this KE, however, is lost by ver-
tical advection of KE through the control volume top. This
effect is caused by the fact that any horizontal convergence
(flow deceleration with positive Ax) requires a vertical di-
vergence (negative Az) so that the mass flux is conserved.
Consequently, the shape of Az is qualitatively the vertically
mirrored shape of Ax . At row 21 of the large wind farm the
terms change sign because from there on the flow acceler-
ates again (see Fig. 3). For the small wind farm this happens
between the last two rows. From there on, more KE leaves
the control volume than KE enters the control volume in the
streamwise direction. But Az is then positive, indicating that
KE is transported into the wind farm from above by a nega-
tive mean vertical velocity. The flow acceleration at the end
of the wind farms is mainly caused by the negative perturba-
tion pressure gradient that has the highest magnitude at the
wind farm TE (see Fig. 3). The energy input by the pressure
gradient P thus increases towards the TE of the large wind
farm and reaches 5 MW per turbine at the TE. The pressure
distribution inside the wind farm is determined by wave type
two of the gravity waves (see Sect. 3.4 and Fig. 9). The flow
acceleration near the TE of the wind farm and the related
negative net advection of KE have also been reported by Al-
laerts and Meyers (2017) for a 15 km long wind farm in a
conventionally neutral BL.

The horizontal turbulent fluxes are a weak energy sink
(≈−1 MW per turbine) in the first two rows because the out-
going flow contains more TKE than the incoming flow.

For both wind farms the vertical turbulent fluxes are zero
at the first row. For the small wind farm they rise from 3 MW
in the middle of the wind farm to 4 MW at the TE. For the
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Figure 13. Energy budgets inside the wind turbine control volumes�wt for the small wind farm (a) and the large wind farm (b). The budget
terms are horizontal advection of KE (Ax ), vertical advection of KE (Az), turbulent fluxes through left/right (Fx ) and bottom/top (Fz)
surfaces, geostrophic forcing (G), perturbation pressure gradients (P), dissipation (D), and wind turbines (W). The buoyancy term (B) is not
shown because it is very small.

Figure 14. Energy budgets inside the BL control volumes �bl for the small wind farm (a) and the large wind farm (b). The budget terms
are horizontal advection of KE (Ax ), vertical advection of KE (Az), turbulent fluxes through left/right (Fx ) and bottom/top (Fz) surfaces,
geostrophic forcing (G), perturbation pressure gradients (P), and dissipation (D). The buoyancy term (B) is not shown because it is very
small. There is no energy extraction by wind turbines (W) in the BL control volume.

large wind farm they stay constantly at 4.5 MW per turbine
from approximately row 14, but from row 32 they start to
rise again, reaching 5.5 MW per turbine at the TE. The val-
ues of Fz are generally greater for the large wind farm be-
cause there is more energy available in the upper part of the
BL, which is mainly the result of the higher energy input by
the geostrophic forcing for the large wind farm (see Fig. 14).
From row 7 to the TE of the large wind farm the vertical
turbulent fluxes are the greatest energy source of all terms.

For the small wind farm, the energy input by the
geostrophic forcing is approximately constant at 2 MW per
turbine. For the large wind farm, however, it steadily rises
from 2 MW per turbine at the LE to 3 MW per turbine at the
TE. As described in the last section, this effect is caused by
the wind direction change along the wind farm that leads to
a higher ageostrophic wind velocity component.

The wind turbines in the first two rows of the small and
large wind farm extract approximately 10.0 and 9.0 MW, re-
spectively (remember the staggered turbine configuration).
The wind turbine power is constant at 8.0 MW in the rest of
the small wind farm. In the large wind farm, however, the
turbine power slowly decreases to 6.5 MW at row 24 and
then increases to nearly 8.0 MW at the last turbine row. This
power increase is the result of the wind speed increase in the
second half of the wind farm that is related to the wind direc-
tion change and increase in G.

The energy dissipation is approximately constant at D =
−3 MW per turbine in the small wind farm and at D =
−2.5 MW in the large wind farm, except for the first 3 rows,
where it is smaller. At the TE of the large wind farm D is
slightly higher than in the middle, which can be related to
the higher TKE at that location (see Fig. 6).
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3.5.3 Energy budgets in the boundary layer control
volumes

In the BL control volumes above the wind turbines the flow
begins to accelerate earlier than inside the wind farm (row 4
of the small wind farm and row 14 of the large wind farm),
as indicated by the evolution of Ax (see Fig. 14). The energy
for this acceleration is provided by G and P in approximately
equal parts (4 MW per turbine) in the large wind farm, except
towards the TE, where P increases steeply due to a signifi-
cant drop on perturbation pressure (see Fig. 3). For the small
wind farm P is 2 to 4 times larger than G, except at the first
row, where they are equal.

In the small wind farm G increases by only 10 % from LE
to TE, but in the large wind farm it increases by more than
100 % (from 2.2 to 4.8 MW per turbine). This is a much
larger increase than in the wind turbine control volume, al-
though the wind direction change is the same at all heights
(see Fig.8). However, the wind speed is much greater above
the wind farm, resulting in a higher ageostrophic wind veloc-
ity component and thus a higher G.

The vertical turbulent fluxes Fz have the same shape as
but opposite sign to the turbine control volumes (see Fig. 13)
because they transfer energy from the BL down into the wind
farm. Their magnitude is approximately 25 % smaller in the
turbine control volume than in the BL control volume be-
cause there is also a KE loss through the bottom of the tur-
bine control volumes.

4 Conclusions

The aim of this LES study is to provide a systematic com-
parison between small and large wind farms, focusing on
the flow effects and the energy budgets in and around the
wind farms. The size of the wind farms is chosen to be rep-
resentative for current wind farm clusters (length of approx-
imately 15 km) and future wind farm clusters (length of ap-
proximately 90 km).

The results show that there are significant differences in
the flow field and the energy budgets of the small and large
wind farm. The large wind farm triggers an inertial wave with
a wind direction amplitude of approximately 10◦ and a wind
speed amplitude of more than 1 ms−1. In a certain region in
the far wake of a large wind farm the wind speed is greater
than far upstream of the wind farm. The inertial wave also ex-
ists for the small wind farm, but the amplitudes are approx-
imately 4 times weaker and thus may be hardly observable
in real wind farm flows that are more heterogeneous. The de-
cay of turbulence intensity in the wind farm wakes follows an
exponential function and does not depend on the wind farm
length. Thus, regarding turbulence, the wake of large wind
farms has the same length as that of small wind farms. The
wind-farm-induced speed deficit causes an upward displace-
ment of the IL, triggering inertial gravity waves above the
small and large wind farm. Because the inertial gravity waves

have a substantial effect on the energy budgets in the wind
farm, their existence should be proven by measurements in
the future. However, this might be a difficult task because the
amplitudes in the vertical wind speed and pressure are very
small (0.05 m s−1 and 20 Pa).

The energy budget analysis shows that the dominant en-
ergy source in small wind farms is the advection of ki-
netic energy. For large wind farms, however, the advection
is much less important and the energy input by vertical
turbulent fluxes becomes dominant. Due to the wind-farm-
induced wind direction change and the related increase in the
ageostrophic wind speed, the energy input by the geostrophic
forcing (synoptic-scale pressure gradient) can increase by
more than 100 %. This result shows that the presence of
large offshore wind farm clusters will modify the offshore,
low-roughness BL towards a more onshore-typical, high-
roughness BL. This leads to a faster wake recovery and al-
lows for smaller turbine spacings. The energy budget analy-
sis shows that the power output of large wind farms depends
on several different energy sources that are determined by
the flow state inside and above the BL. Simple wake models
do not take these different sources into account and are ex-
pected to be inappropriate for accurate power predictions of
large wind farms. Proving this hypothesis is an open research
tasks.

The results in this study are based on very idealized
simulation setups, assuming a homogeneous surface and a
barotropic flow with constant geostrophic wind over a hor-
izontal distance of 400 km and a constant lapse rate over a
vertical distance of 5 km. These idealized conditions rarely
occur in reality. A deviation from these idealized conditions
could distort and weaken the described effects. Additionally,
only one meteorological setup is used in this study. A change
in BL height, stability or wind speed may affect the results
significantly. Consequently, the presented results are a first
qualitative guess of what is different in large wind farms
compared to small wind farms. Further research is needed to
find out how sensitive the results are to the named assump-
tions and to changes in the meteorological conditions and the
turbine spacing. The largest deviation from reality is proba-
bly introduced by the assumption of an infinitely wide wind
farm. The investigation of a multi-gigawatt wind farm with
a finite size in both lateral directions will be the subject of a
follow-up study.

Appendix A: Validity of the Boussinesq
approximation

The domain height in this study is much larger than in most
large-eddy simulation studies that mainly cover the bound-
ary layer. The incompressibility assumption requires the in-
volved vertical length scales to be much smaller than c2/g ≈

12 km, where c is the speed of sound (Stull, 1988, p. 77).
Therefore, the question of whether the Boussinesq approxi-
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mation that assumes a constant density is still valid for these
simulations arises. To clarify this question, two additional
test simulations were performed. One using the Boussinesq
approximation and the other using the anelastic approxima-
tion, for which the density can vary with height. The results
are shown in Figs. A1–A3. The gravity waves are qualita-
tively the same in both cases (wavelength, angles of the phase
lines). But there are some quantitative differences at greater
heights (e.g., 8 km). At that height, the velocity and temper-
ature amplitudes are greater and the pressure amplitudes are
smaller for the anelastic approximation. But these differences
do not affect the results at hub height (wind speed, direc-
tion and perturbation pressure). Therefore, it is appropriate
to use the Boussinesq approximation for the simulations in
this study.

Figure A1. Wave fields for the test simulation with Boussinesq approximation (left) and anelastic approximation (right). All quantities are
averaged in time and along y and are given as deviations to the inflow profile.
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Figure A2. Horizontal wind speed, wind direction and relative perturbation pressure at hub height for both approximation types.

Figure A3. Horizontal wind speed, wind direction and relative perturbation pressure at 8 km height for both approximation types.
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Appendix B: Simulation with different latitude

Two additional large wind farm simulations with two dif-
ferent latitudes are performed to prove that the observed
wave in the wake is an inertial wave. The domain length
is increased further to 655.36 km to capture approximately
one wavelength. The latitudes φ1 = 55◦ (original simula-
tion) and φ2 = 80◦ (additional simulation) are used. The
larger latitude should result in a shorter inertial period (T =
12h/sin(80◦)= 12.1 h) and thus a shorter wavelength (λI ≈
GT ≈ 400 km). This shorter wavelength can be observed in
Fig. B1, confirming that the wind speed and direction oscil-
lations in the wind farm wake are related to an inertial oscil-
lation.

Figure B1. Horizontal wind speed, wind direction and relative perturbation pressure at hub height for the large wind farm case and a latitude
of φ = 55◦ and φ = 80◦.

Code and data availability. The PALM code is available at https:
//gitlab.palm-model.org/releases/palm_model_system (last access:
31 March 2023). The PALM input files, additional user code
and plot scripts are available at https://doi.org/10.25835/z5zxagiz
(Maas, 2022). Output data are available on request.
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Large-eddy simulation of a 15GW
wind farm: Flow effects, energy
budgets and comparison with
wake models
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Planned offshore wind farm clusters have a rated capacity of more than 10 GW.
The layout optimization and yield estimation of wind farms is often performedwith
computationally inexpensive, analytical wake models. As recent research results
show, the flow physics in large (multi-gigawatt) offshore wind farms are more
complex than in small (sub-gigawatt) wind farms. Since analytical wakemodels are
tuned with data of existing, sub-gigawatt wind farms they might not produce
accurate results for large wind farm clusters. In this study the results of a large-
eddy simulation of a 15 GW wind farm are compared with two analytical wake
models to demonstrate potential discrepancies. The TurbOPark model and the
Niayifar and Porté-Agel model are chosen because they use a Gaussian wake
profile and a turbulence model. The wind farm has a finite size in the crosswise
direction, unlike as in many other large-eddy simulation wind farm studies, in
which the wind farm is effectively infinitely wide due to the cyclic boundary
conditions. The results show that new effects like crosswise divergence and
convergence occur in such a finite-size multi-gigawatt wind farm. The
comparison with the wake models shows that there are large discrepancies of
up to 40% between the predictedwind farm power output of thewakemodels and
the large-eddy simulation. An energy budget analysis is made to explain the
discrepancies. It shows that the wake models neglect relevant kinetic energy
sources and sinks like the geostrophic forcing, the energy input by pressure
gradients and energy dissipation. Taking some of these sources and sinks into
account could improve the accuracy of the wake models.

KEYWORDS

large-eddy simulation, large wind farms, wake model, energy budget analysis, global
blockage effect, gravity waves, TurbOPark, PALM

1 Introduction

The installed offshore wind power in Europe is expected to grow significantly in the next
three decades due to high offshore wind targets of several countries. For example, the four
countries Belgium, Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands defined an offshore wind target
of 150 GW for the year 2050 in the Esbjerg declaration (Frederiksen et al., 2022). The wind
farm clusters that are required to achieve this target will have a rated power on the order of
10 GW as the offshore wind plans for Germany show (BSH, 2022).

An efficient wind farm cluster design can only be achieved if the layout optimization and
yield estimation is done with simulation tools that deliver accurate results. Due to the large
number of possible combinations between wind speed, wind direction, farm layout and other
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parameters, these simulations can only be performed with
computationally inexpensive analytical wake models. However,
analytical wake models are tuned with data of existing wind farms
that are much smaller than the planned wind farm clusters. The wake
models might thus not be suitable for predicting the power output of
large wind farm clusters. A soundmethod to investigate the wake flow
and power output of large potential wind farms is large-eddy
simulation (LES). With LES all relevant processes such as
turbulent entrainment of energy or Coriolis effects are modeled.
Many wind farm LES studies have been performed in recent years,
e.g., Allaerts and Meyers (2017), Wu and Porté-Agel (2017), Zhang
et al. (2019), Centurelli et al. (2021), Lanzilao and Meyers (2022) and
Maas and Raasch (2022). They show that complex flow phenomenon
like inversion layer displacement, gravity wave induced pressure
gradients, flow blockage and Coriolis force related wind direction
changes can occur for large wind farms. Analytical wake models do
not account for these effects which might result in large errors in the
power prediction. Currently there is no LES study of a multi-gigawatt
wind farm that compares the results with analytical wake models.

The aim of this study is to fill this research gap by comparing two
analytical wake models with a large-eddy simulation of a 15 GW
wind farm. The NP model (Niayifar and Porté-Agel, 2016) and the
TurbOPark model (Pedersen et al., 2022) are chosen because they
use a Gaussian wake profile and a turbulence model. Potential
discrepancies in the power output are identified and explained by
an energy budget analysis. The LES model domain has a size of
245 km × 138 km × 8 km and is filled with a turbine wake resolving
grid resulting in 6.8 billion grid points in total. The wind farm has a
finite size in both lateral directions unlike in many other studies in
which the wind farm is effectively infinitely wide in the crosswise
direction (e.g., Stevens et al., 2016; Allaerts and Meyers, 2017; Maas,
2022b). The LES results are compared with the infinitely wide wind
farm case of Maas (2022b) to show which new flow effects occur if
the more realistic finite size wind farm setup is used.

The paper is structured as follows: The LES model and
simulation setup are described in Section 2. The results are
presented in Section 3, and Section 4 concludes and discusses the
results of the study.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Numerical model

The large-eddy simulation is carried out with the Parallelized
Large-eddy Simulation Model PALM (Maronga et al., 2020).
PALM is developed at the Institute of Meteorology and
Climatology of the Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany.
Several wind farm flow investigations have been successfully
conducted with this code in the past (e.g., Witha et al., 2014;
Dörenkämper et al., 2015; Krüger et al., 2022; Maas and Raasch,
2022). PALM solves the non-hydrostatic, incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations in Boussinesq-approximated form. The
equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and
internal energy are:

z~uj

zxj
� 0, (1)

z~ui

zt
� −z~ui~uj

zxj
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where angular brackets indicate horizontal averaging, a double
prime indicates subgrid-scale (SGS) quantities, a tilde denotes
filtering over a grid volume, i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, ui, uj, uk are the
velocity components in the respective directions (xi, xj, xk), θ is
potential temperature, t is time, fi = (0, 2Ω cos(ϕ), 2Ω sin(ϕ)) is the
Coriolis parameter with the Earth’s angular velocity Ω = 0.729 ×
10−4 rad·s−1 and the geographical latitude ϕ. The geostrophic wind
speed components are ug,j and the basic state density of dry air is ρ0.
The modified perturbation pressure is π* � p + 2

3ρ0e, where p is the
perturbation pressure and e � 1

2 ũ
′′
i u

′′
i is the SGS turbulence kinetic

energy. The gravitational acceleration is g = 9.81 m·s−2, δ is the
Kronecker delta and di are the forces of the wind turbine actuator
discs.

The SGS model uses a 1.5-order closure according to Deardorff
(1980), modified by Moeng and Wyngaard (1988) and Saiki et al.
(2000). The numerical grid is a structured, equidistant, staggered
Arakawa C-grid that can be vertically stretched above a certain
height.

The wind turbines are represented by an advanced actuator disc
model with rotation (ADM-R) that acts as an axial momentum sink
and an angular momentum source (inducing wake rotation). The
ADM-R is described in detail by Wu and Porté-Agel (2011) and was
implemented in PALM by Steinfeld et al. (2015). Additional
information is also given by Maas and Raasch (2022). The wind
turbines have a yaw controller, that aligns the rotor axis with the
wind direction.

2.2 Main simulation

The wind farm consists of 32 × 32 = 1,024 wind turbines. The
IEA 15 MW wind turbine with a rotor diameter of D = 240 m and a
rated power of 15 MW is used (Gaertner et al., 2020). The hub height
is set to 180 m instead of 150 m, so that the turbulent fluxes at the
rotor bottom are better resolved by the numerical grid. The turbine
spacing in the streamwise and crosswise direction is sx = sy = 6 D,
resulting in an installed power density of 7.23 W·m−2, which is a
typical value for currently planned offshore wind farms in the
German Bight (BSH, 2022). The wind turbines are arranged in a
staggered configuration, i.e., every second row is shifted by sy/2 in
the y-direction. The wind farm has a size of lx × ly = 44.64 km ×
45.36 km.

The numerical grid has a size of Nx × Ny × Nz = 12,288 ×
6,912 × 80 ≈ 6.8 × 109 grid points. The grid spacing is Δx = Δy =
Δz = 20 m, corresponding to 12 grid points per rotor diameter.
With this grid spacing the ratio of SGS-TKE to total TKE (SGS and
resolved TKE) is below 20% in the wind turbine wakes, except for
the first two columns, where it reaches values of approximately
30%. Above z = 700 m, in the non-turbulent free atmosphere, the
grid is stretched vertically by 8% every grid level up to Δzmax =
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400 m. This results in a domain size of Lx × Ly × Lz = 245.76 km ×
138.24 km × 8.28 km (see Figure 1). The large domain height is
needed to cover at least one vertical wavelength of the stationary
gravity waves (5.3 km) that form in the free atmosphere above the
wind farm (refer to Allaerts and Meyers (2017) for details). To
avoid the reflection of gravity waves at the domain top, there is a
Rayleigh damping layer above zrd = 4.5 km. In this damping layer
the velocity components are damped towards their respective
inflow value by subtracting a tendency that is proportional to
the deviation from the inflow value. The magnitude of the damping
is given by the Rayleigh damping factor that increases from zero at
the bottom of the damping layer to its maximum value of frdm =
0.025(Δt)−1 ≈ 0.017 s−1 at the domain top according to this function
(see Figure 1):

frd z( ) � frdm sin2 0.5π
z − zrd
Lz − zrd

( ). (4)

This sine wave profile leads to less reflections compared to a linear
profile (Klemp and Lilly, 1978).

The flow field is initialized by the instantaneous flow field of the
last time step of a precursor simulation. Details about the precursor
simulation and the meteorological parameters are given in the next
section. The flow field is filled cyclically into the main domain,
because it is larger than the precursor domain. At the inflow, vertical
profiles of the potential temperature and the velocity components
averaged over the last 4 h of the precursor simulation are prescribed
(see Figure 2). The turbulent state of the inflow is maintained by a
turbulence recycling method that maps the turbulent fluctuations
from the recycling plane at x = 20 km onto the inflow plane at x = 0.
The turbulent fluctuations are shifted in the y-direction by
+53.76 km to avoid streamwise streaks in the averaged velocity
fields, for further details please refer to Munters et al. (2016).
More details of the recycling method are provided in Maas and
Raasch (2022). The wind farm has a distance of 50 km to the
recycling plane to reduce the influence of the wind farm flow
blockage on the flow at the recycling plane. To avoid an artificial
formation of gravity waves at the inflow boundary, there is a second
Rayleigh damping zone between x = 0 and x = 10 km. The damping
mechanism is the same as in the Rayleigh damping layer except that
it only acts on the potential temperature field. The damping factor
has a magnitude of fptm = 0.025(Δt)−1 ≈ 0.017 s−1 at the inflow
boundary and decreases to zero at x = 10 km according to the sine
wave profile in Eq. 4.

Cyclic boundary conditions are applied at the northern and
southern domain boundaries (y-direction). Radiation boundary
conditions as described by Miller and Thorpe (1981) and
Orlanski (1976) are applied at the outflow (right) domain
boundary. At the domain top and bottom a Neumann boundary
condition for the perturbation pressure and Dirichlet boundary
conditions for the velocity components are applied. For the
potential temperature, a constant lapse rate is assumed at the
domain top. The physical simulation time of the main simulation

FIGURE 1
(A) Side view of the domain layout. Inside the Rayleigh damping
layer the damping factor increases according to the sin2-function in
Eq. 4. (B) Plan view of the domain layout. Dimensions in km.

FIGURE 2
Vertical profiles of the horizontal wind speed vh, thewind directionΨ (clockwise positive), the potential temperature θ, the kinematicmomentum flux
τ and the turbulence intensity TI. The profiles are horizontally averaged (〈•〉) over the entire precursor domain and temporally averaged (�•) over the last
4 h of the precursor simulation. Horizontal lines mark rotor bottom (60 m), hub height (180 m), rotor top (300 m) and inversion layer height (500 m).
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is 24 h and the presented data are averaged over the last 4 h. The
simulation ran on 5,184 cores for a wall-clock time of 50 h.

2.3 Precursor simulation

Initial conditions and inflow profiles are obtained by a precursor
simulation that does not contain a wind farm. It has cyclic boundary
conditions in both lateral directions and a domain size of Lx,pre ×
Ly,pre × Lz,pre = 3.84 km × 2.24 km × 8.3 km. The number of vertical
grid points, the vertical grid stretching and Rayleigh damping levels
are the same as in the main simulation. The initial horizontal
velocity is set to the geostrophic wind (Ug, Vg) = (9.064, −1.722)
m·s−1, resulting in a steady-state hub height mean wind speed of
9.0 m·s−1 that is aligned with the x-axis. The latitude is ϕ = 55°N. The
initial potential temperature is set to 283 K at the surface and has a
lapse rate of Γ = +3.5 K·km−1 above. The onset of turbulence is
triggered by small random perturbations in the horizontal velocity

field below a height of 250 m in the entire precursor domain at the
first time step. The amplitude of the perturbations is set to
0.25 m·s−1. The roughness length is z0 = 1 mm and a constant
flux layer is assumed between the surface and the lowest
computational grid level. The heat flux at the surface is set to
zero so that a conventionally neutral boundary layer with a final
boundary layer height of h ≈ 500 m develops. The physical
simulation time of the precursor simulation is 48 h. Figure 2
shows temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of the
horizontal wind speed vh, the wind direction Ψ, the potential
temperature θ, the total turbulent vertical kinematic momentum
flux τ and the turbulence intensity (TI):

TI �
�����
2
3 TKE

√
vh

, (5)

with the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) defined as the sum of the
resolved and the SGS-TKE:

TKE � 1
2

u′2 + v′2 + w′2( ) + �e, (6)

where u′, v′ and w′ are the deviations from the temporal mean
quantity of the resolved flow, e.g., u′ � u − �u. The temporal mean is
used instead of the horizontal mean so that the TKE can be
computed at every grid point.

3 Results

3.1 Mean flow at hub height

Figure 3A shows the mean horizontal wind speed at hub height.
In general, the flow field shows the typical wind farm flow features
such as flow blockage in front of the wind farm, a significant speed
deficit inside the wind farm and a slow wind speed recovery in the
wake. The flow is decelerated from 9 m·s−1 to below 8 m·s−1
upstream of the wind farm, is further reduced to below 5.5 m·s−1
inside the wind farm and recovers to more than 8 m·s−1 in the wake.
However, there are also some remarkable features such as horizontal
divergence, flow deflection and wake narrowing.

The flow diverges in the crosswise direction, resulting in a wind
direction change of −4° at the northwestern and +2° at the
southwestern wind farm corner. The divergence is caused by a
high pressure region of approximately +12 Pa near the wind farm
leading edge (see Figure 3B).

The second remarkable feature is the narrowing of the wake.
Using a wind speed threshold of 8.5 m·s−1, the initial wake width at
x = 120 km (5.36 km behind the last turbine) is δw = 51 km. This is
wider than the wind farm itself (45.36 km) because the wake flow
also leaves the northern wind farm edge. Further downstream the
wake narrows to δw = 43 km and δw = 38 km at x = 180 km and x =
240 km, respectively. The wake narrowing (crosswise convergence)
is caused by the flow acceleration (streamwise divergence) in the
wake. The vertical divergence/convergence has no significant
contribution to the wake narrowing (analysis not shown).

The flow divergence and wake narrowing do not occur for
smaller wind farms, such as the Horns Rev offshore wind farm
(Porté-Agel et al., 2020). These effects do also not occur in
simulation setups in which the wind farm is effectively infinitely

FIGURE 3
Horizontal cross sections of the mean horizontal wind speed (A),
the mean perturbation pressure (B) and the turbulence intensity (C)
averaged over the last 4 h of the 24 h simulation time. An additional
rolling average with a window size of one turbine spacing in x-
and y-direction is applied to all quantities to facilitate the
interpretation. The borders of the wind farm aremarked bywhite lines.
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wide in the cyclic y-direction, such as in Stevens et al. (2016), Allaerts
and Meyers (2017), Wu and Porté-Agel (2017) and Maas (2022b).

The third remarkable feature is the counterclockwise deflection
of the flow that reaches a maximum of approximately −8° at the
center of the trailing edge of the wind farm. As shown by Maas and
Raasch (2022) and Maas (2022b) this deflection is caused by a
reduction of the Coriolis force in the wind speed deficit region and
occurs for wind farm flows for which the Rossby number is on the
order of 1 or smaller. The Rossby number in this study is

Ro � Ug

lxf
� 9 ms−1

45 km × 1.2 × 10−4
≈ 1.7, (7)

which is close to 1 and thus flow deflection occurs. The combination
of the divergence and the flow deflection results in a wind direction
change of more than −10° in the northern part of the wind farm. In
the wake, the wind direction turns back clockwise and at the outflow
boundary it reaches the initial value of the inflow. The clockwise
wake turning has also been shown by Maas (2022b) for an infinitely
wide wind farm, where it was related to supergeostrophic wind
speeds in the wake due to an inertial oscillation. But in this study the
wind speed in the wake does not become supergeostrophic. The
clockwise deflection in the wake is rather a result of the pressure
distribution.

The pressure distribution (see Figure 3B) generally has the
expected pattern with a high pressure region in the upstream
part of the wind farm and a low pressure region in the wake.
The streamwise variation in the pressure is related to stationary
gravity waves in the stably stratified free atmosphere that are
described in the next section. However, in the wake the pressure
distribution has a high asymmetry in the y-direction with higher
pressure at the northern wake edge and lower pressure at the
southern wake edge. This crosswise pressure gradient results in a
southward pointing tendency so that the wind direction in the wake
turns clockwise and adjusts to the wind direction of the surrounding
flow. Also the high pressure region in the upstream part of the wind
farm is not symmetric. This is the result of the fact that the flow in
the free atmosphere is veered by approximately 10° to the right
relative to the flow at hub height (see Figure 2). Thus the gravity
wave related pressure field is also rotated by 10° to the right.

Figure 3C shows the TI at hub height. The ambient TI at hub
height is approximately 3.5% (see also Figure 2). Upstream of the
wind farm there is a slight increase in TI which is caused by the
reduction in wind speed rather than an increase in TKE (see Eq. 5).
Inside the wind farm the TI increases to more than 12% within two
turbine columns and is approximately constant up to the trailing
edge of the wind farm. In the wake the TI drops to below 5% within
10 km. At the northern wake edge the TI stays at a higher level
(approx. 5%) and at the southern wake edge the TI drops to below
3%. It is not yet fully understood why these streaks of higher and
lower TI occur and why they persist for over 100 km.

3.2 Inversion layer displacement and gravity
waves

The flow deceleration inside the wind farm does not only cause a
crosswise divergence but also a vertical divergence. Consequently,
the inversion layer is displaced upwards, as can be seen in Figure 4.

Here, the inversion layer displacement is defined as the inversion
layer height relative to the inversion layer height at the recycling
plane at x = 20 km:

δ � zi − 〈zi x � 20 km( )〉y. (8)
The inversion layer height is defined as the height at which the
maximum vertical potential temperature gradient occurs. The
maximum displacement of +120 m occurs in the north-eastern part
of the wind farm, where also the minimum wind speed at hub height
occurs. In the wake, the inversion layer displacement is very asymmetric
with positive values in the northern part and negative values in the
southern part. This asymmetry is caused by the wake deflection that
leads to a crosswise convergence and thus ascending motion in the
northern part of the wake and to a crosswise divergence and thus
descending motion in the southern part of the wake (not shown). On
average, there is a positive inversion layer displacement in the wake.

The inversion layer displacement triggers gravity waves in the
overlying free atmosphere, as described by, e.g., Allaerts and Meyers
(2017) and Maas (2022b). The gravity waves affect the velocity,
pressure and temperature fields. A detailed discussion of the gravity
waves is beyond the scope of this study. Thus, only one vertical
cross-section of the perturbation pressure in the center of the wind
farm is shown in Figure 5. It shows that the pressure distribution in
the wind farm (see Figure 3B) is related to the above lying gravity
waves. The waves have upstream inclined phase lines indicating
upwards propagating energy. The Rayleigh damping layer reduces
the reflectivity of the upper domain boundary to less than 10%. The
reflectivity is obtained by the method described by Allaerts and
Meyers (2017), which is a modified version of the method described
by Taylor and Sarkar (2007).

3.3 Energy budget analysis

In this section the kinetic energy budgets inside the wind farm
are investigated in detail. The results can be used to explain potential
discrepancies between the wake models and PALM in the next
section. Additionally, it is possible to quantify the effect of the lateral
(south/north) wind farm boundaries on the wind farm energy
budgets by comparing the results with semi-infinite wind farm
LES studies. The analysis is very similar to the energy budget
analysis made by Allaerts and Meyers (2017); Maas (2022b) but
is extended to also cover the energy fluxes through the south/north
boundaries of the wind farm. These are net zero in the
aforementioned studies due to the cyclic boundary conditions at
the south/north boundaries of the domain and because the wind
farm extends over the entire domain in the y-direction. The energy
budgets are calculated for 16 × 16 = 256 wind turbine control
volumes Ωwt. Each control volume (CV) covers 4 wind turbines as
sketched in Figure 6. The CVs have a streamwise and crosswise
length of 2 turbine spacings. The bottom and top boundaries of Ωwt

are (zb, zt) = (50, 310) m, which is 1 dz larger than the rotor diameter,
to cover the smeared forces of the wind turbine model. The sum of
all wind turbine CVs gives the wind farm CV Ωwf = ΣΩwt.

The equation for the conservation of the mean resolved-scale
kinetic energy can be obtained by multiplying PALM’s equation for
momentum conservation (Eq. 2) with ui, averaging in time,
assuming stationarity and integrating over the CV Ω:
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(9)

Note that the mean kinetic energy (KE, �Ek) contains the kinetic
energy of the mean flow and the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) of
the resolved flow:

�Ek � 1
2
~ui~ui � 1

2
~ui ~ui + 1

2
~ui′~ui′ (10)

The terms of Eq. 9 are categorized as follows:

A: Divergence of KE advection
F : Turbulent fluxes
G: Energy input by the geostrophic forcing
P: Energy input by mean perturbation pressure gradients
B: Energy input by buoyancy forces
D: Dissipation by SGS model less the residual R
W: Energy extraction by the wind turbines

The turbulent fluxes (F ) can be subdivided into the transport of
kinetic energy of the mean flow by resolved turbulent stresses (term
1), transport of KE by SGS stresses (term 2), turbulent transport of
resolved-scale TKE by velocity fluctuations (term 3) and turbulent
transport of KE by perturbation pressure fluctuations (term 4). Eq. 9
has a positive residual R, because the magnitude of the calculated
dissipation is underestimated, which has two reasons: First, the local

FIGURE 4
Inversion layer displacement. A rolling average with a window size of one turbine spacing in x- and y-direction is applied. The borders of the wind
farm are marked by white lines.

FIGURE 5
Mean perturbation pressure in a vertical cross section through the center of thewind farm. The pressure is given as deviation from the pressure at the
inflow at the same height (p0).
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velocity gradients are underestimated, because they are calculated
with central differences. Second, the fifth order upwind advection
scheme of Wicker and Skamarock (2002) has numerical dissipation,
suppressing the magnitude of the smallest eddies, for which the
gradients and the dissipation are highest (Maronga et al., 2013). The
positive residual is subtracted from the negative dissipation term D
to compensate for the underestimated magnitude of the calculated
dissipation.

Instead of calculating terms A and F as a volume integral, they
can also be calculated as a surface integral over the CV boundaries
(Gauss’s theorem):

A � ∫
Γx

−~u1
�Ek( )dΓx[ ]xr

xl︸︷︷︸
Ax

+ ∫
Γy

−~u2
�Ek( )dΓy[ ]yn

ys︸︷︷︸
Ay

+ ∫
Γz

−~u3
�Ek( )dΓz[ ]zt

zb

,︸︷︷︸
Az

(11)
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FIGURE 6
Sketch of the wind turbine control volumes Ωwt and the wind farm control volume Ωwf. In x-direction the control volumes are bounded by the
boundaries Γx at x = xl (left) and x = xr (right). In the vertical direction, the control volumes are bounded by Γz at z = zb (bottom) and z = zt (top). In y-
direction the control volumes are bounded by Γy at y = ys (south) and y = yn (north).

FIGURE 7
Energy budgets in the wind farm control volumeΩwf. The budget
terms are: advection of KE through the left/right (Ax), south/north
(Ay) and bottom/top (Az) boundaries, turbulent fluxes through the
left/right (F x), south/north (F y) and bottom/top (F z)
boundaries, geostrophic forcing (G), perturbation pressure gradients
(P), dissipation (D) and energy extraction by wind turbines (W).
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whereAx,Ay andAz are the advection of KE through the left/right,
south/north and bottom/top boundaries, respectively, and F x, F y

and F z are turbulent fluxes through the left/right, south/north and
bottom/top boundaries, respectively.

3.3.1 Wind farm energy budgets
The energy budgets for the wind farm CV Ωwf are shown in

Figure 7. The budget terms of Eq. 9 are converted from W.ρ−1 to
MW per turbine to make them more meaningful. Inside the CV
there is a total energy sink of D +W � −6.33 MW. 74% of this
energy is extracted by the wind turbines (W � −4.68 MW) and 26%
is dissipated (D � −1.65 MW). This ratio has also been reported by
Maas (2022b) for a semi-infinite wind farm with a turbine spacing of
8 D. The extracted energy is provided by different energy sources.
One of this energy sources is the advection of KE through the left/
right boundaries of the CV (Ax � 2.26 MW). It is the second largest
energy source. However, 14% of Ax is lost through the south/north
boundaries (Ay � −0.32 MW) and 26% of Ax is lost through the
bottom/top boundaries (Az � −0.59 MW). It is interesting to note
that this gives a ratio of 40% between energy loss (Ay +Az) and
source (Ax), which is the same ratio reported by Maas (2022b) for
Az/Ax for a semi-infinite wind farm for which Ay � 0. Thus, the
total advective energy loss is not affected by the south/north
boundaries, because the additional loss through these boundaries
is compensated by a reduction in Az. The energy loss through the
south/north boundaries is caused by the crosswise flow divergence
in the wind farm that was described in Section 3.1 and can be seen in
Figure 3A. The sum of all advection terms gives A � 1.35 MW,
which is 21% of the total energy sink (D +W), confirming that the
advection of KE is not the largest energy source for a multi-GW
wind farm in contrast to smaller wind farms (Maas, 2022b).

The largest source of KE is the vertical turbulent flux of KE
(F z � 2.64 MW), contributing with 42% to the total energy sink.
The fluxes through the lateral boundaries F x and Fy are 2 orders of
magnitude smaller thanF z. The reason is that the surface area of the
lateral boundaries is two orders of magnitude smaller than the
surface area of the top or bottom boundary (Γx ≈ Γy ≈ 11 km2 and Γz
≈ 2000 km2). Thus, turbulent fluxes through the left/right and south/
north boundaries of the wind farm are negligible for the wind farm
energy budget.

The energy input by the geostrophic forcing G and the mean
perturbation pressure gradient P contribute with 1.17 MW and
1.24 MW, respectively. This corresponds to 18% and 20%,
respectively, of the total energy sink. Consequently, A, G and P
have approximately the same magnitude (≈ 20 %). The energy
input by buoyancy forces is negligible small (B � −0.03 MW).
This is an expected result for a neutrally stratified boundary layer.

3.3.2 Wind turbine energy budgets
The energy budgets for each wind turbine CV Ωwt are shown in

Figure 8. Due to the large spread of values it is difficult to derive
quantitative statements from this Figure. However, the Figure shows
the qualitative variation along the two dimensions of the wind farm.
In general, there is a greater variation along the x-direction than
along the y-direction. The variation along the x-direction is
discussed in more detail in the next section. Variations along the
y-direction occur, e.g., for Ax, which is greater at the northwestern
and southwestern wind farm corners. This correlates with W,

i.e., greater wind turbine powers also occur at these wind farm
corners. The reason is the variation in the wind direction inside the
wind farm: In the central, western part of the wind farm the wind
direction is parallel to the turbine rows and thus the turbines in the
third turbine column are in the full wake of the first turbine column
(remember the staggered configuration). At the wind farm corners
the wind direction is different (see Figure 3A) and thus the turbines
are not in a full wake. This results in a higher turbine power but also
in a larger difference between incoming and outgoing advection of
KE and thus a greater Ax. There is also a correlation between the
vertical turbulent fluxes and the wind turbine power, i.e., greater
wind turbine powers occur where the fluxes are greater. The energy
input by the perturbation pressure gradient P is greatest at the
southeastern wind farm corner, where also the largest pressure
gradients occur (see Figure 3B). The energy input by the
geostrophic forcing is approximately constant in the entire
wind farm.

3.3.3 Wind turbine energy budgets averaged by
column

To obtain more quantitative statements about the energy
budgets inside the wind farm, Figure 9 shows the wind turbine
CV energy budgets averaged by column. The terms B (buoyancy
forces) and F y (turbulent fluxes at the south/north boundaries) are
not shown, because they are smaller than 0.05 MW in every column.
In general, the budget terms show the same development as in the
semi-infinite wind farm case presented in Maas (2022b).

The advection of KE through the left/right boundaries
(Figure 9A) is very large in the first CV (20.1 MW) and becomes
negative (−1.7 MW) in the last CV. The flow accelerates in the last
CV and thus more KE leaves the CV than it enters, resulting in a net
negative KE budget. The streamwise acceleration (divergence) is
related to a vertical convergence and thus KE enters the CV through
the top boundary (Az � +0.85 MW). The opposite is the case in the
first CV, where KE leaves the top boundary due to an ascending
motion (Az � −11.1 MW). The evolution of Ax and Az shows the
same behavior as in semi-infinite wind farms (Allaerts and Meyers,
2017; Maas, 2022b). The advection of KE through the south/north
boundaries of the CVs is Ay � −0.5 MW at the first CV and decays
to Ay � −0.1 MW at the last CV. Thus, Ay is not zero as it is for a
semi-infinite wind farm like in Allaerts and Meyers (2017) or Maas
(2022b), but it has a much smaller magnitude thanAx. Note thatAy

is negative throughout the entire wind farm, indicating that the flow
diverges in the y-direction up to the end of the wind farm and that
the flow convergence is only present in the wake (see Figure 3). The
development of W is discussed in Section 3.4.2.

The turbulent fluxes through the left/right boundaries
(Figure 9B) are a small sink in the first two CVs
(F x � −0.5 MW), because the outgoing flow contains more TKE
than the incoming flow. For the rest of the wind farm F x is
approximately zero. The vertical turbulent fluxes are slightly
negative in the first CV and reach their maximum value of F z �
3.3 MW in CV 2 and then decay to F z � 2.6 MW in CV 12.

The energy input by the geostrophic forcing G increases from
1.1 MW at CV 1–1.3 MW at CV 16. This increase is caused by the
counterclockwise wind direction change along x resulting in a larger
ageostrophic wind speed component and thus a larger energy input
by the geostrophic forcing, as already described by Maas (2022b).
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The energy input by the perturbation pressure gradients P
increases from 0.2 MW at CV 1–2.7 MW at CV 16. The large
value of P at the last CV causes the flow to accelerate, causing
Ax to decrease and the turbine power W to increase in magnitude

towards the end of the wind farm. Note that P shows oscillations
with a wavelength of 2 CVs corresponding to 4 turbine spacings
(4sx = 5.76 km). These oscillations are related to small scale gravity
waves that are triggered at the wind farm leading and trailing edge as

FIGURE 8
Energy budgets inside the wind turbine control volumes (CVs) Ωwt. The budget terms are: advection of KE through left/right (Ax), south/north (Ay )
and bottom/top (Az) boundaries, turbulent fluxes through bottom/top boundaries (F z), geostrophic forcing (G), perturbation pressure gradients (P),
dissipation (D) and energy extraction by wind turbines (W). The buoyancy term (B) and the horizontal turbulent fluxes (F x and F y ) are not shown,
because they are very small (see Figure 7). The values of Ax and Az in the first CV column are larger than the color scale range, see Figure 9.

FIGURE 9
Energy budgets inside the wind turbine control volumesΩwt, averaged along y. The budget terms are: advection of KE through left/right (Ax), south/
north (Ay) and bottom/top (Az) boundaries, energy extraction bywind turbines (W), turbulent fluxes through bottom/top boundaries (F z), geostrophic
forcing (G), perturbation pressure gradients (P) and dissipation (D). The buoyancy term (B) and the horizontal turbulent fluxes (F x and F y ) are not
shown, because they are very small (see Figure 7).
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described by Maas (2022b). These gravity waves have a wavelength
of approximately 5.3 km and induce pressure oscillations in the
boundary layer. The small scale gravity waves are not visible in
Figure 5 because their pressure amplitude is much smaller than that
of the visible large scale gravity waves.

The dissipation by the SGS model (D) has the largest magnitude
in CV 2 and 3. This is the location where also the largest TI occurs
(see Figure 3C).

3.4 Power output and comparison with
analytical wake models

3.4.1 Description of the analytical wake models
In the next section the wind turbine power output of PALM is

discussed and compared with two analytical wake models, which are
described in this section shortly. The two wake models are the NP
model (Niayifar and Porté-Agel, 2016) and the Turbulence
Optimized Park (TurbOPark) model (Pedersen et al., 2022).
These wake models are chosen because they have a Gaussian
velocity deficit profile in the wake and because their wake
expansion rate depends on the local TI. The Gaussian profile
represents the velocity deficit in the wake much more accurately
than, e.g., a top-hat profile, as comparisons with LES data and wind
tunnel measurements have shown (Bastankhah and Porté-Agel,
2014). Accounting for the local TI, i.e., the sum of the ambient
TI and the turbine generated TI, results in a more realistic wake
expansion rate than accounting for only the ambient TI (Lissaman,
1979; Nygaard et al., 2022). Both wake models are based on the
momentum-conserving velocity deficit model for a single turbine
wake proposed by Bastankhah and Porté-Agel (2014). For each wind
turbine there is an image wind turbine mirrored at z = 0 to account
for the effect of the ground. The wake models differ in the wake
superposition principle and the turbulence model.

In the NP model the superposition of wakes is performed by a
linear sum of the velocity deficits, which conserves the momentum
(Lissaman, 1979; Bastankhah and Porté-Agel, 2014). The turbine
generated turbulence is modeled according to Crespo and Herna´
ndez (1996). Note that this model is only valid for streamwise TIs
between 7% and 14% and that the first 2 turbine columns are
exposed to the ambient streamwise TI, which is only 4.3%. For a
given location only the TI caused by the nearest upstream turbine is
considered and no superposition is performed (Bastankhah and
Porté-Agel, 2014, p. 5).

In the TurbOPark model the superposition of wakes is
performed by a quadratic sum of the velocity deficits, which
conserves the kinetic energy (Katic et al., 1987; Nygaard et al.,
2022). The turbine generated turbulence is modeled according to
Frandsen (2007). The superposition of the ambient TI with the
turbine generated TI of all wakes at a given location is performed by
a quadratic sum, which is a TKE- or variance-conserving method.

The computations for the wake models are performed with the
open source wind farm simulation tool PyWake (Pedersen et al.,
2019). Meteorological input parameters are the mean hub height
wind speed (9 m ·s−1), the wind shear exponent (0.088), the ambient
streamwise TI at hub height (4.3%) and the wind direction (270°).
Wind turbine specific input parameters are the rotor diameter, the
hub height, the coordinates of the wind turbines and the thrust and

power coefficients at different wind speeds, that are available at the
data repository given in Gaertner et al. (2020).

3.4.2 Results of the wake model comparison
The electrical wind turbine power output of PALM and the two

wake models is shown in Figure 10. There are large differences in the
qualitative distribution of the turbine power between PALM and the
wake models. For the TurbOPark model, the turbine power only
varies along the turbine rows and is constant inside a turbine column.
For the NP model the turbine power is larger at the southern and
northern wind farm boundaries than inside the wind farm. This effect
is largest for the most downstream located turbines and is caused by
the linear superposition method for the velocity deficit but also by the
different turbulence model used in the NP model. However, the
largest variation inside a turbine column is present in PALM. In the
first column, the highest turbine power occurs at the most northern
and southern turbines, because the blockage effect (or pressure) is
smallest there (see Figure 3B). But also for further downstream located
columns the power variation is very large, e.g., 3.8 MW–6.2 MW in
column 3. This large variation is caused by the spatial variation of the
wind direction inside the wind farm that results in a full-wake
situation for a row-parallel flow and to a partial or no-wake
situation for other wind directions (see Figure 3A). Consequently
the smallest turbine power occurs at row 1, column 23, where the wind
direction is parallel to the turbine rows.

Because a quantitative comparison between the models is
difficult with the color diagram shown in Figure 10, the column-
wise averaged wind turbine power is shown in Figure 11. The figure
shows the results of two different PyWake simulations. In
Figure 11A the hub height wind speed is set to the hub height
inflow wind speed in PALM (v1 = 9.00 m·s−1). In Figure 11B the hub
height wind speed is set to the wind speed 2.5 D upstream of the first
turbine column averaged along the wind farm width in PALM (v2 =
7.94 m·s−1) to account for the global blockage effect.

In PALM, the mean turbine power in the first column is
6.2 MW. This is 32% less than the power of the IEA 15 MW
reference wind turbine at a hub height wind speed of 9.0 m·s−1
(9.1 MW). The reason is the global blockage effect, that reduces the
mean hub height wind speed in the first column by approximately
1 m·s−1. In column 3 and 4 the mean turbine power has dropped to
approximately 4.5 MW, because most of the turbines are in the wake
of a turbine in column 1 or 2. Some turbines, however, are not in a
full wake, as discussed above and thus there is a large spread between
the minimum and maximum turbine power in these columns.
Further downstream, the power drops further due to a decrease
in the horizontal advection of KE Ax and a decrease in the vertical
turbulent fluxes F z (see Figure 9). At column 20 the mean turbine
power has reached a minimum of 3.1 MW. Further downstream the
mean turbine power increases to 3.6 MW at the last column. This
increase in power is caused by an increase in the energy input by the
pressure gradient P (see Figure 9). The total wind farm power is
Pwf,PALM = 3.77 GW, resulting in a wind farm efficiency of:

ηwf,PALM � Pwf,PALM

NwtPref
� 3.77 GW
1024 × 9.1 MW

� 40.5 %. (13)

In Figure 11A the mean turbine power in the first two columns
of the NP and TurbOPark model is 9.1 MW, which is the power of
the IEA 15 MW reference wind turbine at a hub height wind speed
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of 9.0 m ·s−1. This is 47% more than in PALM because the NP and
TurbOPark model do not account for the global blockage effect. In
PyWake it is possible to account for the local blockage effect, i.e., the
flow deceleration upstream of each rotor disc. However, using this
local blockage model affects the wind farm power by less than 0.5%.
Thus, the magnitude of the global blockage effect is approximately
two orders of magnitude greater than the sum of the local blockage
effects of all wind turbines. Similar results have also been reported by
Centurelli et al. (2021).

In Figure 11B, where the hub height wind speed for the wake
models is reduced to v2 = 7.94 m ·s−1, the turbine power in the first
column of the wake models agrees with that of PALM. Thus, the
following discussion is based on Figure 11B.

For the NPmodel the turbine power drops to 3.4 MW in column
3 and 4 and then increases to 3.7 MW in column 7 due to the
increases TI generated by the upstream turbines. From there on the
turbine power decreases monotonically up to the end of the wind
farm, where it reaches 2.6 MW. In the bulk of the wind farm the NP
model underestimates the turbine power by only 7%. Larger
differences of up to −28% occur towards the end of the wind
farm. The total wind farm power output is Pwf,NP = 3.34 GW,
which is 11% less than that of PALM and corresponds to a wind
farm efficiency of ηwf,NP = 35.8%.

For the TurbOPark model the turbine power drops to 2.6 MW
in column 3 and 4. Due to the quadratic superposition of the velocity
deficits, the turbine power reaches an equilibrium value of 1.9 MW

FIGURE 10
Wind turbine power of the LES model PALM (A), the Niayifar and Porté-Agel model (B) and the TurbOPark model (C). For PALM, the power is
averaged over the last 4 h of the main simulation.

FIGURE 11
Wind turbine power of the LES model PALM, the Niayifar and Porté-Agel model (NP) and the TurbOPark model. The markers represent the column-
wise averaged power and the error bars represent themaximal andminimal power in the respectivewind farm column. In (A) the referencewind speed for
the wakemodels is set to the inflowwind speed at hub height of the LES (9.00 m ·s−1). In the (B) the reference wind speed is reduced to 7.94 m ·s−1, which
is the wind speed 2.5 D upstream of the first column averaged along the wind farm width in PALM. The total wind farm powers (Pwf) are also given.
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at approximately column 16. This results in deviations of up to −51%
relative to PALM in column 5. The total wind farm power output is
Pwf,TurbOPark = 2.28 GW, which is 40% less than that of PALM and
corresponds to a wind farm efficiency of ηwf,TurbOPark = 24.5%.

What are the reasons for these large discrepancies between the
results of the LES and the wake models? As described in the previous
section, the wake models are momentum-conserving (or energy-
conserving in case of the wake superposition in the TurbOPark
model). That means that there are no momentum or energy sinks
except the wind turbines itself. There are also no momentum or
energy sources except the advection of KE into the wind farm. But, as
the energy budget analysis of the LES shows, there are KE sources
and sinks that are at least equally important than the advection of
KE. The sources are the energy input by the geostrophic forcing (G)
and by the perturbation pressure gradients (P). The vertical
turbulent fluxes (F z) are also an energy source but they are part
of the wake expansion process of the wake models (expansion and
speed recovery through turbulent mixing). There are also important
energy sinks like the loss of KE through the northern and southern
wind farm boundaries Ay, the bottom and top wind farm
boundaries (Az) and the loss of KE by dissipation (D). Because
the wake models do not consider these energy sources and sinks, the
wake models overestimate or underestimate the total wind farm
power, depending on which reference hub height wind speed is
chosen.

The LES results show that, if all relevant physics are modeled,
many complex flow effects occur in a wind farm of this size. These
relevant physics are, e.g., the consideration of Coriolis, pressure and
buoyancy forces resulting in flow effects like gravity waves, global
blockage effect, flow deflection and flow acceleration. The
complexity of the flow causes a large spread in the wind turbine
power, as shown in Figure 10A. The investigated wake models
neglect the above named physics. This seems to be a valid
simplification for small wind farms in which the named flow
effects do not occur. But for large, multi-gigawatt wind farms as
in this study this simplification is not valid any more. The analytical
wake models thus underestimate the variation of the turbine power
inside the turbine columns and underestimate the total wind farm
power by up to 40%.

Improvements could be achieved by taking some of the
neglected physics into account. The largest deviations occur at
the first and last turbine column and are caused by the
neglection of the perturbation pressure distribution. The
perturbation pressure distribution is responsible for the global
blockage effect and the flow acceleration at the end of the wind
farm. Thus, taking these effects into account will probably
significantly improve the large wind farm power prediction
capability of the investigated wake models. Two tasks have to be
solved to include these effects in to the wake models: First, modeling
of the gravity wave induced pressure distribution in the wind farm.
Second, modeling the effect of this pressure distribution on the
velocity field, e.g., by applying Bernoulli’s principle. Information for
modeling gravity wave induced pressure gradients in wind farms is
provided by Smith (2009), Allaerts et al. (2018), Allaerts and Meyers
(2019), Lanzilao and Meyers (2021) and Devesse et al. (2022). A
wake model that considers the effect of streamwise pressure
gradients was recently proposed by Dar and Porté-Agel (2022). It
is designed for topography induced pressure gradients but it might

also be suitable for gravity wave induced pressure gradients.
Unfortunately, this model is not part of PyWake and could not
be tested in this study.

4 Discussion

In this study the results of an LES of a 15 GW wind farm are
presented and compared with analytical wake models. One aim of
this study is to investigate differences between the flow field of the
finite-size wind farm setup as used in this study with a semi-infinite
wind farm setup as used in the study of Maas (2022b). The results
show that the finite-size wind farm setup causes an even more
complex flow than the semi-infinite wind farm setup. Additional
effects are the crosswise flow divergence in the wind farm and the
crosswise flow convergence in the wind farmwake. The semi-infinite
wind farm setup of Maas (2022b) generates supergeostrophic wind
speeds in the wake, which do not occur for the finite-size wind farm
in this study. Thus, it can be concluded that using a semi-infinite
wind farm setup for multi-gigawatt wind farms suppresses or
amplifies important flow features that occur in the more realistic
finite-size wind farm setup.

The energy budget analysis shows that there is an additional loss
of KE through the southern and northern wind farm boundaries that
do not exist for a semi-infinite wind farm setup. However, this
additional loss is compensated by a reduction of the KE loss by
advection through the bottom and top wind farm boundaries. The
turbulent flux of KE through all lateral wind farm boundaries is two
orders of magnitude smaller than the turbulent fluxes through the
bottom and top wind farm boundaries and can thus be neglected.

The second aim of this study is to compare the wind turbine
power output of the LES model PALM with two analytical wake
models: The NP model (Niayifar and Porté-Agel, 2016) and the
TurbOPark model (Pedersen et al., 2022). The comparison shows
that there are large discrepancies between the wind farm power
predicted by the wake models and by PALM. In the first turbine
column the wake models overestimate the power by 47%, because
they do not account for the global blockage effect. If the reference
hub height wind speed of the wake models is reduced to account for
the global blockage effect, then they underestimate the wind farm
power by 11% and 40% for the NP and TurbOPark model,
respectively. Due to the spatial variability of the wind direction
in PALM, there is a large variation in the turbine power throughout
the wind farm. This variability is not present in the wake models.

The large discrepancies between the results of PALM and the
wake models occur because the wake models neglect most of the
relevant physical processes. This has two consequences: First, the
flow field do not feature the flow complexity, e.g., the wind direction
variability, that the results of the LES reveal. Second, important
energy sources and sinks, such as the energy input by the
geostrophic forcing or the perturbation pressure gradients, are
neglected. This seems to be a valid simplification for small wind
farms in which the named flow effects do not occur and the largest
energy source is the advection of KE. But for large, multi-gigawatt
wind farms as in this study this simplification is not valid any more,
because other energy sources and sinks become relevant.
Improvements could be achieved by taking some of the neglected
physics, especially the pressure distribution, into account.
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The LES results provide interesting and valuable insights into the
flow of potential large offshore wind farms. It should be noted, however,
that the results are based on a very idealized simulation setup thatmight
deviate from reality significantly. For example, stationarity, barotropic
conditions, a constant wind and temperature stratification profile in the
free atmosphere and a homogeneous surface are assumed. A deviation
from these idealized conditions might weaken or strengthen the
described flow effects. The wind farm blocks 1/3 of the domain
width, so that the magnitude of the pressure gradients and the wake
deflection might still be overestimated. Additionally, only one
meteorological and wind farm setup is investigated. A different
boundary layer height, stability, surface roughness or turbine
arrangement may change the results. Further research is needed to
quantify the effect of the named variations.
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6 Summary and open research questions

6.1 Summary

The aim of this thesis was to study the power output and flow effects of multi-gigawatt wind
farms using large-eddy simulations (LES). The results of this thesis are summarized and
concluded by answering the questions of the introduction section:

How to design an LES setup that is suitable for simulating the flow in large
wind farms? It can be concluded that an LES setup for large wind farms has to fulfill more
requirements than a setup for small wind farms. Gravity waves, global blockage effect and
flow divergence are only represented realistically if suitable boundary conditions and domain
sizes are used. For example, to avoid the reflection of gravity waves at the domain top, a
domain height of at least one wavelength plus a Rayleigh damping layer of similar thickness is
required. To minimize interactions between the blockage effect and the turbulence recycling
plane a large distance of approximately 100 km between the inflow and the wind farm is
required. The second article used the semi-infinite wind farm setup, and the results showed
that the wind farm triggers an inertial oscillation. This oscillation did not occur in the third
article, which uses the finite wind farm setup. Additionally, flow divergence and convergence
occurred in the third article but not in the second article. Thus it can be concluded that for
large wind farm studies the finite wind farm setup should be used in the future.

What are the fundamental differences between the flow in small (sub-gigawatt)
and large (multi-gigawatt) wind farms and why do they occur? One fundamental
difference between small (sub-gigawatt) and large (multi-gigawatt) wind farms is their differ-
ent length scale. Small wind farms have a size on the order of 10 km, and large wind farms
have a size on the order of 100 km. This has several implications. First, the Rossby number
of large wind farms is small enough for Coriolis effects to appear. This results in a significant
counterclockwise flow deflection in the wind farm and the wake in the order of 10◦, which is
significantly more than the deflection angles reported by other studies. Second, due to the
larger number of wind turbines in the streamwise direction, there is a larger speed deficit
inside the wind farm and the boundary layer (BL). This results in a larger vertical displace-
ment of the inversion layer (IL) and thus also to larger amplitudes of the gravity waves in the
overlying free atmosphere. Consequently, the blockage effect is also greater for larger wind
farms. In the second article, speed deficits of 8 % for the large wind farm and 5 % for the
small wind farm were observed. The vertical IL displacement also causes an acceleration of
the overlying flow resulting in a clockwise deflection due to an increased Coriolis force. This
clockwise deflection has never been reported before. The third article, which uses the finite
wind farm setup, has shown that the flow in large wind farms does not only diverge in the
vertical direction but also in the crosswise direction, resulting in a wind direction change of
several degrees at the wind farm corners. In the wake, the flow converges in the vertical and
crosswise direction. These effects have not been observed in other wind farm studies due
to the limited wind farm size or the use of the semi-infinite wind farm setup. The wakes
of large wind farms are, in general, much longer (in the order of 100 km) than the wakes
of small wind farms. The reason is that large wind farms have already extracted a large
portion of the kinetic energy in the BL, so that the most important wake recovery process,
the vertical turbulent flux of kinetic energy, is small. The wake recovery is mainly driven
by the geostrophic forcing, which is a much weaker force. Results of the first and second
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article have shown that, in terms of turbulence intensity, the wake length is in the order of
10 km and is independent of the wind farm size. The wind farm length independence of the
turbulent wake is a new finding that has not been reported by other studies.

How does the wind farm wake of a large wind farm depend on the stability
and the boundary layer height? Wakes of small wind farms are shorter for convective
boundary layers (CBLs) and longer for stable boundary layers (SBLs). However, this state-
ment could not be confirmed for large wind farms, as investigated in the first article . The
wind speed deficit and the wake length were greater in the CBL case than in the neutral
boundary layer (NBL) case. This effect could be explained by the greater wind shear in
the NBL case, which causes a greater vertical turbulent energy flux and thus faster wake
decay. For the SBL case, the speed deficit inside the wind farm is larger than in the NBL
and CBL cases, but the wake has approximately the same length due to a much faster speed
recovery. The speed recovery is driven by a negative pressure gradient induced by gravity
waves. These results suggest that the stability has no direct impact on the wake length of
large wind farms. The BL height, however, has a significant influence on the wake length of
large wind farms as shown by the two CBL cases in the first article. A thicker BL results
in a shorter wake due to a larger vertical kinetic energy flux in the wake. For small wind
farms, the wake length is nearly independent of the BL height because the internal boundary
layer does not reach the IL. The anticlockwise flow deflection is larger for smaller BLs due
to a greater wind speed deficit and thus greater reduction in Coriolis force. Shallower BLs
cause a greater wind speed deficit and consequently a larger IL displacement, larger gravity
wave amplitudes and a stronger blockage effect, which is consistent with the findings of other
studies with smaller wind farms.

Which wind farm efficiencies can be achieved in large wind farms and how do
they depend on the stability, boundary layer height and turbine spacing? The
results of the first article show that wind farm efficiencies of large (multi-gigawatt) wind farms
are significantly smaller than wind farm efficiencies of small (sub-gigawatt) wind farms. For
large wind farms in a NBL, the wind farm efficiency can be as low as 41 %, if the turbine
spacing is as small as 5D, in contrast to 66 % for a small wind farm. The variation of the
BL height in the CBL cases has shown that the wind farm efficiency of small wind farms
is nearly independent of the BL height (88 % vs. 86 % for a doubling of the BL height).
In contrast, the wind farm efficiency of large wind farms shows a clear dependence on the
BL height (64 % vs. 54 %). The effect of stability on the wind farm efficiency could not
be clearly stated because also other parameters vary if the stability changes. The CBL-700
and NBL-700 cases in the first article have approximately the same BL height, but in the
NBL case the wind shear is greater, resulting in higher wind speeds in the bulk of the BL.
The SBL and NBL cases have very different BL heights and can thus also not be directly
compared.

What are the most important energy sources and sinks in a large wind farm?
Both energy budget analyses performed in this thesis are unique and provide interesting
insights into the energy budgets of large wind farms. The energy budget analysis in the
second article compares the energy budgets in small and large wind farms systematically for
the first time. The energy budget analysis in the third article investigates a multi-gigawatt
finite-size wind farm for the first time. The results have shown that the advection of kinetic
energy by the mean flow is a large energy source for small wind farms but plays a minor role for
large wind farms. The reason is that the inflow of kinetic energy spreads over more turbines
and that a large amount of kinetic energy leaves the wind farm due to the acceleration in
the exit region. The largest energy source for large wind farms is the vertical turbulent flux
of kinetic energy. The energy input by turbulent fluxes through the lateral boundaries of
the wind farm is negligibly small. The control volume of a large wind farm has a higher
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volume to surface area ratio so that volume sources like the energy input by the geostrophic
forcing become more dominant. The energy input by the geostrophic forcing is enhanced
by the counterclockwise deflection of the flow, which results in a higher ageostrophic wind
speed component. Although the gravity wave induced pressure amplitude and the blockage
effect are larger for the large wind farm, the pressure gradient and thus also its energy input
is smaller for the large wind farm due to the greater wind farm length.

How do analytical wake models perform for large wind farms and how can
they be improved? In this thesis analytical wake models have been compared with LES
results of a multi-gigawatt wind farm for the first time. The results have shown that even
advanced analytical wake models can not accurately predict the power output of a 15 GW
wind farm. Deviations in the wind farm power output of up to 40 % between the wake
models and the LES results were found. The wake models underestimated the power of the
turbines in the first column by more than 30 % because they do not account for the global
blockage effect. The large discrepancies occurred because the wake models neglect relevant
energy sources and sinks, as the energy budget analysis revealed. The LES results showed a
large spread of turbine powers inside a turbine column due to the large variability in wind
direction caused by the flow deflection and divergence. This effect could not be reproduced
by the wake models because they do not model the physical processes that lead to the wind
direction variability. The wake models could be improved by modeling some of these physical
processes. The greatest improvement would be achieved if the gravity wave induced pressure
gradients were taken into account.

6.2 Open research questions

One open research task would be to systematically vary parameters like the BL height, the
lapse rate in the free atmosphere and the turbine spacing for the finite wind farm setup.
The results could be used for the improvement of existing wake models. Another interesting
research task would be to investigate SBLs with a height that is smaller than the height
of the wind turbines. This situation will occur more often in the future as offshore wind
turbines are still increasing in size. The studies presented in this thesis use stationary and
horizontal homogeneous inflow and forcing data. These are conditions that rarely occur
in reality. Thus, an important research task would be to use less idealized setups and to
investigate the impact of transient events or heterogeneous flow fields. The results of this
thesis have shown that the counterclockwise flow deflection increases the energy input by
the geostrophic forcing and thus the wind farm performance. An interesting research task
would be to find out whether this effect could be enhanced by applying a systematic yaw
misalignment to all turbines so that the flow deflection and thus the energy input by the
geostrophic forcing increases further.
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